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General Summary

A,feasuring Crime
Crime in Ireland is nowadays an issue ofcentral concern. This concern springs

not slmpiy from considerations of the effects of crime on its victims and on the
overall quality of life but also from the belief that the level ofcrime is an index of
the moral and social well-being of the nation. In recent years a consensus has
deveioped that the level of crime is at unprecedented heights. However, that
consensus emerged despite the limitations of the data available concerning the
level of crime.

This paper reports the findings of the 1982/83 ESRI Crime Victimisation
Survey, the first such comprehensive survey carried out in tbe Republic of
Ireland. Between October 1982 and October J983 a national sample of 8,902
individuals were asked whether they had been the victim of any one or more of
six specified crimes during the preceding twelve months.

In Chapter I of this paper we discuss the reasons for undertaking such a
survey. In particular, we note that the most commonly uti[ised measure ofcrime
-- the number of indictable offences reported or known -- cannot be regarded as
either reliable or valid for st~ch a purpose. This is because, first, the main index of
the amount of crime -- the annual total of indictable offences -- includes a great
many trivial offences yet excludes other serious offences. Secondly, the Garda
statistics, like those of any police force, are responsive not alone to the numberof
criminal incidents that take place but also to the readiness of the public to report
such offences to the police and to the methods adopted by the po[ice’in dealing
with and recording reported offences. Since these factors are likely to be
susceptible to change over time, year to year comparisons of the level of crime
using the indictable totals can be misleading, especially as used by the news
media and politicians.

While victimisation surveys also suffer from some limitations (and these are
discussed in Chapter 2) they can be seen as a useful supplementary measure of
crime trends to that provided by official Statistics. Furthermore, they are likely
to uncover more instances of crime than are officially recorded. Thus, they are
useful in establishing a base-line by which understatement in the official

statistics can be judged, within the limits set by problems of comparability
between survey and official definitions of crimes. Moreover, since in victimisa-
tion surveys information is gathered not only about crimes but also about

I



2 CRIME VICTIMISATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

characteristics of those sampled (households or individuals), whether or not they
were the victims of crime, such surveys allosj us to examine how the risk of being
victimised is distributed across the population and also to look at, for example,
how the probability of reporting an offence to the police or the seriousness oftbe
loss sustained varies across the population.

The present paper, then, has three central aims:
(i) to provide an indication of the prevailing level ofcrime in Ireland over

the survey period, which is independent of official figures (Chapter 3);
(ii) to set Irish crime levels in comparative perspective with those of other

countries, particularly England, Wales and Scotland (Chapter 4);
(iii) to examine the question ofwho, within Ireland, is most at risk ofspecific

sorts of crime (Chapter 5).

The Overall Level of Crime
In our survey as a whole there were 1,733 households which had been the

victim of one or more of the six crimes dealt with and 2,998 criminal incidents.
Thus, there was an overall victimisation rate of 19 per 100 households and an
overall offence rate of 34 incidents per 100 households. The victimisation levels
for each crime are given in Table 3.1. We estimate that 3.6 out of each 100 house-
holds were the victims of a burglary over the 12 month period covered by the
survey, giving a total of 32,000 households burgled in the country as a whole and
slightly over 40,000 incidents of burglary, some households having been burgled
more than once. For car theft, the comparable figures are 4..5 out of each 100 car
owning households victimised, or 27,000 households in total, yielding almost
3’1-,000 cases of car theft.

The difference between the number of victims and the number of offences for
all six crimes, as well as the overall ratio of 1.7 incidents per victim, points to
certain households being particularly susceptible to multiple victimisation of
either the same type of offence more than once or more than one type ofoffence.

Our figures for the number of incidents are somewhat in excess of the official
Garda statistics for the nearest calendar year, 1982. These record 16,558
residential burglaries and 21,936 cases of car theft. These discrepancies arise
partly because not all crimes are reported or come to the attention of the Gardai.
Rates of reporting of offences to the Gardai vary among our six types of crime,
with burglary and car theft, both of which are likely to involve insurance claims
and substantial loss, being the most likely to be reported and vandalism and theft
of an object from around the house, which are the most frequently repeated
offences and probably constitute a high proportion of trivial incidents, being the
least likely to be brought to the attention of the Gardai. However, even applying
the reporting figures to our victimisatlon figures suggests that for the three
crimes where such a comparison was feasible (burglary, vehicle theft, and theft
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of an object from a vehicle) between a half and two-thirds of reported incidents
appear in the Garda statistics.

Comparisons with Other Countries
When compared to the estimated victimisation rates in England and Wales

and Scotland, Irish rates of burglary were found to be 1.7 times higher and
larcenies of vehicles twice as high. Rates were expressed as per 10,000 households
or 10,000 vehicle owning households, as appropriate. Irish rates for other forms
of property crime -- specifically, thefts from vehicles and vandalism to house-
hold property -- were gene’raily at the samc level or lower than those in Great
Britain.

The comparisons based on victimisation survey estimates were less favourable
to Ireland than those based on police statistics. The discussion in Chapter 4 of
these findings stresses the’ difficulties in making international comparisons,

alerting tile reader to the major’strengths and weaknesses of the specific
comparisons we made.

On balance, we conclude that the findings should be interpreted as high-
lighting particular factors which make burglary and vehicle theft especially pre-
valent in Ireland. There is less firm evidence for an overall high rate ofproperty
crime in theRepublic, relative to its neighbours, though we cannot exclude that
possibility. For two forms of theft at least -- larceny of items kept inside vehicles
and vandalism -- Ireland has the lower rate of offence incidence.

- Members of the Irish public are generally more likely than residents of Britain
to report victimisation incidents to the police. It is likely that people in Ireland
expect more from their police force than is the case in countries like England,
where high crime rates have been present for a long time.

The Distribution of Victimisation Risk
The survey results indicate that crime in Ireland is overwhelmingly an urban

phenomenon, heavily concentrated in Dublin. For example, the surveys showed
that 73 per cent of all burglaries take place in Co. Dublin. Rural rates of
victimisatlon are extremely low except in ai’eas in close proximity to Dublin and

to certain other major urban centres, such as Limerick.
In Chapter 5 we looked at how the risk of being a crime victim varies accord-

ing to three additional characteristics of households: these were the size of the
household (that is, the number of people residing in the household); the age of
the household head; and the socio-economic group of the household head. We
carried out this analysis in the light of a theory of predatory criminal victimlsa-
tion which states that the risk of vietimisation depends on three things: the
attractiveness and suitability of the target; the level ofguardianshlp of the target;
and its proximity to motivated offenders. We opec.’.ationalised these three con-
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cepts through the variables size of the household and age of the household head

(guardianship) socio-economic group of the household head (attt’activeness);
and geographical location of the household (proximity to likely offenders). We
found that for all of our six crimes the risk of victimisation varied significantly
according to each of these factors but that hypotheses derived from the theory
were most strongly supported in the case of burglary. Here it ’,,.,as found that
those households most at risk are those likely to be convergent with potential
offenders (those located in Dublin); those which are most attractive (where the
head of the household is self-employed or in a non-manual job); and where
guardianship is least; these arc primarily single person households headed by an
old person, or amongst larger households, those headed by young people.

Conclusions and Recommendations
We present our conclusions and recommendations under three headings;

criminal justice policy, crime statistics and research on crime.

1. Criminal Justice Policy:
The results of our analysis suggest that property crime in Ireland is clearly

patterned. This offers the prospect that an improved allocation of personnel and
a more imaginative choice among modes of policing in localities should be
rewarded with success.

Irish crime is urban-based to a degree rarely encountered in other countries.
The main challenge for the Garda authorities, therefore, is a coherent strategy
for urban policing. Victimisation surveys can point to ".,.,here crime control and
law enforcement problems arc concentrated, but the challenge is really to set
priorities and direct resources accordingly. Basic questions need to be addressed:
What size of area is optimal for Garda districts in various parts ofcities? What
mix of car patrols, foot patrols and community policy is optimal for a particular
type of area? What is the most effective mix between resources that permit a
rapid response to requests for assistance and those resources that might deter
crime from occurring in the first place?

More generally, there appears to be a significant imbalance in the geographic
distributions of Garda resources and crime. In 1980, 42 per cent of Garda
strength was concentrated in the Dublin Metropolitan Area, far below the
capital’s share of the crime problem. Research in other countries does not offer
the promise that a reallocation of Gardai to Dublin or more police patrolling
generally will reduce the level of crime, but it would enhance the level ofservice
available to citizens in need ofassistance. Providing such a service to the public is
the basis for the co-operatlon that makes detections and prosecutions possible.

Our findings also point to the potential ofprcventive measures that maximise
guardianship, the lack of which is one of the main predictors of where property
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crime occurs. The attractiveness of some targets, especially motor vehicles, can
also be diminished through a policy of "target hardening". It is possible to
reduce vandalism to telepllone kiosks and public transport vehicles for example,
or lower the rate at which motor vehicles are stolen. More resilient construction
material or fabrics, steering column locks, and mortice locks and neighbourhood
watches all seek to diminish the opportunity for crime.

The success to date ol~ these efforts in other countries has been sufficient to
make their implementation a viable option in criminal justice policy. It is a
matter for public policy because such a response is of little merit if it merely
serves to "displace" crime from one target to another. In other words, those who
do receive the additional protection will benefit, whether households or social
groups or neighbourhoods, to the cost of others v,,ho will experience the offences
so displaced.

A vlctimisation survey directs our attention toward the individuals and
families that suffer the costs of crime -- financial, physical and psychological.
For many victims, their experience was not ofan isolated incident, but of several
victimisations. Tile need for reassurance through prompt, courteous Garda
response to reports of crime is paramount, as is the need to make victim support
services an integral part of criminal justice policy.

2. Crime Statistics:
Victimisation surveys provide an alternative, rather than a definitive,

measure of the level of crime. Discrepancies between our survey estimates and
the numbers found in the Garda statistics, however, suggest a number ofreforms
that should be made in the methodology underlying the Annual Report on Crime.
First, there is a need to provide offence totals for identifiable offence types, such
as larcenies of motor vehicles. Tabulation of the number of offences should be
made on the same basis for indictable and non-indictable offence categories.
Individual Garda districts and divisions should be auditedon a regular basis to
ensure that the rules for recording, classifying and counting ihe number of
offences are adhered to.

Second, the Garda Sioch~ina should make public the rules and procedures
that are used to collate the Annual Report on Crime. Whenever those procedures
are modified the change should be noted in the Report in which it isintroduced.
If statutes establish new offence categories or modify existing categories, the
manner in which the crime statistics incorporate those changes should be noted.

Our concern about t he current state of Irish crime statistics is prompted by the
use that the mass media and politicians make of the Annual Report on Crime. Police
crime statistics are prod ucts of a data collection effort that is designed to serve the
objectives of crime control and law enforcement. To do so, complexities are
introduced that make it unwise to use thbse statistics, and particularly an index
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such as the number of indictable offences "reported or known", as absolute
measures of the amount of crime that is occurring. Police statistics are still less
informative as a measure of the moral state of the nation.

3. Criminological Research:
The results of the 1982/83 ESRI Victimisation Survey were sumciently

promising to make a replication the first research priority. Such a survey should
both repeat the questions from our survey, allowing for comparison, and
considerably expand the range of questions included.

A programme of victimisation surveys is essential if we arc to measure changes
over time in the extent and nature of crime in Ireland. Official statistics, in the
absence of a complementary set of victimlsation studies, would appear to be a
guide only to long-term trends in the level of crimes and they cannot capture
short-term fluctuations in the amount of crime. We need both sets of data.

Victimisation surveys should be expanded in coverage to include crimes
where institutions such as commercial firms, schools, or the general public (e.g.,
parks, sporting facilities) are the victim. Victimisation survey data will be
deficient as an index of the amount of "white collar" crime such as embezzle-
ment, forgery and fraud unless institutional victims arc included. Such surveys
might help to focus attention on the extent and cost to society of such crimes.

Neither survey research nor official statistics are informative about the social
organisation of crime in a society. Research on specific localities or on practi-
tioners of highly specialised forms ofcrime is needed in Ireland to provide the
groungting within which we can make sense of answers to the two basic questions
posed at the start of this paper: how much crime is there at present in Ireland and
which families and social groups are most at risk from crime victimisation? We
have provided statistical answers to those questions. If we wish to probe deeper
and ask what arc the links between levels of crime and factors such as (a) early
school leaving, long-term unemployment and drug abuse, or (b) the probability
of detention, prosecution and punishment, we will need to know more about the
social organisation of crime. Surveys and analyses ofotficial crime statistics can
hint at, but not definitively indicate, the ’nature of those linkages.



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTIO.A(" THE ENTERPRISE OF COUAC’T’LArG CRIME

Fear of becoming a crime victim, particularly of a burglar),, a robbery, or a
car theft, is today a preoccupation for most Irish city residents. Indeed, the risk of
becoming a victim intrudes for nearly all of us, city and country dwellers alike, as
a factor in how we plan and car~, out our daily activities. Thiscontrastssharply
with the situation ’20 years ago. Then, crime was very low on the agenda of issues
that were seen to merit public concern and require remedial action.

This report offers an appraisal of the magnitude of tile problem of crime in
h’eland today: It has three main objectives. The first is to offer an estimate
derived from survey data of the amount of serious criminal offences in the
Republic and which thus supplements that provided in the official crime stat-
istics published annually by the Garda Siocb~ina. Between October 198’2 and
October 1983, the residents of 9,000 Irish households were asked whether they
had been the victims ofsix major criminal offences and, if so, whether they had
reported the offence to the Gardal. The results of that survey provide the basis
for our estimated level of crime.

Our second objective is to use the survey to assess Ireland’s relative interna-
tional standing in terms of the level of crime. In particular, Irish crime levels are
compared to those obtaining in Great Britain.

Both in making our estimate of the level of crime in this country and in the
comparisons to other countries, we consider how the findings differ from those
derived from estimates based on official police statistics.

The third objective is to determine which types ofhouseholds and persons are
most at risk of becoming a crime victim. Thus, we examine which areas, which
types of households, which age groups and which socio-economic groups have
the highest rates of victimisation for the six criminal offences. Both the level and
the risk of crime victimisation are estimated for a one year period.

Victimisation surveys were initiated in the late 1960s to respond to long-
standing reservations about the comprehensiveness of police crime statistlcs.~ By
surveying at random from the pool of potential crime victims --’persons,
families, business concerns, etc. -- it was thought that the "dark figu’re" of
unreported and unrecorded crime could be.reduced to inconsequential levels,
allowing the first truly comprehensive measures of the extent of lawbreaking
activity (Sparks, 1981 ). That demand for more and better information was given
particular impetus by the expectation, manifest initially in the United States,
that the result would be more effective policy making in the area of criminal

justice.
The first victimisation survey went into the field in Washington D.C. during

7
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1966 soon followed by numerous other surveys in the United States and Europe,

culminating in the massive National Crime Surveys conducted in the 1970s,

each of which questioned residents of some 60,000 American households.

What emerged was an alternative way of measuring the amount ofcrime, not a

basis for improving police crime statistics. Victimisation surveys both share some

of the weaknesses of official crime statistics -- chiefly a bais toward "serious"

incidents and differential willingness to co-operate among social groups -- and

have some unique strengths and weaknesses. Survey-based estimates under-

represent crimes against institutions and multiple victims (Sparks, 1981, p. 28);

however, they do reveal a substantial number of incidents not reported to the

police, especially for property offences. These reports are not screened by

impartial observers as to whether they meet the criteria of the criminal law. The

victim is the policeman, judge and jury. Thus, victimisation surveys are different

rather than "better" measures of the amount of crime. But in their supple-

mentary role, survey estimates can help us to interpret the official crime

statistics. A succession of surveys in both the United States and in the United

Kingdom have shown that apparent upsurges in the level ofofficially recorded

major property crimes, such as burglary, during the 1970s were artificial pro-

ducts of changing reporting practices by the public, not more crime (USA:

Jencks, 1983; UK: Hough, 1983).

’The great "moral stafisilcian" Quetelet (1835/’t2, p. 82) offers as definitive an assessment of the

"dark figure" and its implications as did any of his successors:

our observations can only refer to a certain number of known and tried offences, out of the
unknown sum total of crimes committed. Since this sum total of crimes committed will
probably ever continue unknown, all the reasoning of which it is tlae basis will be more or
less defective ... there is a ratio, nearly invariably the same, between known and tried
offences and the unknown sum total of crimes commiued. This ratio is necessary, and if it
did not really exist, every thing which, until the present time, has been said on the statistical
documents of crime would be false and absurd ... The ratio of which we speak necessarily
varies according to the nature and seriousness of the crimes: in a well..organised society,
where the police are active and justice is rightly administered, 1his ratio, for murders and
assassinations, will be nearly equal to unity; that is to say, no individual will disappear from
the society by murder or assassination, without its being known: this will not be precisely the
case with poisonings. When we look to thefts and offences ofsmafer importance, the ratio
will become very small, and a great number of offences will remain unknown, either
because those against whom they are committed do not perceive them, or do not wish to
prosecute the perpetrators, or because justice itself has not sufficient evidence to act uFon.
Thus, the greatness of this ratio, which will generally be different for different crimes and
offences, will chiefly depend on the activity ofj ustice in reaching the guih y, on the care with
which the lauer conceal themselves, on the repugnance which the individuals injured may
have to complain, or perhaps on their not knowing that any iqiury has been committed
against them.
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The resuhs of vlctirnisation surveys were diverted to a nunlber of different
tasks. They permitted for tile first time tile delincation of personal and household
chat,’acteristics that make people more or less vulnerable to crime, allo~,,;cd us to
sepa~,’ate changes over tlme in official statistics due to increased public reporting
of crime fi’om those due to actual increases in the number of ofl~snccs, and pro-
vided a uniform basis for measuring crime levels irt urban and rural areas. Here,
tile achievements have been impressive. \lictimisation surveys have stimulated a
focus on situational opporttmities as contributing factors in property crime
(Cohen and Felson, 1979) leading to a more adequate understanding ofthc dis-
tribution of crime risk. They also assist us in appreciating the emotional and
financial consequences of crime for victims and thus in devising programmes to
cater for tile needs of victims in time aficrrnath of a crime.

This chapter places our vlctlmlsation survey artd the estimates it contains
within the context of other sources of information on the magnitude of the crime
problem in Ireland. The first section considers those sources and tile claims that
have been made on their basis. Tile second section summarises what is known
about recent trends in crime in h’eland. Finally, the structure of the remainder of
tile report is outlined.

l~4easuring C~ime: Sources and Claims

A public perception that crime in Ireland has reached unprecedented levels
-- at least in this century -- is evident in the newspapers and in D~iil and Seanad
Parliamentary Debates from the early 1970s. That perception was probably
heightened to some extent by anxieties attributable to the situation in Northern
Ireland. But an accumulation of evidence in the form of crime statistics.was also
available, suggesting that a major transformation had indeed occurred in the
risk of victimisation. Each release of Garda crime statistics was greeted with
headlines on the progress of time "Crime Crisis" or the "War on Cr’me ’, with
reports from the battlefield uniformly poor. The significance of measuring tile
amount of crime was accepted as a matter of routine by the late 1970s. That
importance was given further urgency by a spate of an’ned robberies, in which
five Gardai at’tel eight bystanders lost thcir lives (The Irish Times, 1 March 1981,
p. 12). As a result, in tile 1980s, crime statistics are a standard yardstick by which
h’cland’s condition is assessed. Their use goes fat" beyond a simple index of time

in’tmediate danger to heahh and property: Crime is now taken as symptomatic of
something that has gone terribly wrong with the very nature of h’eland and its
people. Crime as an issue has become entangled with other national problems,
like unemploymel’lt and drug abuse.

Over most of this period, the Gard_.2a Commissioner’s Annual Report on Crime
bore the brunt of public and media interest in knowing how much crime there
¯ ,*.,as and how rapidly it was increasing. The limitations of police crime statistics
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for those purposes, however, led to other approaches tocountingcrime. The two
main alternatives to date have been the public opinion poll and insurance
company records. We first discuss the official, Garda, crime statistics and then
rival measures. With each, we summarise the conclusions that have been drawn
on their basis and some of the major problems of reliability and validity
associated with their claims.

Garda CHme Statistics
Since 1947 the Commissioner of the Garda S[ochfina has published an annual

report indicating, among other matters, the number of indictable offences
"known or reported" and the number of non-indictable offences for which court
proceedings were commenced. Prior to 1947, the only post-Independence crime
statistics were in the form of annual totals published in the Statistical Abstract of
Ireland, a series which began in 1927. Both series concentrate on a four-fold
distinction among indictable offences: "offences against the person"; "offences
against property with violence (the common trait here is that the property was
treated with violence)"; "offences against property without violence"; and
"other indictable offences". Both series make additional distinctions within

these subheadings, providing totals for a number of specific criminal offences. In
practice, the Annual Report on CHine has used between 60 and 100 specific indict-
able offences and between 50 and 80 non-indictable offences.

These statistical series represent the best evidence available to us on the
amount and nature of crime in this country. However, like all social statistics
they are subject to problems of reliability and validity that limit the extent to
which we can simply equate "crime" with the incidents listed in the Annual
Report on CHine and the extent to which we can compare one year’s tabulations
with the next.

To understand the sources of such potential unreliability in measuring it is
necessary to follow the process by which incidents become entries into police
crime statistics. That process can be represented as a flow chart.

Figure 1. I: The statistical career of crirninal incidents

It. Incident takes place                                 [

a

4. F~try into crime staIJsUca u~der J
one or more o~c~ categories
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The proportion of incidents that become transferred from one stage to the
next varies by type of offence, though some general principles have been
consistently found in research studies. The most general principle is that
incidents must be interpreted as crime or non-crime. A straightforward designa-
tion of "crime" is usually possible only for a small minority of offences. The
precise circumstances, the persons involved and other factors determine whether
an incident is treated as a crime. Such ambiguity is inherent in the criminal law
itself. Many crimes can only take place where a particular "intention" can be
established. For example, as defined in the Larceny Act of 1916, which sl.ill
governs the law of theft in the Republic, larceny ofsomeone’s property requires
that there be "the intention of permanently depriving tile owner of it" (6
S[och~iin, 1977, p. 173)*.

For a crime to reach the stage of"discovery", it must be observable by some-
one who (a) regards it as a crime and (b) is prepared to pursue the matter
officially. A rising level ofassauhive offences may, therefore, reflect a growing

intolerance of interpersonal violence in society (MeClintock, 1963, pp. 100-101 )
rather than a rising risk of becoming the victim ofsuch an offence. Similarly, a
declining level of reported larcenies may result from public frustration over the
lack of success by the police in apprehending the persons responsible for such
offences.

The public’s perceptions are crucial as police forces are highly dependent on
the vigilance of tile citizenry. Typically, a police force relies on members of the
public for 85 of every 100 offences that are discovered, a dependence that is
evident in both research studies and police records (Burrows, 1982, p. 13). Of
those 85 reports, most are either by the victim or by someone actingon behalf of
the victim. "Victims" here include organisations. Institutional policy on crime
prevention (e.g., the use ofsecurity guards) and on recourse to the legal process
will thus affect the rate of crime discover,.2

Research suggests that the three main factors involved in the failure to bring
an offence to police notice are (a) a perception that it was not sufficiently serious
or would not be regarded as serious by the police and (b) a perception that there
is nothing the police could accomplish, (c) a perception that police involvement
would be inappropriate (see Sparks et al., 1977; Hough and Mayhew, 1983, p.
11; Chambers and Tombs, 1984, p. 16). Other reasons "which influence the

"We use the word "theft" in our text as a generic term covering all forms of unlawful taking of
another person’s pz’operty. However, the data contained in Chapters 3, ’t and 5 pertain to quite
specific actions, the precise definitions of which are explained in considerable detail in footnotes Io
Ihe text or to specific tables.

~Sludies lypically include information supplied by police informants as coming from the public.
Though that allc~alion is questionable, the proportion of offences involved is so small -- 0.2 per
cent in Steer’s study (1980, p. 67) -- thai it cannot affecl the general statement.
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public to report incidents with which they are involved as offences to the police
depend on their view of the offender, the incident, the likelihood of police action
in respect of the particular offence type, and their attitude to the police" (Cart-
Hill and Stern, 1979, p. 87). The effectiveness and operational methods of a
particular police force will influence tile extent of reporting of crime, but this
appears to primarily occur indirectly -- through the public’s approval of and
satisfaction with the force. It follows that social groups may have different
propensities to report offences to the police. These may afl~:ct comparisons across
jurisdictions and over time.

The public filters the crime of which a police force is aware. In turn, a police
force has procedures to screen reports from the public and from individual
policemen to determine which offences to record officially. Some reports are dis-
regarded completely, while others arc lost in the process of applying procedures
for classification and counting to the reported incidents.

The decision not to record is an element of police discretion. For example,
policemen arriving at’the scene of a dispute must decide if the intervention of the
criminal law process is appropriate. Frequently, police on the scene choose not
to treat an incident as a crime. How frequently apparently varies among police
departments. Black ( 1970, pp. 735-736) found that two thirds of police interven-
tions resulted in a "crime"; Pepinsky (1976) in another American study found
this occurred in less than half of all interventions.

Once lodged as an official statistic, an offence may still disappear from the
tabulation. Steer (1980, p. 59) found that "something like 10 percent of offences
initia!ly recorded as known to the police were either ’no crime’ or suspected of
being ’no crime’."s Bottomley and Coleman ( 1981, p. 61 ) found a ’no crime’ rate
of I 1 per cent of all instances in which an official crime report had been
completed. Other studies, summarised by Bottomley and Coleman (1981, pp.
64-77), confirm the practice of removing crime reports from the official
statistics, and suggest both substantial variation between police forces in its
extent and a consistent pattern in which such removal was rare for some offence
types (burglatT, fraud and robbery) and extensive for others (pedal cycle
larceny, violence against the person and criminal damage to property).

If an incident is brought to the attention of the police and the appropriate
fon’ns filled in to label it a crime, there is yet another reason why it may not
appear in the crime statistics. This is the restdt of procedures and conventions for
taking a unique incident and translating it into a statistic. Such arc the vagaries
of that process that the Perks Committee (1967) was established to bring uni-

3Sleer’s research ",,’as carried oul in the city of Oxford, Coleman and Bottomley do nol name the
"medlum-slzed industrial city in the North" thai they studied and Mawby’s research was in
Sheffield. Burrow’s (1982) study of three English Metropolitan forces -- Greater Manchester,
West Midlands and Merseyside -- replicated the results from the cities previously cited.
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fortuity to the practices in tile U.K. The complexities proved sufllcient to require
the preparation of a 102 page book Counting Rules for,Serious Offences, issued in
1980 by the Home Office, to impose a common set of rules and procedures.~

The difficultlt~sare considerable in any instance where an incident is
comprised-of repeated violations of the same law or of more than one criminal
law. Forgery typically involves a series of similar offences, against one or more
victims. Should a distinct offence be counted for each forged cheque or for each
victim, or should only one entry bc made in time crime statistics where a single
culprit or group ofctdprits is believed to be responsible? A burglary that resuhs
in a homicide poses similar’problems, as wotdd a car theft in which time car was
recovered but its radio was not. Here, some ordering by seriousness is required.
A homicide that occurred in the course of a burglary would take priority in
classifying the incident as part of the crime statistics. That example is reasonably
straightforward, with a single crlnle, "homicide", being counted at’td the
burglary not treated as a separate offence. But most incidents report~l by the
police present similar problems with less obvious solutions. For example,a
burglary in law occurs when illegal entry with "intent" is made into a building.
Such an illegal entry will typically be followed by theft of property or malicious
damage to property within the house or shop. Theft or malicious damage are
separate, and ]mere, lesser offences that occur simuhaneously with the burglary.
Some procedure is needed to select which offence category in which to place time
incident.

Similar problems arise when an incident involves more than one victim. Let
us say that property has been stolen from five cars parked during the lunch hour
in the same ear park. A police force needs guidelines as to whether these offences
are treated as constituting a single crime or five crimes. Obviously, variation in
how such complications arc dealt with between jurisdlctlons or over time will
distort comparisons in the level of crime,s

It is at the stage of categorisation that the rather obscure indictable/non-
indictable distinction becomes a determining factor of how crime is ofl]cially
tabulated in Ireland. Totals of"known or reported" are only made available if
an offence is within time indictable category. And it is time total nHmber of
indictable offences that is entered into the scorecards malrttaincd of criminal
activity and Garda success. The Garda Commissioner faithfully begins his
report by informing time Minister for Justice as to the number of indictable

~UK crime statistics before nnd ,~fier 1980 are thez’efore not strictly comlxirable, being based on
different systems of enumeration.
s Pollce forces may also differ in their approach to updating infom~alion on incidents once Ihey are
entered into the crime statistics. If a homicide charge results in a conviction for "assault
occasioning grevious bodily harm", sortie forces (like Ihe Garda S~:hfina) would reclassify,, the
incident accordingly. Olhers would nol.
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offences of which his force became aware during the preceding year.

This is an unsatisfactory basis for counting the amount oferime and still less

satisfactory a basis for tracing year to year changes in that amount. This argu-

ment can be made on two grounds. One is that within the context of official

crime statistics the total indictable offences (or subtotals thereof) is an arbitrary,

invalid measure. Second, that in an), case the total stated in the Annual Report on

Crime is susceptible to many influences, of which the amount ofcriminal activity

in Ireland is but one. This multiplicity of factors which the crime statistics reflect

can be thought of in terms of those that are responsible for the "dark figure" of

offences that have occurred but of which the police are not aware and those

technical matters that affect the comprehensiveness of the coverage found in

official crime statistics. Though most acute in the case of the total of"indictable

offences" these are general problems inherent in the measurement of crime.

The distinction between indictable and non-indictable (sometimes termed

"summary") offences was drawn by British Parliamentary statutes in 1849 and

1851. It reflects ideas then current about the relative seriousness of various

criminal offences. Simply stated, indictable offences can be (or must be) tried

before a judge and jury, while non-indictable offences were viewed as sufficiently

minor to be dealt with summarily by a judge acting without a jury. Though the

application of the indictable/non-indictable distinction in court procedure has

been revised and largely rendered obsolete in everyday practice by subsequent

statute law, the mid-nineteenth century dichotomy remains in force. Homicide

and treason, shoplifting and "public mischief" all qualify as indictable offences.

In contrast, more recently created offences, such as those relating to drug abuse

(including drug peddling) are stated as "hybrid" offences (see Ryan and Magee,

1983, p. 3) to be classified on a case by case basis by the form of prosecution

chosen and are not designated as indictable or not. The Garda statistics include

such new offences under the non-indictable totals. Other examples include

offences under the Revenue Laws, Firearms Acts and the Juries Act, 1976. All of

these are entered into the non-lndictable offence statistics,n

6The indictable/non-lndictable di~tlnction has continuing relevance for the manner in which

cares are pro~,ecuted in the criminal courts. This follows from the Constitutional guarantee of a
jury trial for all save "minor offences" and cases tried before special courts or military tribunals
(Article 387. All indictable offences are by definition "serious" and thus allow the defendant to opt
for a trial before judge and jury instead of summary disposition in tile District Court. Few choose
that option in practice, hut the principle is absolute. In effect, Ireland has a crude hierarchy of
indictable offences, one that ranges from those few (murder or treason) that must be tried before a

jury, on I he one hand, to others which can automatically be tried summarily in the Dist rlet Court,
on the other. The middle ground consists oft he bulk of offences for which the type of prosecution is
determined by (at the defendant, (b) the District Justice, and for some offences, (c) the Director of

Public Prosecutions. (The relevant star ute law is The Criminal Justice Act, 1951 (as amended) and
The Criminal procedure Act, 1967; Ryan and Magee, 1983, Chapter I and Appendix H, provide
the clearest exposltion of this extraordinarily complex but vital topic.)
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The category"indictable offehces" is therefore doubly deficient. Its generality
renders it uninterpretable and significant omissions from its ranks, such as "joy-
riding" (the unauthorised taking of a motor vehicle), leave it incomplete. Some
rnaior forms of crime consist of both indictable and non-indictable ofl~:nces. For
example, thefts of vehicles fall eit her under the Larceny Act, 1916 and are there-
fore indictable offences or under the Road TraMc Act, 1961 and arc non-
indictable offences as a resuh. The difference is not in the rnagnitude of tile
penalty that can follow a conviction but essentially whether the vehicle is
recovered. Such considerations interfere v,,ith the task of estimating the amount
of crime-that is occurring as they introduce extraneous factors into the system of
counting.

Minor forms of theft, especially offences like "larceny from unattended
vehicles" and larceny of pedal cycles form the bulk of recorded indictable
offences. Such offences cannot be disregarded, but their presence in an index of
crime levels poses two problems: (a) they are assigned equal weight to an armed
robbery or aggravated burglary and (b) they are the offences most susceptible to
problems of reliability in the reporting, counting and classifying ofcrime. In the
1960s, larceny-type offences accounted for two-thirds or more of all indictable
offences. That proportion has fallen steadily, as burglar3, in particular became a
more substantial presence in the crime statistics, but larcenies still accounted for
57 of every 100 indictable offences in 1983. Whether thisdecliningshare denotes
a change in the relative frequency of various types ofcrime, in Garda recording
practices, or both, we cannot say.

The Garda Siochdna Code, issued to each Garda recruit while in training, has
detailed instructions on the "Recording of Crime". Irish crime statistics only
take on meaning in the context of those instructions and, of course, the extent to
which they are followed. This will assume particular importance in Chapter 4-,
which compares Irish and British crime levels, as the Gardai and their British
counterparts do not follow the same procedure in classifying and countingcrime
incidents. Artificial changes in the crime level here over time may also resuh if
the rules for counting and classifying change. The crime rate may then expand
or decline for purely technical reasons. In some years, for example, homicides in
the Republic were counted on the basis of the number of victims; in other years,
a homicide with multiple victims was only entered once into the crime statistics,
making the Annual Report on Crime an unreliable measure of the frequency of
homicide (Rottman, 1980, p. 119).

Quite dramatic changes in the counting and classifying rules do take place in
the Report on Crime series. The offence of"larceny of pedal cycles" is exemplary.
Over the early 1970s, there were typically about 3,000 such offences "known or
reported". Suddenly, in 1976, a massive decline in that offence took place,
bringing the number down to about one tenth of what had previously obtained.
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In 1975, the Garda Commissioner reported that 3,063 pedal cycle larcenies were
known to have occurred, ofwhich 163 (5.3 per cent) were "detected".7 The 1976

report gave a total of 314 larcenies, 193 (62 pet" cent)ofwhich resulted in "detec-
tions". The most likely explanation is that the decline in crime and the increase
in Garda success resttlted from a decision to record only those offences where the
pedal cycle was recovered. Also, given the amlgiguity about "intention", a pre-
requisite to determining that a larceny has occurred, it is possible that after 1976
pedal cycles reported as stolen were consigned to the non-indiGtablc heading of
"unauthorised taking". The important point is that we are unable to explain
this sudden change in the official statistics. It can serve as a cautionary note for
all forms of larceny, and, by inference, to the very idea that a total of indictable
offences is a meaningful index of how the level of crime changes over time.

The total number of "known or reported" indictable offences is therefore
neither a reliable nor a valid measure of changing amounts ofcrime. It is tmreli-
able in that it is strongly influenced by extraneous factors, such as the public’s
propensity to report crime to the police, that themselves vary over time. Some
indictable offences are more likely than others to suffer from an inconstant "dark
figure" and inconsistent procedures for counting or classifying incidents. By
merging such a diversity of offences, the total of indictable offences maximises
the effects of unreliability. The number of indictable-offences_is invalid in that it
is a measure offar more than the amount ofcrime and does not reflect a set of ac-
tions that constitute a consistent definition of what is a criminal act.

Yet it is that measure that serves in Ireland as the basis for determining the
magnitude of the crime problem and the successes and failures of the Gardai. It
has provided the headlines over recent years: "D~iil told of 100 per cent crime
rise in 10 years" (Irish Independent, 14 November 1980). The number ofindictable

offences doubled over the 1970s (from 31,000 in 1970 to 64,000 in 1979), with
most of the growth concentrated in the 1974/77 period. Overall, between 1961
and 1983 the total number of indictable offences increased seven-fold, from
14,818 to 102,387.

Though indicative of a change in the extent and nature ofcrime in Ireland this
rneasure is fat" too crude to use as a basis for any rigorous assertions. It cannot
allow us to determine how much of a change has taken place in the level ofcrime
or how Ireland’s crime level stands relative to other countries. Garda crime
statistics are collected to describe and meet the requirements of police work in
Ireland. Their use by others -- researchers, journalists and politicians -- needs
to reflect the questions being asked, which may differ from the exigencies facing
the Garda Commissioner.

~A detection means that the Garda[ are satisfied that they know the identity of the person
responsible for an offence. Generally, that also indicates that a court proceeding has been i nit iated,
though in ~veral situations (e.g., referral to the Juvenile Liaison Officer Scheme) it dc~:s not.
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The most se~’tsihle response is for journalists and other commentators to
discard the practice of reporting the total of indictable offences and limit
coosideration to those categories of offences, indictable and non-indictable, that
are important and can be counted it, a meanir, gful, consistent manner, h is also
advisable to complement the nse of Garda statistics with other independently
derived measures of crime. Such measures ".,,,ill have their own problems of
reliability and validity. The virtue is that those problems are to some extent
difl’crenl fi’om those which bedevil official crime statistics.

Surveys of Crime Victimisation and the Fear of Ct~me
The first fltll survey of crime victimisation in h’eland was carried out in

March, 1983, by h’ish Marketing Surveys Ltd. h reported levels ofoffences far in
excess of the amounts fou nd in recent Annual Reports on Crime. Based on a national
sample of 1,316 individuals, it fotiod that 9 per ccnt had been victims of a theft of
money or property, 8 per cent had had their home, cat" or other property
vandalised, 5 per cent had had their home broken into (or an attempt made to do
so), 3 per cent had had a car stolen, while 1 per cent had money or property
taken by force and 1 pet" cent had been physically assaulted. This suggests a level

of illegal entry that is twice or more than that shown in the Annual Report on Crime
and a level of robbery nearly ten times that found in the official crime statistics
(Breen and Rottman, 1984, p. 279). For the Dublin area, the suix, cy txleasnred
levels of crime twice or three times as great as the national level.

Part of the reason for the discrepancy between Garda statistics and the survey
resnhs is that the respondents claimed that they had reported only about two
thirds of the vietimisations to the Gardai. The reporting rates were:

Reporting
Question Rate

Had money or property stolen?
Home, property or car vandalised?
Home broken into or attempt at?
Money or property taken by force?
Personally mngged or physically assulted?

58.4%
66.0%
67.2%
75.0%*
60.0%*

*Based on 12 and 15 victimisations, respectively.

The h’ish Marketing Sutwcy (IMS) victit’nisalioo survey offered a far bleaker
picture of thc magnitude of the crime problem in h’eland, est.x:cially in Dublin.
It produced estimates suhstantially above those derivable fi’om the Garda crime
statistics and indeed suggested that there was a substantial "dark figure" of
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crime yet untapped by the Gardai. IMS concluded that one in five adults na-
tionally and one in three Dublin adults had been the victim of one of the crimes

included in their survey. Writing in April, 1983, IMS foresaw a still grimmer
future:

One worrying point is the fact that the reported crime level figures for
Ireland are, in all cases, within 1% of the levels reported in the United
States a decade ago. In the intervening 10 years, the position in the US has
deteriorated gradually and reported crime levels are now approximately
40% higher than those recorded in the early 70s. The findings ofthe most
recent report by the Commissioner of the Garda SiochS.na (1982) might
suggest that we have cause for concern in that we may be set on the same
unhappy path (1983a, p.3).

In Chapter 2 we point out the limitations to the IMS estimates of the amount

of crime in Ireland. For the present, our purpose is to describe what is the most
alarming research-based claim as to the level ofcrime and of Ireland’s position
relative to other countries.

Even if we could measure the risk ofcrime victimisation with precision, fear of
crime would remain a cause for concern. News media coverage, the experiences
of friends and acquaintances, and factors such as age, will lead to a perception of
risk that may be imperfectly related to the objective level ofrisk. To the extent
that such perceptions impinge on the freedom of individuals to do as they wish,
fear of crime is a topic worthy of consideration.

There are two sources of survey research evidence on the extent ofsuch fear in
Ireland. One is based on a nationwide survey of 2,000 individuals carried out in
the Spring of 1977 by the The Economic and Social Research Institute (reported
in Whelan and Vaughan, 1982, pp. 64-71 ) and the other is a question included
in the March, 1983 IMS opinion poll.

The 1977 perceptions of the "crime problem" are summarised in Table 1.1. A
sharp urban/rural distinction is clear (rural households were in villages or "a
more isolated situation"), but neither urban nor rural residents can be
characterised as preoccupied with crime. One halfofurban residents described
burglary and assaults as "no problem" in their areas, while over two-thirds
thought vandalism was "no problem". For all three offences, at [east 9 or 10
rural residents thought there was either "not much of a problem" or "no
problem" in their own localities.

Both urban and rural residents perceived a greater problem in relation to
burglary and assault than from vandalism. Even among urban residents only
about 1 in 8 saw burglary or assault as "very much a problem". Fewer than 1 in
20 felt the same about vandalism.
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Table 1.1: Tile perception of crime as a problem: 1977 data*

19

Very much A bit of a Not much of .No
a problem problem    a problem problem Total

Urban Residents Per cent
1. Burglary 12.3 20.4 19.1 48.2 100.0
2. Vandalism 4.5 8.7 18.3 68.4 100.0
3. Assault/Mugging 13.2 16.4 20.6 49.9 100.0

Rural Residents
1. Burglary 2.8 7.4 11.2 78.6 100.0
2. Vandalism 0.3 3.1 9.0 87.1 100.0
3. Assault/Mugging 2.4 6.3 11. 1 80.2 100.0

*From resuhs of a nationwide random sample, reweighted LO household characterisLics where
r~[evant.
Source: Wheian and \taughan, 1982, p. 69.

Three main conclusions can be drawn from the 1977 survey data. First where

you live in Ireland is strongly related to how serious you evaluate the crime
problem to be. Concern in rural areas was virtually non-existent. Second, the
perceived risk of victimisation in 1977 was quite low, with two-thirds of even
urban residents apparently unconcerned about three of the more commonly
discussed forms of crime victimisation. Third, though the urban/rural
differences in perceived risk are in exact accord with what the Garda statistics
indicate is the "objective" risk each area experiences, our evaluations of the
magnitude of the crime problem we face are not simply reflections of the
distribution of victimisations. It appears that perceived likely cost, in physical
injury and financial loss, affect the evaluations people offer as to how serious a
problem a type of crime is to them. Vandalism, for example, is almost certainly a

more common occurrence than either burglary or assault, and burglary more
frequent than assault. But public concern appears to reflect possible harm as
much as it does the possible experience of a form of victimisation.

The 1977 survey and a survey of the elderly in the following year did not finn
that the risk of crime victlmisation was a particular preoccupation among the
elderly. Indeed, "ihere was a general tendency for old people to be less
concerned about these problems than the country as a whole" (Whelan and
Vaughan, 1982, p. 66). There was also no difference in the extent offear reported
by elderly males and elderly females. The only observable point ofvariation in
Irish perceptions of c:rime risk in the mid to late 1970s was between urban and

rural residents; age and sex did not appear to be important.
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The IMS question on perceptions of the crime problem in Ireland, carried out
six years later, indicates a far greater degree of public disquiet over crime. In

. response to the question, "Is there any area around here -- that is within a mile
-- where you would be aft’aid to walk alone at night?", 26 per cent ofthc na-
tional sample said yes and 71 per cent said no (3 per cenl did not reply to the
question). The nalional pattern contrasts sharply with that for Dubllners, 46 per
cent of whom answered that there were places where they were afraid to walk
alone at night. IMS notes that "the comparable figures in US and British studies
are 48% and 43% respectively" (1983a, p. 4).

Perceptions of risk in 1983 were also more sharply differentiated, with the
highest levels of fear occurring among the elderly (though the age effect is weak)
and women, 40 per cenl of whom responded that there were areas in which they
were afraid to walk at nighl, as opposed Io 13 per cent of men (IMS, 1983b,
Table I 0).

Differences in question format make it unwise to compare the 1977 and 1983
surveys. However, it is clear that "fear of crime" now constitutes an issue in its
own right. As with the IMS estimates of the level ofcrime, the comparisons with
other countries are the most worrying aspects of the evidence. If valid, lhey
suggest a crime problem, both in level and in effect on people’s feelings of
personal safety, that approaches the level of American cities.

Estimates by lm’urance Companies
Tbe IMS estimates fell substantially below a yet more recent claim made by

the Insurance Corporation of Ireland. Their estimate, which pertains only 1o
burglary offences, received fi’onI page attention from The Irish Times on 2
Decembe," 1983: "More than one-fifth of all Irish households are likely to be
burgled in 1984 and more than half of these burglaries will involve violence,
according to the Insurance Corporalion of Ireland (ICI), one of the country’s
largest insurance companies",s That claim obviously exceeds the IMS estimate
of one-household in 20. It suggests, further, that burglary in Ireland is about nine

times more prevalent than in England, where the British Crime Survey of 1982
found that 2.2 per cent of households were burgled in that year (Hough, 1983, p.
7). h also suggests that burglary here is substantially more serious an offence
than in England, as the same survey found thai only one ofevery 100 burglaries
involved a violent confrontation between residents and burglars (Hough, 1983,
p. 8).

The actual figure predicted by the Insurance Corporation of h’eland is 85,000
burglaries (an estimate The Irish Times printed again in a story on 1 March

a’rhis has been magnified further: Southside Express claims the risk is one household in every three
for 1984 (21 March 1984, p. 7).
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1984). This is 17,000 fewer than tile total number of indictable offences of all
varieties that the Gardal recorded during 1983.9 The Irish Times report applied
that estimate to "the country’s 420,000 households" to get tile one in five claim.
Tile Central Statistics Office has a somewhat different enumeration of house-
holds: 897,509 ill 1981 (CSO, 1983b, p. 9). This ofcourse drastically affects tile
rate of victimisation, which requires (a) an estimated number ofoffeoces to form
tile numerator and (b) an estimated nunlbcr of potential victims to form the
denominator.

The claim of violence in one half of all burglaries is cm’ious. Most burglaries
occur while the residents of a dwelling are away. Could the violeoce be self-
inflicted by the burglar? Or, does, "violence" here refer to damage to the
property?

In any case, the ICI claim offers another estlmate of the amount of crime in tile

Republic that can be compared witl] the results ofour survey. It suggests that a
large-scale victimisation survey will find a very substantial degree of under-
reporting of crime by tile public or underrecording by the Gardal, or both.l°

Counting Crime in the Republic of h’eland: Conclusion
The politics of countlng crime are distinctive in that tile competition among

groups seems only to fuel alarm at tile magnitude of the crime problem. At least
in tile short term, all those concerned with reporting crime -- police officials,
politicians, security firrns, insurance companies, and police representative
associations -- seem preoccupied with establishing that izrirne has reached
unprecedented levels. Upsurges in crime are also attractive to the news media.
Crime sells copies with a reliability few other news items can match, and each
increase in the ante brings front page headlines. What is absent is a counter-
balaoclng force in the form of groups which see a conservative estimate of the
crime problern as conducive to their interests.

In this chapter thus far, we have reviewed the major claims that have been
made as to how much crime there is at present in the Republic of h’eland. The
next section of the ~:hapter draws on tile one information source that permits a
consideration of change in that level. Selected offence categories from tile Garda
crime statistics are used to offer an assessment of recent trends in crime.

9The Garda Conlmissioller reported 32,600 burglaries in 1982, but lifts includes private dwellings,
shops, warehouses, churches, etc.

I°A fourth source of estimates on the amounl of crime that obtains in any given year can be found
in statistics maintained by victim support groups. For example, the .,Innual Report 1983of the Rape
Crisis Centre indicated that they dealt with victims of 137 rai:ms or attempted raF, es; the (3arcla
Commissioner’s Report for that year lists 57 offences of rape that were "reported or known".
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Recent Crime Trends in the Republic of Ireland

This section summarises the central expectations of comparative criminology
as they relate to the recent Irish economic and social experience and also
examines how the available evidence fits with those expectations. It relies on
earlier work (Rottman, 1980; 1984) and is included as the discussion places the
crime rates observed in our survey in as firm a historical context as we can offer.
All studies of crime trends in Ireland must rely On the official Garda statistics:
there is no alternative source. The specific statistical series included here, how-
ever, were selected so as to minimise the problems of reliability and validity as

stated earlier in this chapter.
Comparative criminology is concerned primarily with the relationship

between economic and social change, on the one hand, and the level and pattern
of crime, on the other. Economic and social change is typically represented by
the processes of industrialisation and urbanisation. The level of crime is
generally taken as the rate of offences per 100,000 inhabitants to facilitate
comparisons. Thepattern of crime is more complex, but has been measured as
(a) the relative shares of assauhive offences and property offences, (b) the ages of
persons charged with criminal offences, (c) the location of offences, whether
urban or rural, and (d) the sophistication and seriousness of crime, as indexed
say, by the average "profit" from various offences. Some observers (Silberman,
1978, Chapter 2; Pearson, 1983) have noted that contemporary concern over
crime perhaps owes more to changes in the pattern than to any real increase in
the amount of criminality.

The transformation in crime that accompanies the more general transforma-
tion of a society becoming industrial and urban is well documented for Europe
during the last century (Zehr, 1976; Shelley, 1981 ) and the third world currently
(Clinard and Abbott, 1973; Shelley, 1981). From that experience, past and
present, observers have abstracted the following scenario. Crime shifts from
being primarily rural and assaultive (interpersonal violence) to predominantly
urban and acquisitive (crimes against property, such as burglary, larceny, etc.).
That shift is seen as the response by urban migrants to the problems ofadjusting
to city life and to the opportunities for crime in metropolitan centres.
Opportunities are shaped by more than the sheer abundance of property. People
respond to the type of goods that are available and their symbolic and practical
importance as possessions in terms of the activities that are valued. They also
respond to the level of guardianship afforded to such goods (Gould, 1971 ; Mans-
field et al., 197’1-; Cohen and Felson, 1979). Social change thus alters (a) the
abundance of por!.able consumer durables, (b) the salience of such consumer
goods for what people perceive as full membership in society, (c) the extent to
which homes and property are left unattended, as with the rising proportion of
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dual career families and (d) tl~e perceived risk of being caught and of being
punished if caught."

The key historical process usually cited is the mass migration from rural areas
to urban centres and the social dislocations which these create in a setting where
opportunities for crime abound. In some explanations, primacy is given to dis-
location (social disorganisation or anomie theory -- Durkheim, 1933; Clinard,
1942; 1978); in others, the importance of opportunities for crime is decisive
(Lodhi and Tilly, 1973; Cohen and Felson, 1979). In both, an initial period of
adjustment is associated with an upsurge in the level of crime, gradually yielding
to a more stable level of offences typical of a particular type of society. This fits
with the observation that over the last few decades a gradual reduction has taken
place in the extent to which crime levels in the old industrial countries exceed

those in developing countries (see especially Shelley, 1981).
In a study of Irish crime trends over the 1951-75 period, Rottman (1980)

argued that (a) changing opportunities were more important than social disloca-
tion and (b) the typical scenario, as outlined above, was of limited applicability.
Prior to the mid-1960s, Ireland’s post-Independence crime levels were

essentially stable, with some evidence of a subsequently reversed upward trend
during the Emergency years. The mid- 1960s marked a sea change in Irish crime
trends, with a 12 year succession of increases in the number of all major property
offences. No such upward trend was present for serious assaultive offences.
However, the rise in property offences was so dramatic as to shape any index of
the level of crime that could I)e constructed. Over the 1964-75 period, Garda
statistics show a 4.3-fold increase in housebreaking, a 3.2-fold increase in shop-
breaking, a 7.5-fold rise in stolen motor vehicles and an 11.4-fold growth in the
number of robberies. This contrasts with the 2.3-fold increase in the number of
indictable assaults and a 1.8-fold increase in the average value of property stolen
in burglar}, offences. On balance, the post-1964 trends consisted of rising
numbers of incidents rather than a move toward more serious or sophisticated
offences.

A’clear and permanent break with the long-standing state of stable crime
levels had occurred. It followed shortly after the post-1958 revitalisation of Irish
society when state policies successfully induced industrial development ending
the massive wave of emigration that had scarred the 1950s. That industrialisa-
tion was later, more rapid, and more geographically dispersed than the

ltThls emphasis on societal factors that aher the structure ofopportunilies for committing crime
over time has nurtured an interest in practical policies to inhibit crime by architectural and
product design, an interest that developed independently. The Home O[fice in England hasbeen
perhaps the strongest proponent of such policies, urging "crlrninologists to take a greater interest
in techniques which seek to reduce crime through manipulation of the physical rat her than social
environment" (Mayhew et aL, 1976, p. 29).
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"typical" scenario permitted. Crucially, emigration had meant that Ireland

never experienced the massive inflow of rura[ migrants into its major urban
centres.

A tripartite comparison of trends in (a) Dublin, (b) the next four largest
urbans areas -- Galway, Limerick, Cork and Waterford -- and (c) all other
areas found thai the Irish experience ,,’.,as distinctive indeed. Though offence
levels on a per capita basis were highest in Dublin and lowest outside of the cities,
substantial upwards trends were evident in all three cases. Such a coincidence is
unusual, as most modern rises in crime begin in major urban centres, only
gradually filtering down to cities, towns and villages.

By the mid-1970s, property crime was at a level far removed from a mere 10
years previously. The pattern of crime had not changed to an equivalent degree,
however, as best can be gauged from official crime stalistics.

After 1975, it is easier to see the impact of a diversity in the skill, sophistication
and profit with which crime ’,,,,as being undertaken.~ This was evident in the
substantial rise in the number of armed robberies in the years 1978-80. A
stratified "labour market" of practitioners of such offences, and, less clearly, of
offences like burglary, can be identified, ranging from the amateur to the
professional.

In other respects, major forms of property and assaultive offences did not
greatly increase in mtmbers over the 1976-80 i:,eriod; indeed, some years
brought reductions on the preceding year’s total. This was sharply reversed after
1981 when a very substantial growth in offence levels was recorded. For
burglary, the 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983 "reported or koov.,n" totals were
22,175, 25,300, 32,141, and 35,826, respectively. The comparable annual totals
for robbery were 1, 113, 1,342, 1,883 and 2,262.13 For burglary, though not for
robbery, increasing numbers v,,ere accompanied by an accelerated grov.,th in the
average value of property stolen (Rouman, 1984, Chapter 4).

From the Garda statistics, it appears that there was a short-lived plateau of
fairly constant offence levels in the late 1970s. Statistics for the early 1980s
suggest that stability has since eroded, but it is too earl), to judge whether we are
now in a new spiral of rapidly rising offence levels.

lZA comparison of pre- and post- 1975 crime trends can only be made imprecisely, as the categories
used in the ,,Innual Report on Csbne are not Ihe saine in the two periods. Changes in statute law are

partly res~nsible, I)ut also tile recording practices by the Gardai appear to have changed tbr

larceny type offences as was noted for pedal cycle larceny (~e Rottman, 1984, Chapter 3 for a

more detailed di~ussion).

RSThe 1981 and 1982/1983 totals arc not striclly compa~ble. After 1982, tyk’,.zs of incidents

involving a~ed intrude~ which had previously been ente~d under the heading of"mblxry with

arms" wc~ ~classified to "aggl~vated burglary" ollknces.
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If the oflqclal statistics give a valid account of h’ish crime over recent ),cat’s, we
arc faced with two quite distinct periods: 1964-7.5, a period of rapid economic
expansion and rising property crime, and, afiera briefirtterregnum, a post-1980
period of economic recession at’td rapidl}, increasing levels of property crime. A
simple connection of economic and social conditions to crime in h’eland
obviously cannot he sustained. Both prosperity and attstcrlty I/ave beert
accompanied by a growtll in crime. Change in opportunity tllus ofl’ers the more
convincing explanation for the observed trends. Our survey data, however,
covers the experiertce of households fi’om October, 1981 to October, 1983, wilh
most interviews referring to the situation in 1982. Such a sit’tgle survey cannot be
used to test the validity of the rise in police crime statistics, as opposed to the
ahcrnative possibilities of changes in reporting or recording practices. But tile
survey can test the validity of tile estimated offence levels fonnd in the Garda
statistics in 1982/83, their geographic distribution and the comparative Irish
standing to levels fotmd in the United Kingdom at that tirne.

When so used, victimisation surveys ofl~:r an ahernative rather than a
definitive measure of the pa,,’amctct’s that interest us. Insurar~ce statistics, if
available, would provide a third anchor for our estimates, adding to tile
confidence with which we can state conclusions and interpretations. Our task in
the succeeding five chapters will be to maximise the strengths ofcrime victimisa-
tion data and indicate where they support or challenge conclusions based on
oflqcial crime statistics alone.

Outline of Report

The five chapters that follow report and interpret the detailed findings fi’om
the 1982/83 ESRI crirne victimisation survey. Chapter 2 discttsses the
methodology of victimisation surveys, both generally and as applied in our own
survey. The chapter provides the backgt’ourtd information on sampling pro-
ccdurcs and variables needed to understand the data analysis wc present. The
main analysis of the level of crime is contained in Chapter 3 v,,herc, for the six
ofl~nccs included in the survey, we present our estimates of the magnitude of
vietimisation risk and of total incidence. Estimates are off’:red for the national

rates and then sepat,’ately for urban and rural areas and’for planning regions.
Consideration of the extent to which victimisations arc reported to the Gardai
leads to a comparison between our estimates and the Garda crime statistics.
Chapter 4 places the sm’vcy-bascd estimates for h’eland within a comparative
context, particularly in relation to the results ofslmilar surveys in Great Britain
and the United States. A survey-based comparison substantially ahcrs the con-
clusions that emerge from one based on official crime statistics. Chapter 5
returns to the h’ish situation and the question of the distrlbution ofvictimlsatlon
risk. Some types of households are fat" more likely than others to become victims
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of crime during a year. The chapter develops an explanatory perspective as to
how factors such as age, household size and social class affect victimisation risk
and tests that perspective using our survey data. The final chapter, Chapter 6,
then offers a summary of the findings from the survey and an assessment ofwhat
they indicate about the crime problem in Ireland today.



Chapter 2

VICTIMISA TIO.Ac SURVEYS: METHODOLOGY AND USES

In this chapter we seek to accomplish two ends. First, we shall discuss
vietimisation surveys at the general level. This involves consideration of the
objectives of such surveys and of the problems that are involved in carrying them
out and interpreting their results. Second, we shall describe the 1982/83 ESRI
vietimisation survey, on which the findings of this report are based, and the
major variables that we shall use in the analyses in succeeding chapters.

The Methodology of Victimisation Surveys

Point Estimates and Confidence Intervals
The problems involved in constructing and interpreting a victimisation

survey are identical in most respects with those attendant upon any piece of
survey research, although the nature of crime vietimisation does introduce some
additional complications, as we shall see.

While it has already heen pointed out, in Chapter 1, that the vietimisation
survey cannot pretend to give a definitively "true" figure of the amount of crime,
nevertheless the most important use of such a survey is to provide an estimate of
the rate of occurrence for a particular crime within a population or a specific
sub-group of a population. The victimisation survey does this by asking people
about crimes of which they may have been victims within a specified period
(frequently the previous 12 months). An estimate of the rate ofcrime obtained in
this way is known as a "point estimate"; this is to say, we use the crime rate
prevailing among our sample as an estimate of the crime rate for the whole
population.

In interpreting survey resu!ts, we never assume that such an estimate for the
population as a whole is exactly accurate. Thus, if our sample tells us, for
example, that the rate of burglary is 5 per cent, we must allow for a margin of
error in extrapolating from this to the population at large. Given a properly
constructed sample, however, sampling theory enables us to specify how large
this margin of error is likely to be, and we can estimate the size of intervals
around our estimate within which we can be confident that the true population
parameter falls. The smaller the "confidence intervals", as these are called, the
more accurate our estimate. The size of the confidence intervals depends upon
three things -- first, the certainty we wish to impose (that is, the confidence
level), second, the amount of variation present in the population on the variable
we are examining (measured by the population standard deviation) and, third,
the size of our sample.

27
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We need not address the question of the confidence level here (see an),

standard statistics textbook dealing with sampling, such as Blalock, 1979, for a

full discussion) except to say that researchers frequently adopt a 95 per cent

confidence level. By this we mean that, given 100 randomly drawn samples of

the same size, in 95 of them the estimates we obtain would include, within the

known confidence intervals, the true population pat’ameter.~4 Given desired

confidence levels, then, the larger the sample size and the smaller the population

standard deviation of whatever variable we are measuring, the smaller will be

our confidence intervals and the more accurate our estimates. Conversely, a

large population standard deviation must be offset by an increased sample size. ts

When dealing with crime victimisation a particularly large sample is needed if

the results are to have an acceptable degree ofprecision. This is a consequence of

the infrequency of the characteristic -- crime victimisation -- whose level we

wish to estimate.~6

The implications of this can be shown if we examine the figures on crime in

Dublin taken from the previously summarised Irish Marketing Survey

~+ In pract ice t he choice of confidence level must be decided on the basis of how great a certainty we
wish to attach to our parameter estimates. So, for example, if our findings have policy implications
which are likely to be very costly, we may wish to adopt a more stringent confidence level such as
99 per cent or even 99.5 or 99.9 per cent.

ISTIds is easily seen if we examine the formula for the standard error o ofan estimated proportion
P

under the assumption of random sampling:

where p is the proportion, and ./’/is tile sample size on which the estimate ofp is based. Thus, ifp is
constant across two samples ofdifferent sizes, the denomina lot in the above expression will be large

in the larger sample, and thus 6 will be smaller. For example, ifp=.05 (i.e. 5 per cent rate of
¯ ,    ¢ Pcrime), then ifJ~, = 500, o equals .01 (asta ndard error of I per cent), whereas ifaV= 5,000, 6 = .003

(a standard error of a t~aird of one per cent)¯
The 95 per cent confidence interval to be placed around the estimated proportion is given by:

p±1.966 I’

So, taking our example ofp = ¯05, ifN= 500, the confidence inlerval is ± .02, or’2 per cent. Thus, one
can say that given the sample figure off per cent the true population rate lies between 3 and 7 per
cent. However, given a sample of 5,000, the confidence inlelwal is :t .006 or .6 of I percent. In this
case we can say that the true population mate lles between 4.4 and .5.6 per cent¯

’6At flint sight this may seem puzzling, given tile fo,’lnula in footnote 15. This would appear to
suggest that the more infrequent the characteristic (i.e. the closer p comes to zero or one) the more
precise tl{e estimate, thus obviating the need for a large sample. However, the fort~aula given in
footnote 15 for the confidence intervals is based on a normal approximalion to the binomial
distribut ion. If p<0. I (which is the case in our survey data as we shall see in Chapter 3) Ihen this
approximation is valid only if.A~>25. Hence ifp is small, a large sample size is needed¯
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victimisation survey of March 1983. At the time these figures helped fnel

considerable public disquiet over tile level ofcrime, partictdarly given tile claim

that, for a range of offences, tile crime rates in Dublin exceeded those found in

large American cities. However, tile number ofrespondents in the entire sample

was only, 1,316and of these, only, 391 were Dublin residents. Thus the confidence

intervals that should be placed around these estimates are very, wide, as Table

2.1 shows. "File tahle presents tile minimum confidence inte~wals that must be

placed round the IMS estimates of victimisation rates in Dublin. For

example,the confidence intervals in the table indicate that the "true" number of

crimes involving the stealing of money or property in Dublin would be

somewhere between 49 and 77 if we asked any set of 391 randomly selected

Dubliners of their experiences: in percentages terms, tile risk ofvictimisation is

therefore somewhere between 12 and 20 per centJ7

Such wide confidence intervals pose two difficulties for interpreting the results

ofa victimisation survey,. For the more prevalent types of crime, such as break-

ins or attempted break-ins to houses, the best we can conclude frorn the one

available sample is that something between 7 and 16 per cent of households in

Dublin were so victimised during the previous year. For relatively infrequent

crimes, such a.s mugging or assault, even if we adopt the confidence intervals

appropriate to a random probability sample, there is little we can conclude.

Thus we find from Table 2.1 that the true rate of car theft vietimisation falls

anywhere between 3 pet" cent (13 cases) and 7 per cent (29 cases); similarly, the

risk of being the victim ofan assauh lies somewhere within the range of I and 5

per cent. We have no way of judging where the true figure lies. Only, by vastly

expanding the number of respondents in the survey can one make a meaningful

statement about the rate ofassauh, other than that it is rare. The implications of

an annual risk of I in 20 are obviously quite different from those of a risk of I in a

100, but we are unable to judge which is tbe more plausible fi’om the IMS

sample.

tTIn drawing these confidence iz’dez’vals around the estlmated victimisation rates we have, if
anything, understated the likely bounds within which the actual rates woukl fall because the
assumption underlies Ihe computation of confidence intervals that tile sample for Ihe survey was
drawn ~-andomly fi’om the population at risk. But the IMS survey, like most public opinion
surveys, is based on a quota form of ~ampfing, in which interviewel.’s are given ,’1 fixed nurnl)er of
persons to question from each age group, sex and social class. In practice, selection of persons for
inclusion within such a sample is not random I the pre-set quotas only ensure Ihal the resulting
sample corresponds to the distribution of tile population by region, social class etc. (see Moser and
Kahon, 1972, pp. 127-137), and we cannot strictly attach a known probability for selection to
each individual included. We would suggest Ihat the most sensible way to allow for Ihe difl]cuhles

in attaching confidence intervals to est imales drawn from a non-prol)ability saml)lc is to increase
the width of the intel~,als to a minimum of one and half those shown in Table 2. I (see the discussion
in Moser and Kafion, 1972, pp. 200-209).
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Table 2.1 : IMS reported rates of criminal victimisation in Dublin and estimated
¯ minumum confidence intervals (sample = 391)

Estimated
Rates of confidence

victimisation: intervals

.Number .Number

of cases Percentage of cases Percentage

% %

Money/property stolen 63 16 ± 14 ±4

Home/property/car
vandalised 62 16 ± 14 ± 4

Home broken into/attempt
made                     44 11 ± 12 ± 3

Car stolen 21 5 ±8 ±2
Money/property taken

by force 8 2 ±5 ± 1

Physically assaulted 11 3 ± 7 ± 2

The general point we wish to make from this particular example is that any
crime¯ rates based on survey results are subject to uncertainty as to how
accurately they represent the actual rate in the population as a whole. This
uncertainty will be greater the smallc:r the sample. Any estimates must be
treated as such, but those based on small samples must be interpreted with
particular caution.

Limitations of Victimisation Surveys
In addition to the issue, common to all surveys, of how well we can extrapolate

from estimates based on a sample to the population from which that sample was
drawn, victimisation surveys present distinct problems of reliability and
validity. These impose particular limitations on what we can say on the basis of
victimisation survey results.

We have already pointed out that on the basis of all available evidence
criminal victimisations are, even given increasing levels of crime, likely to be
rare events. If we wish to use a survey to obtain accurate estimates of population

victimisation rates, and if we also wish to be able to estimate rates for sub-sectors
of the population (as in Chapter 3) and to look at the relationship between
certain characteristics of households or individuals and their risk of being
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victimised (as in Chapter 5), then a large sample is needed to ensure that we have
a sufficient number of victims of crime on which to make these estimates.
Whereas police statistics on crime are recorded as a matter of routine, the
requirement of a large sample means that a victimisation survey will be an
expensive undertaking. This consideration dictated, to a large extent, the
particular form taken by the ESRI victimisation survey, as we show later in this
chapter.

Typically a victimisation survey involves drawing a relatively large sample of
individuals from the population and asking them whether they have been the
victim of any one of a number of crimes over a certain period of time -- usually
the past twelve months. Further details of the incidents are then obtained from
those who report having been a victim of an offence. Necessarily such an under-
taking imposes restrictions on the kind of information that can be gathered. For
example, the method is relevant only for crimes which have an identifiable

individual or household victim, and the definitions of what constitutes an offence
must be less precise or different from the often highly abstruse defintions of an
offence provided by criminal law statutes. However, this lack of a direct
correspondence between official and survey definitions of a crime need not cause
major difficulties in drawing comparisons between survey results and police
statistics for major forms of property crime, such as burglary or car theft, though
it may Ibr other offences, such as general forms oflarceny. Anotber area which is
likely to introduce only minor errors in comparisons between these two sources
of figures concerns the question of the recall period coveredby the survey. This
period, often twelve months, will not necessarily coincide with equivalent police
statistics, which cover a calendar year.

Much more serious, however, are the problems ofrespondent recall, given the
relatively long time-period concerning which information is requested, and the
willingness to report victimisations. Both problems potentially lead to an under-
statement of crime by victimisation surveys.

Evaluations of t he victimisation survey methodology have I~ound evidence of a

tapering off effect in respondent recall of offences. Recent victimisations are
more likely to be remembered and thus reported to interviewers than are more
distant incidents with the probability of recall decreasing in a linear fashion with
time (Sparks, 1981, p. 97; see also the discussions by the OECD, 1976; the
National Academy of Sciences, 1976). The need to obtain sufficient incidents to
permit accurate point estimation must be balanced against the potential for
over-reaching the time frame within which full recall can be anticipated. Sparks
(1981, p. 27) concluded: "it may be that, with proper interviewing techniques,
sufficient information can be obtained by asking about a period as long as a year
preceding the interview".

The ESRI Survey requested information on the month ofvictimisation when-
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ever a burglary or a cal" theft was reported. We can thus make a partial check on
the reliability ofour ant’|ual estimates by examining the distribution ofvictimisa-
lions over the twelve months preceding the interviev,,. Table 2.2 provides the
relevant information. Given the rarity of the events being studied (9,000
interviews yielded 371 reported burglaries and 310 car thefts for which the
month of occurrence was known) an even distribution over the calendar year
should not be expected. However, Table 2.2 does not indicate the presence of a
tapering off in survey resl~ndents’ recall. Reports ofvictimlsation were as likely
to be from the six mondls immediately preceding the interview as from the first
halfofthe year about which respondents were questioned. For burglary offences,
46 per cent of incidents fell within the first six months; that ,.,,’as true of 53 percent
ofall - - isreported car theft victimtsattons. It is, therefore, reasonable to accept our
estimates as annual levels of crime and rates of victimisation,v~

In addition to the fallibility of memory, reported victimisations in surveys are
potentially affected by factors similar to those which operate to make for
selective reporting ofcrime to the police. Survey respondents are no more likely
to report assaults by ft’iends or relatives to interviewers than to the l~llce
(National Academy of Sciences, 1976, p. 142). Indeed, shame at having been
victirnised may inhibit the reportingofassaultive type ofl~znces generally, both to

police and survey researchers (Nettler, 1984, p. 69).

k"ictimisation surveys are also likely, to fail to capture many, forms of property
crime in which the loss is trivial. First, recall ofsuch incidents would seem to be
haphazard at Best, and it is such offences that form the bulk of what was not

reported to the police in the first instance (OECD, 1976). Generally, speaking,
this has been shown to have but a slight effect on offences like burglary and
robbery but substantially diminishes the extent to which offences llke vandalism,
theft, and assaults are reported during interviews (Sparks, 1981, p. 26). Second,
victimisation surveys may, because of their rarity, underrepresent those
individuals prone to multiple victimisation, and, Where they are included,
undercount the number ofvictimisations through problems of recall (see Sparks,
1981, pp. 28-29; National Academy of Sciences, 1976, p. 143).

tSl3ecause the ES R I vict imisation survey ~s~as carried out at 5 points in time it is pogsible to separa le
recall effects fi’om seasonal elfirets. Taking burglary and car theft we tlnd thai under the null
hypotheses of equal rnonlhly probabilities of victlmisation, there is a significant Xz value for
burglary (95.0 on I I d.f.) but not for car theft (X2 = 16.5), indicating a ~asonal trend in the former
but not the latter. More importantly, however, for neither offence is there a significant recall cfllzct
(X~ hurglal’y= 16.9; car theft= 10.7).

19Problenls of respondent recall may also artifically inflate the cstlmates derived fi’om a victimisa-
lion survey. Respondents ma~., include incidents that in facl occurred before the 12 month period
abou! which they wct’e quest ioned. In the literature, this is termed "telescoping" (Chambers and
Tombs, 1984, p. 3).
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Table 2.2: The distribution of burglary and car theft victimisations by month."
Frequencies by calendar month and months before interview
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Month                Burgla~                   Car theft
.Aro.           %          No.           %

JanualT 43 11.6 30 9.7
February 22 5.9 27 8.7
March 44 I t.9 36 11.6
April 33 8.9 24 7.7
May 25 6.7 23 7.4
June 38 10.2 22 7. I
July 23 6.2 19 6.1
Augusl 30 8. I 17 5.5
September 31 8.4 37 11.9
Oclober 36 9.7 26 8.4
November 29 7.’8 21 6.8
December 17 4.6 28 9.0

Total 371 100.0 310 100.0

A4onlhs Before Survey

I 38 10.2 30 9.7
2 21 5.7 20 6.5
3 24 6.5 26 8.4
4 28 7.5 32 10.2
5 28 7.5 26 8.‘1
6 31 8.’1 29 9.‘1
7 ‘10 10.8 35 I 1.3.
8 28 7.5 23 7.4
9 ‘10 10.8 2‘1 7.7

10 2‘1 6.5 26 8.4
11 29 7.8 19 6.1
12 ‘10 10.8 20 6.5
Total 371 100.0 310 100.0

In sum, for many tylbes of crime and lbr crime overall, the problems of under-
reporting of crime remain in a victimisation survey. Less certainly, the estirnates
fi’om such a survey may be biased systematically so as to undercount crimes
against the less affluent. Sparks (1981, pp. 30-36) raises the possibility that thc
format of a survey leads Io difl~:rential reporting rates by variables connected
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with social class. In particular, Sparks notes (p. 32) that the tasks required of a
respondent in a victimisation survey are similar to those of the classroom: "It
would not be surprising to find that these classroom-like tasks would be better
.performed by those with more practice (in the classroom) at them; there is
increasing evidence that this is precisely what happens".

In interpreting victimisation survey, results, it should also be noted that
though police crime statistics are limited to incidents that occurred within a
particular jurisdiction, a victimisation survey often is general, eliciting offences
that may have taken place in another city or country (see Nettler, 1978, p. 93
and the National Academy of Sciences, 1976, pp. 135-139). So here victimisa-
tion surveys may artificially inflate the level of crime in a particular locality.2° A
similar tendency will derive from the potential for double or triple entry of a
single incident under a variety ofoffence headings in a victimisation survey. The
counting and classification procedures of most police agencies specify rules for
categorising an offence like burglary, which may involve several distinct types of
victimisation (e.g., breaking and entry,theft of property and vandalism).
Victimisation surveys tend to separate these component offences of an incident
ofcrlme victimlsation in a way that tends to overstate the actual risk ofcrime.

This problem can be illustrated by a simple example. Ira car is stolen, and the
radio also removed, this single incident could potentially be interpretable as a

car theft, a theft of a radio, or both. To give a more complex example: ira house is
illegally entered and vandalised, money taken from the house and the carstolen
as part of one incident, this could potentially be classified as any one, or several
of, a number of offences. In common pofice practice in both examples the
incident would be recorded as one offence, that beir~g the most serious in each
case (car theft and burglary in our two examples). Such a rule is obviously desir-
able, as is evident when we consider that a large percentage ofcriminal incidents
of necessity involve several types of criminal activity: a break-in, ifsuccessful,
will be likely to lead to a loss of property and/or vandalism, while a car theft will
frequently involve vandalism and loss of property.

If victimisation survey results are to be comparable with official statistics and
with surveys for other countries, then precautions must be taken both to classify
similar incidents involving various types of offence in the same way, and to avoid
possible double or triple counting of single incidents involving several offences.
To avoid the latter problem requires establishing a hierai’chy among the offences
about which one is seeking information and detailed instructions to interviewers
concerning the distinguishing of genuine cases of multiple victimisation (in
which the same household or individual is the victim of one or more crimes on

=’°Though there will be a compensating effect in so far as victinfisatlon survey offence rates will be
deflated by. their failure to c~.pture information from visitors to tile area.
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t’wo or more distinct occasions) from multiple crime incidents (in which one
incident involves more than one type of crime). Failure to make these distinc-
tions will inevitably lead to inflated estimates of crime rates.

Again taking the IMS survey as an example, we are led to suspect the possible
double or triple counting of single incidents since apparently no screening of
multiple entries was carried out; rather, respondents were shown a list of six off-
ences (as in Table 2.1) and asked in succession if each event had happened to
them. Overall the survey yields a marked discrepancy between the number of
incidents ofcrime (353 overall, 209 in Dublin) and the total of people claiming to
bare been victims of at le/ast one offence (233 and 127, respectively). These
figures yield measures of 1.5 incidents per victim in the Republic as a whole and

1.65 incidents per victim in Dublin. Although in any sample it is to be expected
that one will find individuals who genuinely fell victim of two or more separate
incidents of crime, it seems rather implausible that, as in Dublin, a third of the
sample should have experienced, on average, nearly two incidents apiece while
the rest of the sample experienced none. Given this, it seems likely that the IMS
figures overstate the prevailing level of crime in Ireland.

Official Statistics, Unreported Crime and Victimisation Surveys
Earlier we showed that neither official police statistics nor the results of a

crime victimisation survey could be regarded as yielding a definitive measure of
the rate of an}, or all crimes. One use which researchers have sought to make of

vlctimisatlon surveys, however, is as a means of ascertaining how much crime
goes unrecorded by official figures. Estimates for England and Wales in 1981, for
example, suggest that the rate of reporting to the police varies between 100 per
cent for automobile theft to as low as 8 per cent for theft from the person (Hough
and Mayhew, 1983, p. 9).

Victlmlsatlon surveys, for reasons already, dealt with, do not capture all
incidents of crime, but they, can be expected to uncover more than police records
show for some categories of crime, particularly those with a clear individual or
household victim. By asking respondents how many incidents of victimisation
tbe~, have reported to the police, analysts ofsuch surveys have sought to measure
the "dark figure of unreported crime". Some consideration of the previous
discussion, however, will show that victimisation surveys can accomplish this in
only an approximate sense. That crime which victimisation surveys reveal to

exist over and above that which is recorded represents a mixture of unreported
and unrecorded crime, but does not represent the total of either. Thus, the
discrepancy between official and survey estimates of crime is an approximate
(because of the lack of direct correspondence in time and in offence definitions
noted earlier) and minimum measure of what we might term the dark figure of
unrecorded crime and not of unreported crime per se. Nevertheless, used in this
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way the victimisation survey is important in providing a minimum estimate of
how far official figures underestimate rates of crime.

On the other hand, victimlsation surveys are likely to count as criminal
victimisations incidents which might not be counted as crimes under official
police definitions. This is because victimisation surveys cannot in general screen
respondents’ reports of"crimes" to ensure tilat they meet all the requirements of
the official definition of a particular crime. Thus victimisation surveys also
capture some at least of that body of incidents perceived as crimes by the public
but not officially recognised as such.

The merit ofa victimisation survey-based estimate is that it is derived from a
set of procedures and definitions over which the researcher has control. This
advantage follows from several major concerns. First, a victimisation survey can
inqui’re about a type of criminal beha~,iour that the police must record under a
variety of different iegal headings. "Joy-riding", in Ireland, for example, is not
included in the statistics on motor vehicle larceny (due to the absence of"intent

to permanently deprive"), though it is so included in England and Wales
(O’Reilly, 1984, p. 10). A victimisation survey need not’observe the statutory
niceties and can count all losses of vehicles in the estimates. Second, police
procedures for classifying and counting offences have been shown to vary
considerably between iocalities (Sutherland and Cressey, 1980), and thus the
merged results from around the country are of dubious status. Similarly, police
procedures can change with dramatic effects on th<: rate ofcrime over time (see
the discussion ofevidence on this point in Hood and Sparks, 1970, pp. 37-42).21

A programme of continuous monitoring of crime through victimisation surveys
wiil not be affected by this form of unreliability.

Generally, crime victimisation surveys use more broadly based definitions of
what is a "crime" than those contained in the criminal law. As Chambers and
Tombs (1984, p. 3) note, this allows us to analyse the magnitude of, and reasons
for, changes in (a) public reporting propensities and (b) police recording
practices. But again, this reduces the extent to which we should anticipate an
equivalence between the estimates we make ofcitizen reports of victimlsatlons
and the number of offences recorded by the police.

Our analysis in Chapter 3 of the level and distribution of crime in Ireland will
cite the discrepancies between (a) survey-based estimates ofvictimisations, (b)
survey-based estimates ofoffences reported to the Gardal, and (c) the number of

21Thus, an), attempt to improve the consistency and comprehensiveness of official crime statistics
will almost inevitably lead to a break in a count ry’s crime statistics. This occurred, for example, in
Great Britain, where pre- and post-1980 "notifiable offences recorded by the police" are not
comparable "because of changes made by new counting rules which were introduced at the
beginning of 1980 Io improve the consistency by Ihe police of the recording of multiple, continuous
and repeated offences" (UK CSO Annual Abstract of Statlstics, 1984 Edition, p. 74).
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offences recorded by the Gardai. In doing so, we can both shed light on the
nature of the Garda crime statistics and also more adequately interpret our
survey findings. The same type of reconciliation exercise can assist in Chapter 4,
where we compare Irish crime statistics, hoth official and survey-based, with
those from other countries. It is useful here to reiterate that police statistics and
survey estimates are not measuring the same parameters. Nettler (1984, p. 80)
offers a concise summa13, of why that is the case:

1. Surveys of victims count individuals who have been attacked or who have
lost property. Official .statistics of property crimes count "incidents", and
incidents may have more than one victim.

2. Eligibility to be counted differs. Surveys of victims tally events among
residents in an area. Police statistics record crimes occurring within anarea
to residents and non-residents.

3. Victimisation surveys omit crimes against organisations (commercial
crimes), but police tallies record both commercial and non-commercial
crimes.

4. Victimisation surveys tend to include less serious offences, but crimes
"knov.,n to the police" tend to be tallies of more serious offences. For
example, surveys of victims reveal more "attempts" to commit crimes than
are recorded as official statistics.

YVith these cautionary notes, we can now turn to the 1982/83 EsRI Victimisa-
tion Sut’vey.

The 1982/83 ESRI l"ictimisation Survey

The 1982/83 ESRI victimisation survey was carried out between October
1982 and October 1983 and involved asking questions relating to victimisation

among a sample of 8,902 individuals throughout the country. Rather than
initiating a survey specifically for the purpose of a victimisation study, which
would have been prohibitively expensive given the need for a sample of this size,
(the 1982 British Crime Survey cost Stg£250,000 to implement) a number of
items were added to an already existing survey, the EEC Consumer Survey.

This survey is carried out quarterly using a sample of approximately 2,000
individuals. The sampling is carried out by the survey unit of The Economic and

’Social Research Institute on behalf of An Foras Taltintais (AFT) who are
contracted by the EEC to administer the survey. The sampling procedure
utilises RANSAM (Whelan, 1979). In each quarter roughly 1,200 rural and 800
urban respondents are interviewed (urban areas being defined as towns of
10,000 or more population). Rural respondents are interviewed by AFT inter-
viewers, urban hy ESRI interviewers. The interview schedule is quite short hot
basic information is collected relating to the household (the relevant questions
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are reproduced in Appendix II). Of particular importance are the following
items which we shall use in analyses later in the paper.

Head of Household’s (HOH) sex;
HOH age;
HOH Occupational group; ..
Size of household.

These variables are described in detail at the point at which they are introduced
into the a.nalysis. In addition, of course, detailed information on the location of
the individual’s household is also obtained.

Eight questions were appended to the survey for the present study. These
related to six types of offence:

Illegal entry of the dwelling place (burglary);
Automobile theft;
Theft from the inside of an automobile;
Theft from the environs of the dwelling place;

Vandalism to the dwelling place or environs;
Theft from the person.

For each of these the respondent was asked;

(a) had anyone resident in the household been thevictim of this offence
within the past 12 months;

(b) if so, on how many occasions;

(c) how many of these incidents had been reported to the Gardai?

In addition, dates of the occurrence of any of the first two types ofoffence were

recorded.. Two further questions were asked relating to ownership of a burglar
alarm and of a dog. All offences pertained, as appropriate, either to the dwelling
place of primary residence or to incidents within the Republic of Ireland (see the
Interviewer’s Instructions as reproduced in Appendix II).

The crime victimisation questions were asked on five quarterly rounds of the
Consumer Survey, though in the final (October 1983) round, they were asked of
urban respondents only. This yielded a total of 8,902 interviews.

Following collection of the data and its coding and punching, reweighting was
undertaken. This was done first to counterbalance the over-representation of
urban respondents arising from the omission of the rural areas from the final
round of the survey. Second, although the items on the Consumer Survey

schedule relate to the household, the sample is actually one of the individuals.
Thus further reweighting was needed to allow us to deal with household rather
than individual rates of victimisation.

The effect of sampling individuals is to over-represent larger households; how-
ever, the reweighting corrected.for this and brought the survey figures for house-
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hold sizes broadly into line with the best available national figures (from the
1981 Census 5 per cent sample results) as Table 2.3 shows.22 Both the frequency

distribution of household sizes and overall mean household size are similzir in the
sutwey and the Census estimates. The weighted sample can thus be regarded as
an accurate sample of tile population of households in tile country.

The household is our unit of analysis throughout this study, and, unless other-
wise indicated, all tables, estimates and analysis are based on the weighted
data.2s

Conclusion

The ESRI V’ictimisation Survey offers a first full-scale interview-based
estimate of the amount and distribution of crime in Ireland. It was designed to
minimise the problems of unreliability found in early crime victimisation
surveys and to avoid’the prohibitive costs of carrying out a separate nationwide
sample of the necessary size. Remaining problems of interpolation fi’ora our
results to the measurement of crime were noted in this chapter and will be
reiterated as appropriate in subsequent chapters.

Table 2.3: Percentage frequency distribution of households according to size, and mean
household size, 1981 Census estimates and 1982/83 ESRI Victimisation Survey

Number of People 1981 Census Estimates* ESRI Survey

% %

I 16.9 16.4

2 20.2 19.5

3 14.9 14.1

4 15.4 15.7

5 13.0 14.4

5 9.0 9.8

7+ 10.7 10.2

N                 897,509                    8,902

Mean Household Size’               3.68                     3.73

+Source: Central Statistics Office, 1983a, p. 9, Tal>le 8.
’.%urce: Central Statistics Office, 1983b, p. vii.

71The rewcighting was carried out so as to preserve the overall sample size at 8,902.

2~The con~zquences of the particular method of sampling for the standa~xl erroz’s of our estimates
and of the reweighting employed here are referred to in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

THE LEVEL OF CRIME VICTIMISA TIOJV IN 1RELA.ArD

In this chapter we present some results fi’om the 1982/83 ESRI victimisation
sm’vey and di’aw some comparisons between them and the available Garda
statistics for approximately tile Same period. We first provide our estimates oft he
national rates of offence and of the level of risk for each of the six offences for
which details were sought. We then turn to a discussion of the reporting rates for
these offences and use these to derive estimates of reported crime rates which can
be compared with tile Garda figures. Finally, we present more detailed analyses
for (a) urban and rural areas, distinguishing, within the former, between cities of
different sizes, and (b) planning regions.

Overall Levels of Victimisation and Incidence

Table 3.1 presents estimates for the overall levels of crime measured in two
ways. First we show the victimisation rate, which is simply the number of house-
holds which had been the victim of each type of offence per 100 households in the
sample. Second we show the mean number of incidents per victim of each crime.
The latter figure when multiplied by the former, yields an estimate of the
number of crimes committed. The fact that the mean number of incidents per
victim exceeds one indicates the presence of multiple vlctimisation and suggests
that certain households are more than usually susceptible to the risk of, say,
being burgled or having their house and garden vandalised. The ratio of the
victimisation rate to the incident I,’ate is particularly high for vandalism (I.8)
suggesting the concentration of much of the reported vandalism on a subset of

Table 3.1: Rates of victimL~ation and of incidence for six offences

Victimisation A4ean number
rate per l O0 of incidents per

hottseholds victim

Illegal entry (Burglary) 3.6 (0.6)
Theft of property around dwelling place 4.8 (0.6)
Vandalism of house, property 3.9 (0.6)
Theft from person 5.3 (0.6)
Theft of car 4.5 (0.7)
Theft of object from inside car" 6.1 (0.9)

1.25
1.42
1.82
1.21
1.25
1.30

95 per cent confidence intervals in parentheses

40
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those households which report I~aving been the victim of this particular offence.

In Table 3.1 we also show the confidence intervals around our estimates.

These are quite small, due to the large sample size, and show that w/: can be

confident that tile true population z,’ate of victimisation falls v,,ithin half to one

percentage point above or below our estimate.~ The figures for the rates of

victimlsation and of incidents per victim may be used to estimate numbers of

victims and incidents in the population as a whole. These estimates are shown in

Table 3.2, together with the 95 per cent.confidence intervals. The base we used

to derive these figures is the most recent estimate of the number ofhouseholds in

the population (Central Statistics Office, 1983b) or, where appropriate, the

number of moto’r vehicle owning households (by applying a weight derived

through responses to the ESRI 1982/83 survey;,).

The rates shown in Table 3.1 simply indicate the percentage of households

that have experienced each type of offence within the 12 months preceding the

interview. We can see that the chance of becoming a victim occupies a narrow

range, with a low of 3.6 per cent for burglary (illegal entry) to 6. I per cent for

theft of an object kept inside an unattended motor vehicle. Vandalism to the

residence or its immediate environs, reported by 3.9 per cent of households, was

the second least common offence, followed by car theft, of which 4.5 per cent of

motor vehicle owning households fell victim, and theft of an item kept outside

the residence, experienced by 4.8 pet" cent of households. In 5.3 per cent of all

households, one or more residents had had an item stolen fi’om their person.

~4The fomnutae for standard errors and confidence intervals given in Chapter 2 presume that the
samples from which Ihe cslimales of proportions (p) are derived are random. In the present
instance this is IlOl the case, and hence Ihe formulae illU$| be weighted to allow tor ¢lcp~rlure from
randomness. The facl Ihat Iht: sample is stralified will lend Io decrease tlae standard errors, while
tim clustel’ing and rewcighting ofl he sample will I(:lll:l Io increase lhcrn. However, point eslimales
(e.g., ofp) will neverlheless be unbia.~d. 1!1 Ihc Brillsh Crime Sur-,,ey Hough and Mayhew 1983,
p. 43) I|le parllcular sample design and reweighling used increased Ihe slandard errors ofeslimales
by a faclor of roughly 1.5 (over what Ihey would have been had sampling been purely random). In
Moser and Kahon’s (1972,) ~. 200-209) review of sl udies deallng with c.’st imates ofsta ndard errocs
from complex sample designs ihe actual standard errors for several such designs appear Io fall in
Ihc i~mge 1.0 Io 1.4 limes what tile}, would have been assuming I~ndom s~ampllng. In our case,
then, we have wclghlcd our slandard errors by a factor of 1.5:IhtJ8

o = L

T c L.m imales of vlclimisalion for ear theft and lhefi of objects from a car are weighted m allow for
differences in car ownership i,’ales. In olher wor¢ls, the~ are rales ofvlclilnisalion for househoMs
with oile or more cal.~, Irueks etc., rather than for the enlire population of households (a propo÷t ion
of which will not have any automobile and Ihus cannot be at risk). Unless olherwise sialed
estimates of victimi~tt ion for these two olli:nees will be based on Ihis weighted denominalor. This
also land the either of increasing the slandard error of~n estimate and Iht.IS broadening the eonl]d-
ence imervals placed about il.
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Table 3.2: Estimated numbers of households victimised and offences committed (based
on CSO estimates of household numbers, 1981)

Numbers Confidence Nwnbers of Confidence
vietimised intervals incidents interoals

Illegal entry 32,328 ±5,213 40,410 ±5,800
Theft of property around

dwelling place 43,104 ± 5,990 61,064 ± 7,050
Vandalism 35,022 ±5,418 63,758 ±7,188
Theft from person 47,594 i-6,281 57,472 16,863
Car Theft 27,034 ±4,743 33,792 ± 5,262
Theft from inside car 36,646 ±9,486 47,640 ±6,183

Total households: 898,000
Total car owning households: 600,762

Estimate of househoids: CSO Census of the Population 1981, Bulletin aVo. 40.
Estimate of car owning households: CSO household totals weighted by ownership estimate
derived from ESRI 1982/1983 Crime Victimisation Survey.

Two factors need to be kept in mind when using these rates. First, they repre-
sent estimates, with the percentage cited our best estimate, but one that lies
within a confidence interval. Thus, Table 3.1 indicates that the rate of burglary
victimisation is somewhere between 3.0 per cent and 4.2 per cent of households.

A second factor is that the risk ofvictimisation is not evenly distributed. Table
3.1 makes it clear that, particularly for vandalism and theft of property from
around the home, some households are especially prone to becoming victims.
Our estimates show that the.average number of incidents per victim househo’ld

ranges from 1.21 for theft from the person, 1.25 for burglary and car theft, and
1.3 for theft from inside a motor vehicle. Households that were victimised by
theft from around their dwelling experienced on average 1.42 incidents, while,
as previously cited, many if not most victims of vandalism experienced two inci-
dents in the 12 month period.

The identification ofsubgroups of the population prone to multiple vielimisa-
tion was one of the objectives advanced in favour of victimisation surveys
(National Academy of Sciences, (NAS) 1976, p. 143). Official crime statistics
rarely provide information with which to investigate that phenomenon. And
indeed, surveys confirm that the risk of vietimisation is such that there are more
multiple victims than would be predicted bychance (Sparks, 1981, p. 18).2s The

~Slf the. risk of being the victim of a particular crime for the nth time was independent of the
number of victimimtions already suffered, then the distribution of the number ofvictimisations for
that crime (0, I, 2, 3 times etc.) would follow a Poisson distribution. In fact in this survey, as in
others where this issue has been investigated (see Nelson 1980, pp. 870vB7 I)’the Poi~son does not
fit, and multiple vlctimisation is more common than the Poisson model allows for.
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existence of such multiple victimisation is important both in understanding tbe
impact of crime and the causal risk factors that explain victimisation. Repeated
and frequent victimisation is likely to have familial, individual, or commercial
consequences quite distinct from the experience of a single, isolated incident.
Similarly,. "there are good reasons, a priori, for believing that the explanation of
multiple victimisation is very different from the explanation of what may be
called one-time victimisation --just as there are differences between the person
who commits the odd crime on this or that isolated occasion and the persistent or
’career’ criminal" (NAS, 1976, p. 143). Though the topic merits a separate
paper, which we hope to !6rovide later, the distinction between victimisation

rates (percentage of potential victims experiencing crime) and multiple
victlmlsation will be maintained in many of the analyses in this and subsequent
chapters.

When addressing the question of whether there is much or little crime in
Ireland the figures presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 may be interpreted in various
ways. For example, they show that a burglary occurs on average every 13
minutes, and a car theft every 11 minutes. On the other hand, they also show
that, on average, every house in the country is likely to be illegally entered once
in 28 years, and each household is likely to suffer the theft of a car once in 22
years.26 In other words, statistics such as those presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2
may be used to show the existence of either a high or a low risk ofcrime, depend-
ing on where the emphasis is placed.

¯ The numbers of offences that we present here are uniformly higher than the
rates reported in the Garda Commissioner’s Annual Report on Crime for 1982. In
some cases our rates of victimisation are lower than those reported in the IMS
poll (for example, the rates of burglary and vandalism) while in other cases (car
theft) they are higher, although the items included on the IMS and ESRI
surveys are not in all cases comparable. Perhaps the clearest way to decide
whether the levels of victimisation risk and of crime incidence are. high or low is
to adopt a comparative perspective, and this we do in the following chapter,
where we show that Irish rates for certain crimes (burglary and vehicle theft) are
high when evaluated in this way.

In the remainder of this chapter we deal with three things: first we consider the
relationship between our figures and official Carda crime statistics; second, we
look more closely at the question of multiple victimisation; and, finally, .we
examine regional variations in the risk of victimisation.

Rates of Reporting and Comparison with Garda Statistics

One reason why our estimates of crime exceed those based on official Garda

~Though, of course, this is not a stationa~’ process and in reality the risks will undoubtedly alter
over a period of 22 years.
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statistics may be because of under-reporting of crime by victims to the Gardal,
and we have earlier discussed (in Chapter 2) why we should not expect the police
to be notified of all crime that occurs.

In Table 3.3 we present rates of reporting to the Gardai for our six crimes and,
on this basis, the estimated total of crime reported, while Table 3.4 shows the
percentage of victims who reported none of their victimlsatlons to the Gardai.
These tables reveal a similar picture. They show that those crimes where
insurance claims are likely to be involved and which also may entail substantial
loss to the victims -- namely burglary and car theft -- have by far the highest
rates of reporting to the Gardal. Only in the case ofburglary did the question-
naire ask whether or not losses had been sustained by the victim and, not sur-
prisingly, burglaries that involved a loss were more likely to be reported (92.4
per cent reported) than those involving no loss (79.1 pet" cent). In all, burglary
resulted in a loss of property in 275 of the 391 incidents for which information is
available -- 70 per cent of all burglaries (data were missing in four incidents).

Lower rates of repo’rting to the Gardai were associated with offences for which
there could be little hope of restitution of stolen property -- that is, theft from the
person and theft from inside a car. Finally, the lowest reporting rates were found
for vandalism and the theft of property from around the house. As we shall see,
these tend to be the most frequently repeated crimes and probably comprise a
high proportion of relatively petty offences.

Three of the criminal offences included in the victimisation survey have
reasonably straightforward connections to categories used by the Garda
Siochfina in collating crime statistics: illegal entry into dwellings, thefts ofcars,

Table 3.3: Reporting rates and estimated number of incidents reported to Gardai, six
offences

Estimated
number of

Percentage of incidents Confidence
incidents reported in intervals
reported population

Illegal emry (burglary) 88.20 35,642 ±5,465

Theft of properly around dwelling place 46.84 28,602 ±4,919

Vandalism ’t6.12 29,405 ± 4,982

Theft from iz~rson 64.19 34,966 ±5,564

Car theli 91.89 31,051 ±5,057

Theft from inside car 64.33 30,6’17 ±5,034
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and thetis of property fi’om inside cars. The estimates derived fi’om the survey for
the number of such incidents reported were shown in Table 3.3. Those estimated
numbers exceed substantially tile numbers actually entered into .tile Garda
statistics. Our estimated number of recorded illegal entry to dwellings ,.’,’as
35,642; this compares with 16,558 burglaries in dv.,elling houses recorded by the
Gardai in 1982. Similarly, the estimated number of reported car thetis was
31,051 and the number of relevant offences totalled to 21,936. And on the basis
of our survey we estimate that 30,647 thefts of items from inside cars were
reported to the Gardai in 1982, contrasting with the 20,523 such incidents noted
in Garda statistics. To sumtnarise, the Garda statistics record 46.5 per cent ofour
estlrnated reported burglaries, 70.6 percent ofourestimated reported car thefts,
and 67.0 per cent of our estimated reported thetis from inside vehicles.

Table 3.4: Number and percentage of victims who made no reports to Carda{

Number and percentage of non-
Victims reported inclidents

jVo.            %

Illegal entry 324 42 13.0
Theft of property 423 190 44.9
Vandalism 344 153 44.5

.Theft from person 472 14-8 31.4
Car theft 267 16 6.0
Theft fi’om inside cat" 362 114 31.5

Of course, our estimates are subject to samplingerror, the magnitude of which
as stated by the confidence intervals in Table 3.3. Our estimates also include

¯ interviews carried out in 1983, a year in which higher levels ofcrime may have
obtained than in 1982. Also, our figures relate to the victim’s perceptions of(a)
whether a crime had taken place and (b) what type of crime. The Gardai may
not have accepted those perceptions as accurate.

A greater impediment to adequate survey/police statistics comparisons is that
the recorded crime numlJers cited above exclude relevant incidents that have
been classified under other offence headings. Our sm’vey questions and our
instructions to the interviewers sought to minlmlse the potential for such non-
comparability. However, it is doubtlessly the case that incidents reported both

to our interviev,,ers and to the Gardaf are in the Garda crime statlsi.ics hut under
offence headings notused in the preceding comparisons. The most likely such
omissions are: for illegal entry, larceny fi’orn the dwelling (where the theft is
believed to have been carried out by a person or persons with legitimate access to
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the dwelling); for car theft, "unauthorised interference with mechanism of a
motor powered vehicle"; and, for larceny from unattended vehicle, larceny of
car accessories.

These discrepancies between survey-based estimates of reporting to the police
and police statistics can be further explored in Chapter 4, when the Irish findings
are compared to those for England and Wales and Scotland. At this stage, we
note that, as the discussion in Chapter 2 anticipated, a victimisation survey adds
another measuring instrument which can be applied to criminal activity. It does
not definitively tell us how much crime is present. However, it does raise
questions about official crime statistics, that if addressed, may lead to their more
informed use.

Multiple Victimisation

In total, 1,733 households out of the 8,902 in the sample had been the victim of
one or more of the six kinds of offence dealt with, and the survey recorded a total
of 2,998 criminal incidents. This gives an overall victimisation rateof 19 per 100
households and an overall offence rate of 34 incidents per 100 households pc/"
annum. The ratio of offences to victims is therefore 1.7, which is strongly sugges-
tive of certain households being particularly susceptible to multiple victimisa-
tion.27

Such multiple victimisation can arise through one or both of two ways: either
particular households can experience more than one victimisation of the same
type of incident or/and they can be the victim of more than one type ofcrime.

Table 3.5 shows the percentage of all victims experiencing different numbers
of victimisations for each particular offence. Thus, for example, we see that of
victims of burglary, over four-fifths had been burgled once, about one-eighth
had been burgled twice and less than one in twenty victims had experienced
three or more burglaries. Indeed, the pattern for burglaries is common also to
theft from the person, car theft and theft of an item from inside a car. In all

271t may appear that this ratio of offences per victim invalidates our comments on the probable
double or triple counting of offences in the l MS poll where we suggested that a ratio of incidents to
victims of 1.5 (1.65 in Dublin) constituted evidence of the existence of such multiple counting.
However, since the IMS poll did not ask how many times an individual was the victim of each
particular offence the measure of multiple victimisation used in Chapter 2 was:

No. of different types of victimisation/No, of victims (A)

whereas our measure in the current chapter is

No. of victimisations (of same or different type of crime)/No, of victims.    (B)

Applying measure (A) to our data yields a figure of 1.26, which is substantially below t hat reported
in the IMS findings.
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"Fable 3.5: Percentage distribution of victims of crime according to number of incidents
experienced

I. Illegal entry
2. Theft of property, etc.
3. Vandalism
4. Theft from person

5. Car Theft
6. Theft from inside car

1 2 3 4+ N

82.7 13.0 2.5 1.9 324
74.5 15.9 5.3 4.3 423
64.0 16.7 7.7 11.6 344
83.7 12.5 3.2 0.6 472
82.5 13.8 1.9 1.9 267
80.9 13.9 2.8 3.4 362

these cases, the number of households experiencing more than two incidents is
small, though it is also clear that a substantial proportion of victims are victim-
ised more than once.

The common l)attern among these four crimes does not hold for the theft of
property from around the dwelling place or vandalism to the dwelling place.
Here multiple victimisations are much more common. We have already seen
that these are the crimes with the lowest reporting rates and, therefore, may
consist of a high proportion of what tile householder considers petty offences. In
addition, the object of these crimes- the area surrounding the house or
dwelling -- is both static, in a way that, for example, a caror tile individual who
is the vict im of theft from the l~rson, are not -- and easily accessible to potential
criminals (in a way that the interior of the house will probably not be). Such a
combination of characteristics of the crime itself and of the object of the offence,

is likely to be conducive to the high levels of muhil)le victimisation displayed by
these two offences.

Table 3.6 shows the percentage of households experiencing a number of differ-

ent types of incident. Thus, 15 percent of households had been the victim of only
one type of offence, 3.4 per cent the victirn of any two kinds ofofl’ence and so on.
The mean number of different offences experienced per household is thus 1.27, a

Table 3.6: Percentag~ distribution of hoaseholds according to number of different types
of offence for which victimised

Number of different offences

0 I 2    3    4    5    6 N

% 80.5 15.3 3.4 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 8,902
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figure directly comparable with, though substantially less than, the IMS
multiple victimisation figure of 1.5 discussed in Chapter 2. It is clear from time
present discussion that of time two types of multiple victlmlsation -- greater than
one experience of a partcular crime and experience of more than one type of
crime -- the former is rather more common and is a more important factor in
giving rise to time overall ratio of 1.7 offences per victim.

Urban~Rural and Reeional Variations in l/ictimisation Risk

We should not expect that the risks of being a victim ofcrime will be time same
throughout the country. It is well known, for example, that urban environments
are characterised by higher rates of crime than rnral areas, and particular parts
of the country are, according to the Annual Report on 6%’me almost free ofrecorded
crime (notably Donegal, Mayo and some other western i:ounties in the most
recent report) while other areas (most especially Dublin) have vcry high
recorded crime rates.

If we adopt a simple rural/urban distinction to analyse geographical varia-
tions in victimisation risk, then we see that crime in ~.reland is overwhelmingly
an urban phenomenon. In Table 3.7 we see rates of victimisation per 100
households for our six offence categories. Our definition Of urban is, as noted

earlier, all towns having a population of 10,000 or more. We also show, in Table
3.7, the victimisation rates for three urban environments; these are Dublin
(made up of Dublin County plus Bray); the other four large cities, Cork,
Limerick, Galway and Waterford; and the remaining towns with 10,000
population or more.

The rural/urban distinction is very clear. For all crimes, urban victimisation
rates far exceed those of the rural areas; for all offences the urban rates are at least
three times as great as the rural, with the exception of theft of property from
around the dwelling. In addition, the rural rate is much lower than for any of the
three types of urban area shown in "Fable 3.7.

Within time urban areas an approximately uniform picture exists for all types
of 9ffence, in that victimisation levels are highest in Dublin, with the levels for all
other urban areas (the four large cities and the other towns) being approxi-
mately equal (in most cases the differences in rates between time two are not
statistically significant). The exception to this pattern is vandalism, which
appears to be reD, prevalent in the mid-range cities.

In other words, there are two poles ofvictimisation risk for all types ofcrime; a
very high level of risk found in Dublin and a very low Icvel found in rural areas,
with the other towns and cities experiencing a risk roughly midway between
these two extremes.

¯ . . r~The mean nurnbet ofmctdents pet "~,Jctml s sho,.~ n a I a 9 e 3.8. Fo ~urg ary,

theft of property from around the dwelling and theft fi’om time person there is no



Table 3.7: Victimisation rates according to urban~rural distinction

Victimisation rates per 100 households

Rural areas Urban areas Urban areas

Cork, Limerick
Galway and Other towns

Dublin Waterford >10,000 pop.

©

Illegal entry 1.0 ± 0.42

Theft of property around dwelling 2.7 ± 0.66

Vandalism of house, property 1.9 ± 0.56

Theft from person 1.7 ± 0.54

Theft of car 1.4 ± 0.59

Theft of object from inside car 3.1 ± 0.87

6.9± 1.19 8.3± 1.55 3.5± 1.95 3.6 ± 2.61

7.4 ± 1.22 7.’1- ± 1.46 7.2 ± 2.75 7.7 ± 3.72

6.4± 1.14 6.3± 1.35 8.1 ±2.90 3.4±2.55

9.8 + 1.38 12.0 ± 1.82 5.2 ± 2.36 4.1 ± 2.75

8.1 ± 1.62 10.4 ± 2.04 3.3 ± 2.33 3.6 ± 4.22

10.0 ± 1.74 10.7 ± 2.09 8.1 ± 3.54 8.9 ± 6.45
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Table 3.8: Mean number of offences per victim according to urban/rural divm’on

Rural Urban

Urban areas

(a)      (b) (c)
Other towns

Dublin Cork, etc.    > 10,000

Illegal Entry 1.20 1.27 1.27 1.41 1.19
Theft of property

around dwelling 1.43 1.48 1.31 1.73 2.00
Vandalism 1.58 1.90 1.82 2.07 2.64

Theft from person 1.17 1.22 1.23 1.18 1.11
Car theft 1.06 1.28 1.27 1.38 1.17
Theft from inside

car 1.12 1.39 1.35 1.38 2.13

difference in this measure between urban and rural areas. On the other hand,
victims of vandalism and the two offences connected with automobiles are some-
what more likely to have been victimised more than once in urban than rural
areas. However, the very high mean levels of multiple victimisation for these off-
ences in the urban areas outside Dublin must be interpreted cautiously, given
the small number of offences recorded here.

If we turn to Table 3.9, which shows the victimisation rates for each planning
region of the country, a very clear pattern emerges. If we include the urban areas
in our analysis (as in the top part of Table 3.9) we see that for all offences, the
greatest level ofvietimisation occurs in the East, followed by the Southwest and
Midwest. These figures clearly reflect the influence of Dublin, Cork and
Limerick on the risk figures. Removing the urban areas gives us the victimisation
rates for the rural areas ofeach planning region shown in the lower part of Table
3.9.zB Here we see that the levels of risk are generally low in the West, Northeast

and Northwest (where the majority of our estimates do not differ significantly
from zero) somewhat higher in the Midlands, Southeast and Southwest and
highest ofall in the East and Midwest. The high risk ofvictimisation in the East
may plausibly be accounted for by the influence of Dublin: proximity to Dublin
appears to increase the risk of victimisation (though not to anything
approaching the level of risk within Dublin). The same may account for the

281t must be remembered, however, that we have, strictly speaking, removed urban dwelling
victims of crime rather than urban crime per se from our analysis. In other words, some viclimisa-
tion of rural dwellers may have taken place in urban areas (and vice versa) in those ofl~:nces whicll
do not relate specifically to the dwelling place.
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Table 3.9: Victimisation rates per 100 households for six offences according I*
planning reg!on

51

Including urban areas: Type of offence
1 2 3 4 5 6

East 7.0 6.7 5.8 10.2 8.9 9.5

Southeast 1.4 3.2 2.7 2.5 1.6 3.9

Southwest 2.3 4.0 3.5 3.3 1.6 4.6

Midwest 2.0 5.9 4.7 3.4 2.9 5.6

West 0.3* 2.3 0.6* 0.6# 1.0" 2.6

Northwest 1.6 2.5 1.4 0.9* 0.9’* 0.9*

Midlands 1.2 2.6 1.1 1.5 1.5 3.3

Northeast 0.5* 3.4 3.2 1 ..5 1.4* 4.1

Excluding urban areas:
East 1.8 3.8 3.6 2.9 3.4 5.1

Southeast 1.2 2.5 2.8 1.9 1.4 2.3

Southwest 1.2 2.5 0.8 1.5 0.7* 3.2

Midwest 1.2 4.1 3.3 3.1 2.2 4.4

West 0.4* 1.3 0.7* 0.6* 0.9* 2.1

Northwest 0.3* 2.4 1.3 0.4* 1.0" 0.8*

Midlands 1.2 2.5 1.1 1.5 1.5 3.3

Northeast 0.3* 1.4* 0.9* .1.0" 0.9* 3.3

*’Not significantly different from zero, p~0.5, one-tailed test.

Key: I = illegal entry 2 = theft from around dwelling place
3 = vandalism 4 = theft from person
5=car theft 6=theft from car

relatively high rate ofvictimisation in the Midwest: here proximity to Limerick
may be the cause. However, this does not hold equally for proximity to Cork. In
the Southwest region the removal of the urban vlctimisation figures leads to a
much greater decline in risk than does the removal of the urban figures for the
Midwest. The rural victimisation rate for the Midwest is significantly higher
than for the Southwest in the case of vandallsm, theft from the person and car
theft. One plausible explanation for this difference relates to the size of the two
planning regions. If we assume that Cork, in the Southwest, and Limerick in the
Midwest, contain the bulk of what, in Chapter 5, we shall term "motivated
offenders" -- that is, potential perpetrators ofoffences -- then it follows that, in
the smaller Midwest region, the probability of an individual member of a house-
hold coming into contact with such a motivated offender is greater than in the
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large Southwest region. This may arise either through the victim moving into
contact with the ofl~znder (as in crimes such as car theft) o1" through the ofl~:nder
moving into contact with a stationary victimisation target (as in vandalism of
property).

The Distribution of Victimisation: Evidence from Survey Estimates and Garda
Statistics

Finally, it is possible to compare the distribution ofsurvey-estimated incidents
with those contained in the Garda statistics. We find that 72.7 per cent of
burglaries (illegal enteries) identified through our survey were in Co. Dublin;
65.1 per cent of burglaries recorded by the Gardal occurred within the Dublin
Metropolitan Area (DMA) (nearly all of Co. Dublin plus small portions of

counties Wicklow and Kildare).
We can make similar comparisons for two other offences: motor vehicle theft

and theft from inside an unattended vehicle. However, such comparisons are less
meaningful, as the Dublin/Non-Dublln distinction is based on where the victim
lives, not on where the incident took place. So we may be including victimisa-
tions that occurred during a visit to Dublin by a resident of~ say, Co. Kerry. And
indeed, the survey-derived estimates suggest less of a concentration of crime in
Dublin than do Garda statistics. The figures for car theft are close: our survey
.suggests that 7’t.5 per cent ofsuch offences had Dublin residents as victims, while
79 per cent of cat" thetis were recorded within the DMA. There is a far more
considerable discrepancy in the case of larceny of items from vehicles. Only 57.3
per cent of victims in the survey were Dublin residents, though 76.8 percent of
all such offences occurred in Dublin, according to the Garda statistics.

Thus, there is some evidence that Garda statistics may, to a limited extent,
understate the concentration of burglary offences in the Dublin area. For other
offences, the ftndings hlghlight the need for caution in interpreting the results of
victimisation surveys, especially in distinguishing the location of the reported
incident and the residence of the victim for non-household specific offences.

SutT//7la ry

In this chapter we have presented our estimates of the victimisation rate for
the six offences included in our interview schedule~ and also our estimates of the
annual number of these offences. We also looked at the degree to which these
crimes were reported to the Gardal, and saw that those offences most likely to be
reported were those involving loss of property, and those least likely to be
reported were the frequently repetitive, probably largely petty, offences such as
larceny and vandalism. However, in comparing our rates of crime with official
Garda figures in those cases where such a comparison could be drawn, we found
that, even allowing for the rates of reporting by victims, the Garda figures fell
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substantially below our own.
The survey also provided evidence that a substantial number of families are

victims of a particular type of offence several times in tile course of a year. There
appear to be families who beara risk ofvlctimisation that issubstaotially greater
than ot her’s. Indeed, a third of families that had exlx:rienced an act ofvandalism
to the home were likely to have had a second such experience. The extent of
rntdtiple victimisation ’,’.,as also high for the theft ofproperty fi’om the immediate
cnvlrons of thc home. But even for offences like burglar3, and ear theft, the pres-
ence of muhiple victimisatioos is an important contributory factor to the overall
rate of offences that we id~/ntifiecl.

In examinlog geographical variations in victimisation risk it ".,,’as found thai
all types of offence were much more common in urban than rural areas, and,
indeed, that certain regions -- particularly the West -- were virtually fi’ee of
crime. It was also shown, however, that in addition to urban dwellers havinga
higher than average risk of vlctimisation, rural dwellers in proximity to Dublin,
in particular, and also Limerick, appear to suffer a higher risk than other rural
dwellers. A similar pattern was found for the distribution ofmultiple victimisa-
tions.

The examination of such statistics as we have looked at in this chapter cannot,
of course, tell us whether crime in h’eland is high or low, since this is a relative
matter reqniring cornparative material. What we have done, however, io addi-
tion to presenting our basic estimates of the incidence of crime, is to point to some
simple factors -- notably geographical variations in dais incidence -- which
demonstrate that the risk ofvietimisation is not uniformly distributed within the
population. In the following chapters we develop both these themes. In Chapter
4 we look at Irish vietimisatioo levels in an international, comparative
perspective, to determine whether or not the levels prevailing here can be
viewed as high or low. In Chapter 5 we turn to a more detailed examination of
specific factors which influence the distribution of victimisation risk within the
population.



Chapter 4

IRISH CRIME LE VELS IN COMPA RA 7"IVE PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

The estimated levels of victimisation during 1982/83 which we have
presented in Chapter 3 are abstract in that there is no absolute yardstick that can

tell us whether they are high or low. Ifa similar survey had been conducted in,
say, 19721 we could adopt that as a baseline with which to compare the results of
our survey. Such a baseline is regrettably not available. Instead, we can place
Ireland’s victimisation levels in comparative international perspective.

This is a more complicated enterprise than that ofestimating the level ofcrime
obtaining in any one jurisdiction. A jurisdiction is here defined as a geographical
unit that has its own criminal law, courts and police force. The section that
follows provides a summary of the problems encountered when comparing
crime levels across two or more jurisdictions. With that background, we then
proceed to offer comparisons of our survey estimates first with the component
jurisdictions of Great Britain and then with jurisdictions further afield, such as
the United States, Canada and Holland. We conclude with our evaluation of
Ireland’s relative standing, in terms both of the level of crime and of the public’s
response to crime.

Methodological Issues in Comparative Criminology

International comparisons ofestlmated crime levels, whether based on official
statistics or on victimisation surveys, add a further dimension to the problems of
reliability and validity always present in measuringcrime. Vigderhous (1978, p.
230) offers a general approach to the methodology of international criminolog-
ical research:

The problem of validity can be examined by evaluating the possible
discrepancy which might exist between the operational and nominal
definitions of various types ofcriminal offences. The nominal definition of a
given crime is provided by the criminal law and the operational definition
is provided by the official reported crime statistics. In an attempt to
compare criminal statistics for given criminal acts, the following two
fundamental metholological considerations should be taken into account:

(a) the identification of a possible discrepancy which exists between the
nominal and the operational definition of given criminal acts within
cultures or societies;
(b) the identification of a possible discrepancy which exists between various
nominal definitions when compared across cultures or societies.

b4
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The problems raised by the firstdiscrepancy have already been discussed in rela-
tion to the Irish data. When two or more police jurisdications are involved, the
possible discrepancies reach a far greater order of magnitude. We ’need to
consider the equivalence of nominal definitions ofcrimes and the various cnhural
differences thai may affect the way in which such definitions are applied by
police and citizens.

Survey-based estimates allow the researcher to take steps that can mlnimise
though not remove, the discrepancy between nominal and operational defini-
tions. Further, to the extent that (a) respondents in two jurisdictions have similar
notions of what constitutes a type of criminal offence and (b) the surveys in those
jurisdictions use similar question formats and interviewer instructions for their
administration, researchers are able to maxirnise the comparability of their

estimates.
It is also possible that we may encounter two jurisdictions with different

nominal definitions of crime, as embodied in the criminal law, and yet have
similar citizen perceptions as to what operationally should be regarded as a
crime. That possibility, however, will be of interest later, when we reconcile the
results of comparisons based on victimisation surveys with official statistics.

The comparability of any two surveys will depend most directly on the extent
to which the question wording is such as to elicit the same meaning in the
populations surveyed. Even identical wording will not, however, gtmrantee
comparability of meaning, as populations may differ in the operational defini-
tions on which they base their answers. For example, the population of a
jurisdiction long accustomed to crime as a prominent issue may have a different
idea about what is sufficiently serious to merit consideration as a crime .than the
residents of a jurisdiction which has only recently become crime conscious. A

greater acceptance of, and familiarity with, crime risk may lead to more selective
reporting of victimisations.

Ideally, therefore, international comparisons of crime survey findings would
be based on responses to questions about both the perception of what is a crime
and the experience of crime victimisations. The absence of the former of those
two components in the comparisons we will be making in this chapter renders
our conclusions tentative.

There are two more commonplace differences between surveys that merit
consideration as well. First, the length and purpose of a questionnaire will affect
the comprehensiveness of the answers given. A long questionnaire devoted
entirely to the topic of crime may be more successful at focusing the attention of
respondents than a section of a general survey containing a few questions on
victirnisatlon. A long, specially fielded questionnaire will look for details of
possible incidents. That may assist the recall ofvictimisations that would other-
wise be forgotten in responding to a direct question.
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The length and purpose of a questionnaire produce a second effect on the
results. More intensive questioning provides sufficient information to screen
victim reports and eliminate or reclassify incidents that are incorrectly stated by
rcspondents. Thus, the more detail that is requested, the more control the
researcher may have over what is counted as a crime.

A further methodological issue affecting comparisons is the choice of the
appropriate unit by which to estimate victimisation rates. Crime statistics, like
other statistics used in international comparisons, require us to standardise for
differences in population size and composition. Thus, official crime statistics are
typically expressed as rates pet" 100,000 population in comparative studies (see,
for example, Verkko, 1953; Archer and Gartner, 1976; Krohn, 1978; Interpol’s
biannual International Crime Statistics reports; Messner, 1982). This fails to
adjust for diflizrences between countries in age structure and in family sizc. The
problem here, hov,,ever, is morc tractable than that encountered in, for example,
studies of income inequality (see Kuznets, 1979, pp. 257-282). The problem is
really conceptual. We wish to standardise by "targets" and for most offences this
can be accomplished by establishing national rates per capita adults (removing
children, who are likely to be supervised, from the pool of potential victims) or
per 100,000 households, as appropriate,z9

Such a choice, however, has consequences for our comparisons. The implica-
tions are evident in the differences between British and Irish population
structures. "Fable 4.1 uses the 1981 official statistics for burglar3, offences to
calculate rates per 100,000 population, per 100,000 population 16 and older,
and per 100,000 households. The choice of denominator is important. In the
Republic, we have an average household size of 3.68 (CSO, 1983b, p. vii). The
British Crime Survey (BCS) used estimates that imply average honsehold sizes of
2.7’1- in England and Wales and 2.82 in Scotland. Similarly, the percentage of
the population aged 16 and over in 1981 would be 67.8 percent, 77.8 percent
and 76.8 per cent, respectively (Sources: as in Table 4.1).

Generally, the rat io of persons to households declines with economic develop-
metat. Young people leave their parental horne at an earlier age and the elderly
become more likely to remain in their own household as a country becomes roore
affluent. Such a change can occnr rapidly. The number of households in the
Republic increased from 726,000 in 1971 to 898,000 in 1981. (13ulletin.Aro. 40,
(;ensus of Population, 1981, p. 7)That representsa24 percent increase, compared to
the 16 per cent rise in total population size.

~There is a conceputal issue that such an adjustrzlent does not resolve: if the numl~:r of potential
offenders is the telex’ant factor to be standardlsed, Ihen we should consistently usepercapita popul-
tion zmtes. In this report, we argue for a model ofvictlmi.~tion risk thai gives prim~c), to opporl-
unities. Thus, rates of burglary and similar ofl’ences are compared per 100,000
households at risk.
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Table 4.1 : Burglary offences recoCded by police in England and I’Vales, Scotland and
the Republic of Ireland, 1982

England and Republic of
Wales Scotland Ireland

Number Recorded by Police 810,600 106,271 32,620
Rate per 10,000 F, ersons 167.1 211.1 94.7
Rate per 10,000 F, ersons 16+ 214.7 274.7 139.7
Rate per 10,000 households 457.8 59.5.0 363.’3

.Source: Crime: England and Wales, Social 7-rends 14, p. 16.5; Scotland, Statistical B~dletin JV0.2, 1983,
Scottish Home and Health Department, p. 3; Ireland, Annual Report on Crime 1982, p. 13. Popula-
lion: England and Wales and Scotland, Census 1981 National Report Part I, Tables A, 12 and 24;
Ireland, Census of Population 1981, Bulletin No. 40, "Fables I and 2.

Table 4.1 demonstrates the importance of selecting a conceptually
appropriate base by which to compute comparative crime rates. Ifwe adopt the
total population as the appropriate base, v,,e find a crime rate in England and
Wales that is 176 percent above the rate in the Irish Republic¯ The use ofhouse-
holds as the base yields an English/~,’Velsh rate that is just 126 percent of that in
Ireland. In our approach, v,,hlch foe:uses on opportunities rather than on
potential offenders, the latter comparison is the more illuminating.3°

The official crime statistics thus suggest that burglar3, is most prevalent in
Scotland, followed by England and YVales, and with a substantially lowet~
prevalence in Ireland. We supplement that comparison by one based on
vlctlmisation so~,eys in the next section and then return in a further section to
the official crime statistics in order to reconcile the resuhs from the two forms of
estimation.

Survey Estimated Victimisation levels in "These Islands"

This section compares victimisation rates in the Republic of h’eland with
those prevailing in England and Wales and in Scotland. Rates arc always
expressed as incidents per I 0,000 households, for burglar3,, car theft and larceny
from vehicles. For the latter tv,,o offences, rates are stated in all cases for vehicle-
owning households.

The 1982 British Crime Su~,ey, which questioned residents of some 16,000

:~°lJopulation anti hou.~bold numbers for England and Wales and Ibr Scotland are I~om Olllce of
Populalion Censnscs and Surveys, Gensus 1981 .Aeational Report: Great Britain, /’art I (Tables A, 12,
and 24). Irish data are taken t)’om Bulletin jVo. 40, Census ofPopolation ofh~land, Deceml~r 1983.
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households, offers the most promising basis for a comparative analysis. The
similarities in the criminal law and criminal justice systems and the closeness in
the timing of the Irish and British surveys maximise the potential for such a
comparison. Also, the British Crime Survey results offer two "national" level
comparisons to the Irish levels, as survey estimates are available separately for
England and Wales and for Scotland.

In this section we offer such comparisons as are possible between the British
Crime Survey results and our own findings. That exercise is continued in the
next section, which brings in the evidence from the total number of "offences
recorded" in the relevant offical statistics categories. This will allow us to re-
examine the official crime statistics for Ireland, England and Wales, and
Scotland (as stated in Table 4.1), by considering differences in (a) the rate of
victim reporting and (b) police recording of victim complaints. Those
differences hinder international comparisons of crime levels.

A focus on comparisons within these islands is particularly apt. [t allows us to
begin with an assumption that both the nominal definitions and their opera-
tional application share many common features and that such discrepancies as
do exist can be identified to an extent rarely possible in international
comparisons. Specifically, the estimates for four offences can be compared with
substantial confidence: burglary, car theft, theft from a motor vehicle and
vandalism to the household.

The main threats to the validity of these comparisons are:

1. British estimates pertain to 1981, while our survey data relate primarily to
1982.

2. The more extensive British Crime Survey (BCS) elicited more detail from

respondents about reported victimisation incidents. By so focusing the
respondent’s memory on the incident, the BCS would tend to yield a more
conservative estimate of victimisations, as the chances of "telescoping"
events from outside the relevant timespan as part of the survey would be
lessened. The relative absence of detail also precluded us from checking
respondent reports fOE" plausibility; in the BCS, about 5 per cent of reported
incidenls were not accepted as genuine and thus excluded from the
estimates (Hough and Mayhew, 1983, p. 41).

3. Repeated vlctimisations of a similar nature -- series offences -- were
counted up to a maximum of eight incidents in a 12-month period in the
ESRI survey and a maximum of five in the BCS (Hough and Mayhew,
1983, p. 40).

4. The more extensive screening procedure of the BCS interview format may
have been more successful at elicitiqg the more minor forms of victimisa-
tion.
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The first three points would tend to inflate Irish estimates artifically, relative
to those for England and Wales or for Scotland; the fourth point suggests a more
comprehensive coverage in the BCS than in our survey. On balance, the arti-
ficial component of observed differences between the BOS and ESRI estimates
appears to be small. The only substantial discrepancy for which we can make no
provision is the year ofreference: 1981 for the BCS and 1982 for the ESRI survey.

Other discrepancies in question content have been dealt with by adjusting the
BCS estimates to correspond to those produced by our survey, either from
information contained in the published BCS reports or from unpublished
material provided to us by ~he Home Office Research and Planning Unit. The
minor differences that remain are specified separately in Appendix 1.

Table 4-.2 presents the estimated level of victimisation risk in the three
jurisdictions. The estimates contained in Table 4.2 are all of incidence levels;
that is, multiple victimisations for each type of offence are included in order to

Table 4.2: Incidence of victimisation per I0,000 households comparison of British
Crime Survey and ESRI survey estimates*

England Republic
and Wales Scotland of Ireland

1981 1981 1982/83

Burglar3’ 260 257 450
Vehicle Theft 232 280 562
Theft from Vehicle 1,040 . 1,512 793
Vandalism to Dwellings 595 783 710

*The E, SRI Survey excluded "attempted" burglaries.Estlmates for England and Wales and for
Scotland are adjusted to also exclude "attempts". All estimated incidences for motor vehicle-
related offences are calculated in terms of 10,000 vehicle-ownlng households. The adjustment to
BCS incidence estimates to remove attempts are based on the sources cited below and may differ
from,other published BCS results derived from alternative definitions and sample weightings.

,Source:England Burglary: Hough, 1983, Table 1; Vehicle theft and theft from vehicle,
and \Vales: Hough and Mayhew 1983, Table I, Foomote 6;Vandalism, unpublished

BCS resuhs provided by Home Ollice Research and Planning Unit (all
home vandalism less vandalism to vehicle or from burglary).

Scolland: Burglar),, Chambers and Tombs, 1984, Table 2.1 (adjusted to remove
"attempts" as shown on page 241; Vehicle offences, Table 2. I, Footnote 3.
Vandalism, unpublished BCS results provided by Home Office Research
and Planning Unit (all home vandalism less vandalism Io vehicle or from
burglary).
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obtain a rate of incidents per 10,000 households "at risk". So ill all cases the
number of households vlctimiscd per 10,000 households would be smaller. For
example, the risk of being a victim of onc or more burglaries in Ihc Republic
would be estimated, from Table 3.1, at about 360 per 10,000 households. It
should be noted that though the rates shown are all estimates, arouncl which a
confidence interval adheres, the sample sizes, the main factor determining their
breadth, are the same for England and Ireland, while the Scottish sample was
about half as great. However, the Scottish estimates should not be regarded as
being one half as certain as the others. Rather, since the square root of the sample
size is used to compute confidence intervals (see the formula in Chapter 2), a
parameter estimate in the Scottish sample will have a confidence interval
roughly 30 per cenl larger than the same estimate in either ofthe other samples.
(In the formula, a sample of 10,000 would yield a denominator of 100 and a
sample of 5,000 a denominator of 71.)

In the event, the comparisons reported in Table 4.2 make it clear that details
will not affecl our evaluation of British and Irish viclimisation levels. The
1982/83 ESRI survey produced an estimated 450 burglaries per 10,000 house-
holds. The 1981 estimates, from the British Crime Survey, are 260 and 257 for
England and Wales and Scotland, respectively. Vehicle theft victimisation
levels were even more differentiated. An incidence of 562 per 10,000 vehicle-
owning households is shown for Ireland, more than twice the level found in
England and Wales (232 per 10,000 vehicle-owning households) and exactly
twice that in Scotland. Vandalism to Ihe dwelling is slightly more common in
Ireland than in England and Wales (710 vs. 595 per 10,000 households) but is
still more frequent in Scotland, where the rate ofvietimisation is 783 per 10,000
households. Theft of items from vehicles, however, was a more frequent occurr-
ence in Britain than in Ireland, with the highest rate in Scotland (1,512) followed
by England and Wales (1,040), and then Ireland (793).

This last comparison is the only one based on substantially different question
wording. The BCS question on thefts from vehicles included items attached to
the vehicle’s exterior, while the ESRI survey referred only to items taken from
within the vehicle. Thus wing mirrors, roof racks and similar objects were
possible Iargels in the British but not the Irish estimates. Thus, il is likely that an
adjusted rate of vletimisation for Ihat offence, if available, would yield similar
levels in England and Ireland but still leave significantly higher levels in
Scotland than in Ireland.

Survey-based estimates of the incidence of property crime place h’eland at a
substantial disadvantage relative to both England and Wales and Scotland in
terms of burglary and vehicle theft. That disadvantage, however, is not
necessarily generalisable to all forms of property crime. Our estimates suggest
that thefts from vehicles are less frequent in Ireland than in either British
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j!srisdiction and that vandalism to dwellings is more common in Scotland than
ill h’eland.

It is here that tile abreviated format of the ESRI survey renders a firm evalua-
tlon difficuh. "vVe can state with certainty that Irish victim-reported levels of
burglary and vehicle theft in 1982 exceeded by a considerable margin those
found in the British Crime Survey for 1981. But other forms of property crime
were either more prevalent or about as prevalent in Great Britain as in h’eland.
It is not possible, therefore, to give a definite evaluation as to the relative
magnitude of property crime across tbe jurisdictions. It could be that a more
wide ranging set of questiotas would have produced an overall tendency for Irish
levels of incidence to be lower than the levels of property crime experienced else-
where in "these islands". Despite this caveat, however, it remains the case that
burglary and vehicle theft, two major types of property crime, are more
prevalent in the Republic. In the chapter’s concluding section we considcr why
those two offences may manifest a distinctively high level at present.

Reconciling Survey and Police Estimates of Comparative Victimisation

These victimisation survey-based comparisons sharply conflict with the
evidence from police crime statistics. "Fable 4.1, for example, found an ordering
for the offence of burglary in which Scottish crime levels far exceeded those in
England and those in England stood considerably higher still than those in
h’eland. This contrasts with the absence of a major difference between England
ahd Scotland in survey-recorded victimisation, and an estimated level of

victimisation in h’eland that is half again as large as that in Britain.
Much of this divergence in the evidence is artificial, due to differences in (a)

the nature of crime, (b) public reporting of crime and (c) police recording of
crime in the three countries. The term artificial is used because tbese factors
affect the comparability of the categories across the countries.

The nature ofcrime may affect the comparisons in that victimisatlon surveys
refer to residential dwellings or privately owned property, while official statistics
typically combine these with commercial establishments and their property. To
the extent that the pattern of crime in a country makes commercial "targets"
more at risk than private ones, victimisation survey results cannot be simply
contrasted with the police ’ offe aces knov, n . And if two countries differ in the
proportion of crime with commercial/institutional victims, victirnlsation
surveys and official statistics may produce different resuhs.

Similarly, if one country’s citizens are more likely than those of another to
report offences to the police, the official statistics of those two countries will not

be strictly comparable. That l>otential bias can be adjusted through the resuhs of
the vietimlsation survey itself. The third factor, differential police recording
practices, is less readily gauged. Two main considerations will be the procedures
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followed in classifying and counting incidents and the extent to which victim
complaints are dismissed as trivial or inaccurate and thus not entered into the
official tabulation.

It is possible largely to remove the confounding effects of the first two of the
three factors cited above: differences in crime patterns and differences in
reporting to the police.Table 4.3 presents incidence levels per 10,000 households
for the three offences, with the official statistics adjusted so as to be as similar as
possible in terms of the type of incident they enumerate,sl Burglary is here
limited to residential dwellings and appears to be most frequent in Scotland,
followed closely by England and Wales and Ireland. The differences are not
substantial, particularly given that the Irish statistics are for 1982 and the British
statistics for 1981. There is a clearer ranking for vehicle theft, with tile Irish rate
of 365 per 10,000 vehicle-ownlng households exceeding the rate of 330 in
Scotland and the rate of 266 in England. Thefts from vehicles were somewhat
more frequent in Ireland than in England (Scottish figures could not be derived

Table 4.3: Offences recorded by police per 10,000 households: international
compQrlso~

England Republic
and Wales Scotland of Ireland

1981 1981 1982

But~glary* 197 214 184

(158)
Vehicle Thcft 266 330 :365
Theft from Vehicle 319 ** 342

"Limited to burglaries of dwelling places. The figure in parentheses for England and Wales
excludes attempted burglary, a category that is included in both the Scottish and Irish rates.
"’It is not possible to derive a separate figure for thefts from vehicles in Scottish crime statistics.

Sources: Republic of Ireland, offence levels and household denominators as shown in Chapter 3.
England and Wales, Hough and Mayhew, 1983, Appendix C. Scotland, Chambers and Tombs,
L984, Appendix 2. In all cases, numbers for Great Britain are abstracted in the form most

comparable to the Garda Commi.,.sioner’s Report on Crime. The actual numbers abstracted are
Burglary: England and Wales, 279,754 (349,692 if"attempts" are included)and Scot land, 38,272
(estimated by Chambers and Tombs 1984, Appendix 2, as 40 per cent ofall burglaries, to exclude
non-residential victims), Vehicle Theft: England and Wales, 315,961 and Scotland 32,529. Theft
from Vehicles: England and Wales, 379,640. Household numbers in Great Britain are contained
in the appendlcies cited above. The weighting to obtain the numt~r of vehicle owning households
was derived from the information in Hough and Mayhcw, Table I and Chambers and Tombs,
Table 2.1.
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for this offence) but the difference is slight: 342 vs. 319 per 10,000 vehicle-owning
households. Vehicle related estimate rates refer to both private and commercial

3’The specific categories included in the victim surveys and in the official statistics for each com~itry

are as follows:

Republic of Ireland:

(I) Sur~ey
a. Burglar}’: "breaking in or gaining entry without permission" to primary residence,

excluding attempts.
b. \tehicle Theft: "st eal (or use wit hour permlssion) a car, truck, or motorbike I hat belongs

. to you or to someone in tile household".

c. Theft from Vehicle: "steal anything from inside a car or truck that belongs to you or to
someone in this household".

(2) Official Statistics (unpublished statistics provided on request by the Garda Sioch.’lna)

a. Burglar),: Burglary in a dwellinghouse.
b. Vehicle Theft: Larceny of motor cars; larceny of motor cycles, scooters, etc.; larceny of

lorries; larceny of other motor powered vehicles; unauthorlsed taking of motor powered
vehicles.

c. Theft from Vehicle: Larceny from unattended vehicles.

England and Wales (Hough and Maybew, 1983, Appendix C):

(1) sway
a. Burglar)’: Burglar)’ in a dwelling (nothlng taken); burglary in a dwelling (somedfing

taken); attempted burglar)’ excluded, as shown in Hough, 1983.

b. Vehicle Theft: Theft of car/van; theft of motorbike, motorscooter, or moped.

c. Theft from Vehicle: Theft from car/van; theft from motorbike, motorscooter, or
moped.

(2) Official Statistics
a. Burglary: burglary in a dwelling; aggravated burglary in a dwelling. (includes

"attempts").

b. Vehicle Theft: Theft and unautborised takingofmotor vehicle (includessome -- about
5 per cent of total -- "attempts").

c. Theft from Vehicle: Theft from vehicle (assumed to include about 5 per cent whicb are

"attempts").

Scotland (Chamber’s and Tombs, 1984, Appendix 2);

(I) ,Survey
Same as England and Wales for all offences.

(2) Official Statistics

a. Burglary: t heft by housebreaking; housebreaking wit h intent to steal; allempled house"

breaking with intent to enler and steal (housebreaking in Scotland includes burglaries
of commercial and instilulional premises, which is estimated IO accounl lbr 60 per cenl

of all burglary offences).
b. Vehicle Theft: theft of a motor vehicle and contents including taking and driving a~,’ay

("attempts" are estimated to account for.5 per cent of the total offences and 6 per cent

are esllmated to be thefts of commetclal vehicles).

c. "l’befts from Vehicles: Cannot be abstracted as a separate olfiznee calegory from tile
crime statistics.
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vehicles, so differences in the practice of crime may still create victimisation
survey and police estimate discrepancies.

The divergent comparisons produced by victim su~’veys and official statistics
certainly reflect, in part, public reporting practices and police recording
behaviour that differ across jurisdictions. However, for the three offences being
compared, the observed propensity to report offences simply makes the
divergence all the more striking. Table 4.4 provides the survey-based estimates
of the percentage of victimisations reported to the police. With the exception of
vehicle thefts, Irish victims are substantially more likely than their British
counterparts to report a victimisation. In Ireland 88 pet" cent of burglaries and
64 per cent of thefts from vehicles wcre reported to the Gardal by victims; this
contrasts with 80 per cent and 30 per cent for the same offences in England and
Walcs and 73 per cent and 43 per cent in Scotland. Thus, it cannot bc claimed
that Irish oMcial statistics for burglary are artificially lowered, rclative to UK
statistics, by virtue of low propensities to report crime. Reporting rates for
vehicle thefts do not vary across jurisdictions, perhaps due to a common
requirement that such incidents be reported for insurance compensation and the
sheer value of the property misappropriated.

Similarly, differences in willingness to report offences to the police cannot
explain why survey-based estimates for thefts from vehicles produce a different
conclusion than do analyses using police statistics. Police statistics indicate that

Table 4.4: Reporting rates to the police in Ireland and Great Britain*"

England Republic
and Wales Scotland of Ireland

1981 1981 1982/83

Per cent

Burglary (excluding
"attempts") 80 73 88

Vehicle Theft 95 94 92
Theft from Vehicle 30 43 64

*These percentages are derived from relatively small subsets of the national ~mples (households

experiencing a victlmisation) and the confidence intervals are therefore substantially greater than

those which obtained for estimated numbers of viclimisations.

Source: England and Wales: Burglary, Hough, 1983, Table 2; vehicle offences, Hough and May-

hew, 1983, p. I I. Scotland: Burglary. Chambers and Tombs, p. 15; vehicle offences, Chambers

and Tombs, Table 3.1.
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i

on a per capita velficle-owner basis larceny from vehicles is slightly more common
here than in England and Wales; survey estimates suggest the reverse, with Irish
levels below both British countries. If anything, the estimate that Irish¯ victi.ms

are twice as likely as their English counterparts to report such a vlctlmlsation
suggests that the distortion, if any, should lead us to suspect that Garda statistics
are more comprehensive. Here, however, we have the additional complication
dmt the h’ish estimate is baised towards the more serious variety ofsuch offences
(only those from within tile vehicle), a factor that itself should lead to a more

substantial reporting rate.
That .the survey comparisons found Irish victims far more likely than their

British counterparts to report offences to the police is in itselfofinterest. It Was
noted in Chapter I tha~. "offence seriousness" isa major factor is the decision
wheth/:r to report a victimisation. However, it is plausible to argue that the
difference is perceptual rather’than real. The Irish public appears to set a lower
threshold for the point beyond which an incident merits offical attention. It also
may have expectations of what their police force can and should do that are
higher than those held by the English and Scottish publics.

Mayhew and Smith (1984, p. 11) argue that the per capita police presence will
affect the public reporting of crime. The greater police manpower, the greater
will be the facility with which a jurisdiction’s population can report offences.
This would presumably become a decisive influence in determining whether
offences involving slight damages or¯losses were reported. The 1981 police

establishments in England and Wales, Scotland and the Republic stood at,
respectively, 247,260, and 289 per 100,000 inhabRants (Rottman 1984, Chapter
5). Security requirements and the imbalance between Dublin’s share of offence
levels and police deployment (65 per cent of all residential burglaries and 38 per
cent of Garda Strength were in Dublin; Chapter 3 ofthis report and Rottman,
19841-, Chapter 5), however, limit the scope for that difference to be a contribu-
tory factor to the high Irish reporting levels.

The Irish public’s willingness to report offences is one of the few reassuring
findings to emerge in this chapter, but it does not apparently lead to a more
comprehensive set of official crime statistics relative to England or Scotland.
This leaves police recording practices as the most likely source ofdivergence in
what official statistics and victimisation surveys tell us about relative crime levels
in these islands.

What is known about the procedures of the three police forces being
considered here suggests that official statistics in Scotland tend to overstate the
level of crime relative to England and Ireland. Garda statistics, in contrast, are
collated in a manner that tends to understate the level of offences, relative to
England and Scotland.

Both the Garda Sioch~ina and the English Home Office adhere to a "main
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offence" basis in classifying offences. Only the most serious offence within a

particular incident is entered into the statistics; secondary and subsidiary
offences are not enumerated. Scottish crime statistics record
secondary/subsidiary component offences to an incident. Hence the"
comparative overstatement inherent in Scottish offical crime statistics (about l0
per cent; Chambers and Tombs, 1984, p. 51 ). Irish and English statistics are also
based on more extensive and more centralised procedures for counting and
classifying offences.

The Irish official statistics are based on an updating procedure that shifts the
"main offence" category in line with court proceedings. This will tendto under~
state the seriousness of crime in Ireland, relative to other countries, rather than
the number of offences. This would occur, ifsay, an incident initially treated as a
burglary resulted in court proceedings under the heading of receiving stolen

property.
We are left with a substantial difference between Ireland’s relative position

when measured by official statistics and by victimisation surveys. In our view,
this is attributable to differences in the process by which nominal definitions of
offences are operationally defined. Through the efforts of the Royal Commission
on Criminal Procedure (Steer, 1980) and the Home Otfice Research and
Planning Unit (Smith, 1983), the BCS publications, and other research studies
cited in Chapter l, we are able to describe what V igderhous (1978, p. 230) terms
"the discrepancy that exists between the nominal and opeyational definition of
criminal acts" within the English and Scottish criminal justice systems. Such a
discrepancy is inevitable in all criminal justice systems, but we are unable to
describe it for Ireland. The comparisons we have undertaken, demonstrate that
the manner in which reports of incidents are processed in Ireland by the Gardai
is more selective than in the English or Scottish police. Therefore, survey-based
estimates provide a more satisfactory base for comparison across jurisdictions at
present, as we can allow for more of the extraneous influences dlat are present.

Like all international comparisons of crime levels, those attempted here
encountered diflicuhies. Yet even allowing for the difficulties noted above, the
results are unequivocal that in 1982 both burglary and car theft are more
common in Ireland than in Great Britain during 1981. In contrast, the less

serious property offences of vandalism and of theft from vehicles are apparently
either at about the same or a lower level of risk in Ireland than in Britain.

We are unable to extend those statements to’other types ofoffenccs. It remains

possible that burglary and car theft are offences that are particularly prevalent
in Ireland and that other forms of crime, such as assaultive offences and white
collar crime (which is poorly measured by surveys and official statistics) are at
low levels in Ireland, relative to Great Britain. Certainly the level of homicide,
the most reliable of crime indices, is significantly lower in the Republic 1ban in
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either England and Wales or in Scotland.as It has been argued (Rottman, 1980,
p~ 118) that wherever interpersonal violence is commonplace, a proportion of all
assaultive incidents will result in a death, and thus in a homicide statistic. There
is rarely a firm distinction in motivation or intention between assaults that end in
a fatality and those which do not (Zimring, 1972, p. 111). Thus, a low rate of
homicide, relative to other countries, is strong evidence of a low relative rate of
assaultive crimes.

Comparisons with North America and Holland

The most extensive programmes of annual national victimisation surveys
were undertaken in the United States and in The Netherlands over the 1970s.

In making comparisons to those surveys, however, we are on far less firm
ground than in the proceding section. The question format used in the Ame(ican

National Crime Survey makes the American results for two offences reasonably
comparable to our survey: burglary and vehicle theft (see the questionnaire as
reprodticed in Hindelang et al., 1978). Further, results are made available on a
per capita household basis. The published results, unfortunately, do not provide
the necessary details for making such exact comparisons and approximations
only can be offered here. The approximate nature of the comparisons is greater
still in regard to the Dutch surveys. There, the questions are broadly similar but
results are only available on a per capita adult basis. This renders comparisons
difficult, as it does not make allowance for national differences in demographic
sti’ucture and car ownership rates. Also, various types of vehicles are the subject
of separate questions -- mopeds and cars -- making a straightforward
comparison to the Irish results difficult.

Within these restrictions, it is still possible to draw some conclusions about the
victimisation survey-derived crime levels in the three countries. Burglary is
substantially more frequent in the United States than in Ireland. Over the
1970s, the level ranged from 841 to 931 per 10,000 households in the USA,
(Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1982) with the 1980 figure standing at 842,
compared to a 1982/83 Irish level of 450 (the American estimates include
"attempts"). Canadian victimisation rates for illegal entry are roughly

320’Reilly ( 1983, p. 22) provides comparative criminal homicide rates per 100,000 population as
follows: Republic of Ireland, 0.8; England and Wales, 1.2; New 7~:aland, 1.9; United States, 9. I.
Homicide statistics are reputed to be the most reliable indicator available for comparing crime
levels internationally (Messner, 1978, p. 5 cites the relevant as*ertatlons). O’Reilly notes that the
Irish homicide statistics are distinctive in that the numbers in that category are depleted whenever
court proceedings (ifinltiated) result in charges not under the homicide rubric. Othercountries
essentially record the number of fatalities or fatal incidents, irrespective of subsequent decisions
which may lead to prosecution on other charges. This doe* not alter the relative ordering of
countries as provided by O’Reilly.
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comparable to those found in Irish urban areas (see Table 3.7). The 1981
estimates for seven major Canadian urban centres is 632 completed illegal
entries per 10,000 households (Solicitor Genral Canada, 1984, p. 7). Burglary
levels in The Netherlands, however, appear to be substantially lower than in
Ireland (Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, 1984, p. 372): 2.2 per cent of
adults had been victims of a burglary ("completed") in 1982.

Ireland’s advantage relative to the United States is not apparent for vehicle
thefts. The estimated level of victimisation in the United States has stood in
recent years at a level of about 175 per 10,000 households (not adjusted for
vehicle ownership rates, which would be significantly higher than in Ireland).
Car theft in The Netherlands is extremely rare, experienced by fewer than one
half of one per cent of all car-owning adults in most years (van Dijk and
Steinmetz, 1979, p. 12), with a rate in 1982 of 0.3 percent (Netherlands Central
Bureau of Statistics, 1984, p. 372). Thefts ofmopeds were far more common over
that period, with annual estimates over the 1970s of between 5 to 10 per cent of
all moped owners becoming victims. It is not possible to combine those
categories to obtain a rate of victimlsation comparable to that estimated for
Ireland covering all motor vehicles.

The high levels of motor vehicle tl~efts in Ireland relative to the United States,

Great Britain and The Netherlands is both a cause for concern and a finding that
makes sense in terms of an opportunity-based theory oferime victimisation. The
theoretical agrument is that levels of motor vehicle theft are determined by the
abundance of’;,ehicles in a society. Mansfield etal., (1974) suggest that there isa
dual I.abour market of potential offenders, ranging from an ideal-type of full-
time professional criminals to part-time, amateur (mostly juvenile) offenders.
The relative motivation to commit an offence varies for each type according to
"variations in the supply ofstealable goods as well as the demand for goods to be
stolen", Mansfiel~l et al., (1974, p. 464). In terms ofmotor vehicles, this suggests
that as the per capita car-ownership rate first begins to rise from scarcity, there
will be a ral~id and sustained increase in thefts of vehicles, with a demand for
vehicles that~is supplied by ’professional" car thieves. As ownership moves
towards the commpnplace, the level of theft peaks and then declines, as demand
dwindles. But this decline is ultimately reversed as a second strong upward trend
emerges in response to demand by juveniles who are excluded from the regular
market for vehicles. Ireland would appear to be a marked example of a society in
the midst of this second wave of opportunity-determined vehicle thefts (see also
Rottman, 1980, pp. 75-77).

Mayhew et al (1976, p. 15) add an additional "opportunity" dimension which
may be a factor in Ireland’s relatively high level of vehicle offences: "the
incidence of car theft is related not only to the number of cars on the road, or to
the changing demand for them by different types of car theft, but also to the
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degree to which they are secured". Their report provides evidence that policies
aimed at imposing such security have an impact at the national level in the risk
levcl to which vehicle owners are exposed.

Motor vehicles offer the most plausible type of property for which we can
develop an "opportunity" based explanation ofoffences. However, both avail-
ability and accessibility can be generalised to consumer goods ofall varieties, an
argument extended in the next chapter and whose consequences will be treated

in the conckJding chapter to this report.
h’eland’s relative standing for reporting offences to the police is similar to its

standing in levels of offem/e vietimisations. Irish victims were far more likely
than their American counterprts to report a burglary or car theft, with about
one half of all burglaries and 70 percent ofall car thefts so reported in the United
States surveys (Bureau of Justice Statistics (US), 1982, p. 5). Reporting rates in
The Netherlands seem, however, consistently to exceed those found in our
survey (Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, 1984, p. 374).

Conclusion

The yardstick of victimisation levels in other countries does not provide a
reassuring measure of how high Ireland’s level stands. Only burglary in the
United States and thefts from vehicles in Scotland emerged as having clezirly
higher levels than those obtaining in the Republic. These comparisons are of
course partial, excluding some of the offences about which the ESRI survey
collected victimisation data (due to problems ofcomparability) and omitting the
many forms of crime about which our survey did not inquire. Still, even allowing
foe the vagaries of different questionnaires and different interviewing formats,
the level of victimisation in Ireland stands considerably higher than has
previously been assumed (see O’Reilly, 1983).

The conclusions based on victimisation survey results contrast sharply with
those based on official statistics. This partially reflects the fact that we have been
able to make comparisons that standardise the offence levels to allow for
differences in population and in property at risk. But it also would appear to
suggest that the Garda statistics are collated in such a way as to provide a
different type of crime measure than the British or American or Dutch official
crime statistics. In other words, the metric being used is not strictly comparable,
even to UK statistics.

Our survey relates to a single period in time -- October 1981 to October 1983.
We do not know whether the relatively high levels of victimisation we have
found are a recent phenomenon, or whether such high levels have been present
for some time. On balance, it appears that the former is likely to be the case, but
that is an issue that cannot be satisfactorily rcsolvcd, as the only available
evidence is that oft rends in the official statistics on offences known to the Gardal.
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In those countries with long traditions of victimisation surveys, annual
victimisation survey estimates have been found to rise far less rapidly than do
annual series of police statistics. Over the 1970s, those countries generally
recorded (1) levels of victimisation survey-measured crime that either declined
or remained essentially stable and (2) substantially rising levels of offences
known to the police. What seems to fluctuate is the willingness of the public to
report victimisations to the police and police practices in recording the
victimisations of which they become aware. It is clear that in the United States
and in England, the most important factor in the 1970s was a greater willingness
by the public to report offences. That change explains the discrepant findings of
official statistics and victimisation surveys in those countries. In our interpreta-
tion, the lrish public in 1982/83 manifested a lower willingness to tolerate
criminal behaviour and higher expectations of its police force than their British
and American counterparts.

Finally, it should be reiterated that the ESRI 1982/83 Crime Victimisation
Survey was an enterprise carried out with a different level of resources than the
other surveys used in this chapter. By asking fewer descriptive questions about
each incident and by using fewer "filter" questions to screen the claims of the
respondents to our survey, it is possible that we have overcounted the number of
victimisations in the Republic of Irela.nd. Had we been able to seek the details
obtained in the British Crime Survey and the National Crime Surveys, some
incidents would have been identified a.s falling outside the relevant time period

or as not adequately meeting the definition of a criminal act. Thiseffect, though
unlikely to be substantial may none the less have been present, and thus have
led us to offer a slightly overly pessimistic view of Ireland’s international
standing.



Chapter 5

VICTIMOLOGICAL RISK ANALYSIS

In Chapter 3 we exam ned some geographical variations in the rates of crime
victimlsation and in the occurrence of criminal incidents. The risk of a house-

hold Ix:coming a victim of, say, a burglary will var3, depending on its location in
the c’ountry. Thus, Dublin households will have a particularly high risk of
victimisation (see Table 3.7) while those in the western planning region (see
Table 3.9) will have a very low risk indeed. In the present chapter we look at how
the risk of being a victim ofcrlme is inlluenced by factors other than geograph-
ical [ocatlon and the extent to which such factors are, wholly or in part, condi-

tioned by geographical location.
In other words, the focus of this chapter is not the overall level of crime

victimisation but rather the way in which the risk of being a victim of crime is
distributed. This form of analysis -- "a victimological risk analy, sis" (van Dijk
and Steinmetz, 1979) -- has its chief policy value in allowing the identification of
those most at risk of crime and so giving an indication ofwhere crime prevention
resources (by the individual, the locality, or the State) should be directed.

Although victimisation surveys were initiated as a means ofobtainlng more

accurate measures of crime rates (see Chapters 1 and 2 and Sparks 1981, p. 7)
they, perhaps have their greatest utility, in allowing us to address the question of
what sorts of people or households are most likely, to be crime victims and are
iherefore most at risk. Thus, for example, the recent British Crime Suw,,ey found

that individuals particularly at risk ofas~ault "were males; were under 30 years
old; were single, widowed or divorced; spent several evenings a week out; drank
heavily; assaulted others..." (Hough and May, hew, 1983, p. 21).

A TheoO, of Predator), Criminal Victimisation

Within criminology and the sociology of crime a theoretical perspective
underpins research to determine who is most at risk of crirne. This perspective
can be termed "an opportunity model of predator3’ victimization" (Cohen,
Kluegel and Land 1981) and is well summarised by Cohen and Fclson (1979, p.
588), who argue that "most criminal acts require convergence in space and time
of likely offenders, suitable targets and the absence ofcapable guardians against
Cl-lnle~"

In other words, this theoretical perspective is based on the premise that social
structural characteristics will determine, in large part, whether a particular
criminal act is more or less likely when its execution is viewed as a rational
choice. Thus, for example, households most at risk of burglary would be those
which are accessible to likely, offenders, which present suitable targets, and
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where capable guardians are absent.
A test of this theory requires that these three theoretical concepts can be

operationalised by identifying them with measurable characteristics of potential
victims. Thus, for example, those households most likely to be "convergent in
time and space" with motivated offenders will be those located in urban rather
than rural areas. Similarly, those households with an absence of capable
guardians are those where, for example, the occupants are frequently absent
(e.g., out at work all day) or where the house is not overlooked by potentially
watchful neighbours. Finally, those households which are most suitable will be
those which are attractive targets for criminals; that is, which are readily
accessible, visible and which appear, or are believed, to contain items of value
that are portable (see Cohen and Felson 1979, pp. 595-596).

On this basis then it is possible to derive certain hypotheses about who will be
most likely to be a victim of crime. For example, we can anticipate that single
person households or man/wife households, in which both partners are out at
work, should, all else being equal, display least guardianship, while urban
households will be most likely to be in convergence with potential offenders, and
households of the more affluent middle classes will appear attractive and thus
more suitable to such offenders. So single person, middle class, urban households
should, according to that theory, be most prone to burglary. Of course these are
not the only factors which can be taken to reflect one or more of the three
concepts of the theory: for example, flat dwellers should be less likely to be
burgled than house dwellers, since flats are less attractive through being less
accessible.

In this chapter we use three variables measuringcharacteristies of households
to operationalise these three theoretical concepts. These variables are:

1. The geographical location of the household (Dublin/non-Dublin
urban/rural);

2. The size of the household; that is the number ofpeople living ill the house-
hold categorlsed into four groups: single pe~’son households; two person
households; households with three to five persons, and households with six
or more pe~ons;

3. Socio-economlc group of the household head (self-employed non-
farm/farmer/non-manual white collar employee/manual blue collar
employee).

We have already, by implication, shown why we believe location, size and socio-
economic group should influence the distribution of burglary risk: location
because it captures the theoretical concept of "convergence with likely
offenders"; size because it relates to guardianship; and soclo-economic group

because it relates to the attractiveness of the target. We shall also examine the
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relationship between the victimisation risk and the age of the household head for
two reasons. First, because it relates to guardianship: households where tile only
guardian is all elderly person will, we expect, be more likely, to I)e vi/:timised
than households where guardians are young since elderly people are likely to be

less capable guardians. Second, because there is a common perception that tile
elderly are very; likely to be the victims of crimes such as burglary. One of our
aims is to test the accuracy of this belief.

Since our measures of victimisation and of household size, soclo-econonfic
group of tile household head, geographical location, and tile age of tile house-
hold head all relate to tile household it follows that hypotheses derived from the
theory of predatory criminal victimisation can be expected to hold only for those
crimes perpetrated against tile household itself. In our case, these are burglary,
theft of property from around tile house and vandalism. We should expect ore[
hypotheses to fit much less well, if at all, in the case of theft from the person, car
theft or theft of an object from inside a car.

One way ofexamining the effects of age, socio-eeonomlc group, household size
and geographical location on victimisation risk, would be to exanaine the
percentage vietimised in each age catego~’; in each size category; and so on.
Indeed, this was done in the case of geographical location in Chapter 3, where
we saw that for all crimes the risk of victimisation varied significantly between
Fural and urban areas. Equivalent figures showing the bi-variate relationship
between the percentage victimised and the other three variables concerned,
namely age, household size and socio-economic group of the household head,
are given in Tables 5.1 to 5.3.

Some clear patterns cmerge from these figures. Thus, members of households
headed by old (over 65 years) people are, perhaps contrary to conventional
beliefs, least likely to be the victims of any ofour six offences. For burglary, car
theft and theft from the person victims are most likely to be found in households
headed by young (less than 30 years) people, while thefts from around tile house
are most common in households headed by middle-aged (30265 years) aduhs.ln
the case of vandalism and theft of an object from a car there is effective[), no
difference in the level of risk suffered by the under 30 and the 30-65 year old

group.
In the case of socio-ecouomic group, a very clear pattern is apparent with tile

level of victimisalion being highest for hofiseholds headed by the non-agri-
cultural self-employed, next highesl for ’olber white collar workers, somewhat
lower for rnanua[ workers and very much lower for farmers. Finally, in the case
of household size the patterns are less clearcut. In the case of burglary tile dis-
tril)u/ion of risk is as we anticipated in so far as single person households have a
much higher level of risk than all others. On tile other hand, for all the other
offences listed in Table 5.3 the relationship between victimisation risk and
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Table 5. l: Percentage victimisation risk according to age group of head of household
for six offences

Age group of head of household

Under 30 years 30-65 years Over 65 years

Burglary 6.3 3.2 3.7
Theft from Around Dwelling 4.9 5.8 1.4
Vandalism 4.4 4.2 2.7
Theft from Person 7.3 5.8 2.9
Vehicle Theft 5.8 4.7 2.5
Theft from Vehicle 6.4 6.5 3.7
Number of Respondents 850 6,106 1,851

Table 5.2: Percentage victimisation risk according to socio-economic group of head of

household for six offences

Socio-economic group of household head

aVon-farm    White collar Blue collar
khmer self-employed (non-manual) Manual

Burglary 0.5 6.2 6.1 2.9
Theft from around

dwelling                  2.4 6.4 6. I 4.7
Vandalism 0.7 5.4 5. I 4.2
Theft from Person 0.9 5.8 9.3 4.8
Vehicle theft 0.8 6.1 5.9 5. I
Theft from Vehicle 1.9 8.0 8.1 6.6
Number of Respondents 1,582 953 2,259 3,866

household size is positive: that is, the bigger the household the greater the risk.
For a crime such as theft from the person this is a simple consequence of size:
households with more people contain more potential targets of personal theft. If
we divide the percentage risk of theft by tile numbers in the household then it
appears that the risk to the individual actually declines in larger households

compared with smaller. Again we should expect this given that larger house-
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Table 5.3: Percentage victimisation risk according to size of household for six offences

Size of household (persons)

I 2 3-5 6 or more

Burglary 5.9 3.4 3.0 3.6
Theft fi’om around

dwelling                 2.0 2.1 5.4 8.2
Vandalism 2.9 3.2 4.2 4.5
Theft from Person 3.2 5.0 5.7 6.6
Vehicle theft 2.9 3.1 4.6 5.3
Theft from Vehicle 0.8 6.8 6.6 5.8
Number of Respondents 1,459 1,734 3,930 1,775

holds are more likely to contain a higher percentage of young children -- who
would not be as likely to be victimised -- than are smaller households.

In the case of vehicle-related offences it is not surprising that small households
should have a lower (markedly lower in the case of theft ofan item from a car)
risk ofvictimisation since the lack of guardianship implied by a small household
relates only to the household itself and thus to household-related crimes.
Although the figures presented in Tables 5.1 to 5.3 dealing with vehicle-related
crimes all allow for the probability of car ownership associated with each
grouping of the independent variable the), do not take account of multiple
ownership. Therefore, in so far as the number ofcars or other vehicles owned by
a household increases with the household size the exposure to the risk of
victimisation will increase. On this basis then, the pattern of risk levels evident in
Table 5.3 is as we should expect.

Perhaps the most puzzling finding of Table 5.3 is that the risk of the two house-
hold-related crimes of vandalism and thefi of property from around the house
increases with increasing household size. This would appear to go directly
against our hypothesis that larger households have more guardianship. It may
arise, however, because of the relationship between the size of the household and
the type of dwelling. For example, smaller households will be more likely to be
found in flats and small dwellings without gardens or other areas controlled by
the household, while the large households will be found to a greater extent in

houses and to a high degree on local authority or private housing estates, which
will have gardens and, in general, property which may be stolen or on which acts
of vandalism may be perpetrated. In other words then, smaller households will
be unlikely to be the victims of these two offences because they are less likely to
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possess those features which constitute the target for diem.
It seems quite clear that, in so far as size, socio-cconomic group and

geographical location operationalise our thrce theoretical concepts of guardian-
ship, target suitability and proximity, the hypotheses stated earlier are most

strongly supported in the case of burglat-y. Thus, the most attractive targets
(non-agricultural, self-ernployed and white collar workers); those in closest
proximity to motivated ofl~:nders (urban dwellers, particularly those in Dublin
and those rural dwellers close to Dublin); and those where guardianship is likely
to be absent (small households particularly those willa only one member) have
the highest risk of being the victim of burglary.

In many respects, however, the examination of bi-variatc relationships alone
is not an adequate test of the theory of predatory crlmirtal victimisation in so far
as the effects of our independent variables are almost certainly confounded. In
other words, household location, soclo-economlc group of the household head
and possibly also household size are themselves related. For example, our
finding that households headed by farmers have a very low risk ofbeioga victim
of most crimes may be clue either to the fact that farmers are, for some reason;
particularly unlikely to be victims or to the fact that farmers livc in rural areas
where, as we have seen, crime is comparatively rare. If we reconsider our figures

relating to age it is plausible that in the case of burglary the high level of risk
among young people may not be related to their ageperse, but may arisc because
very many households headed by a young person are single person households.
Finally, it may well be the case that relationships between age, socio-economic
groupand size, on the one hand, and victimisation on the other, hold only in
urban areas and that given the low level ofcrime in rural areas the risk there is
distributed in a more approximately random manner.

Testing a Victimisation Model

To test the theory of predatory criminal victimisation properly then, requires
a mtdtivariate rather than a bivariate analysis. Such a multivariate analysis was
applied to the victimisation risk of two crimes -- burglary and theft from arotmd
the house. These t~,qo offences were chosen because they are household-specific in
the sense that the level of risk will be resl~nslve to characteristics of the house-
hold rather than of individuals in it and it is household characteristics that our
independent variables measure.

Given our theo~, and our operationalisatlon of its central concepts --
proximity, guardianship and target suitability -- what sort of model should we
expect to fit the data? First, we presume that the effects on the victimisation risk
of guardianship and target suitability (that is, of the size of the household and the
socio-economic group of the household head) will vary depending on the loca-
tion of the household and specifically their effects will be stronger in urban areas
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rather than rural. Secondly, we presume that the attractiveness factor (socio-
economic group) will have relatively constant efl’ects regardless of time size of
household. That is to say, given an), constant level of guardianship the risk of
victirnisation for these two offences will be greatest for households of the non-
agrienltural self-employed, next highest for other white collar workers and low-
est for working class and farm households.Thirdly, we expect guardianship (as
operationalised by household size) to have different effects in time case of burglary
and theft from around the house. In time case of burglary we expect increasing
size to diminish the risk of victimisation. However, time position is more
complicated in regard to theft from around time house. Here household size
indexes not only guardianship but also target attractiveness in the sense that, as

noted earlier, larger households have time greatest likelihood of having property
fi’om which objects may, be stolen. Thus honsehold size indexes two concepts,
each operating in a different direction: increased gnardianship lessening the risk
of victimisation, increased attractiveness leading to a greater risk. The overall
effect of household size on risk will be the net onteome of these efl’eets. We believe
that the attractiveness factor ,.’,,ill he the stronger and that, therefore, increasing
household size will lead to aim increase in the risk of theft ofan object fi’orn around
the house. Fourthly, we also include age as a variable and we expect its effects to
depend on the level of guardianship. Specifically we anticipate that in single
person households the elderly will be at greatest risk of hurglary (thus reversing
time pattern shown in Table 5.1) since they will tend to be perceived as "softer
targets" than young people. However, at larger household sizes older people
should be less likely, to be victimised. This is because we believe that household
size will reflect levels of guardianship in households headed by middle-aged or
old pcoplc (since it will probably be due to time presence of other family, rncrnbers,
particularly children) whercas this will not be the case in households headed 19),
young people. Larger households hcrc will be more likely to arise through the
sharing of accommodation by probably unrelated yonng people who will all be
of much time same age and will all be working. Thus, increasing size here will not
of itself lead to increasing guardianship.

In time case of theft frorn around the dv,,elling we hypothesise that time relation-
ship between risk and the age of the household head is dne to time associaton
between the latter and household size. Larger households ’,’.,ill, as discussed
earlier, be more likely, to occupy honses with areas around them fi’om which
items t’nay be stolca. Larger honseholds in torn are more likely, to be headed by
the middle-aged. Thus, time highest level of risk is found among this group (Table

5.1). By cont rolling for size we expect this effect of age to disappear. I-lowever~ we
also anticipate that, as with burglary, time effccts of age will var), according to
size. Thus, ahhough all single person Imotlse.holds ,,’,,ill be unlikely to be victimised
those of older people will be more likely, targets than those of younger. But as
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household size increases this effect will diminish and possibly even reverse.
~,’Ve attempted to test these hypotheses by using log-linear models which allow

us to assess the effects on the risk of victimisation of particular variables (for
example, age of the household head) while simultaneously taking into acount
the effects of others (socio-economic group and size of household). The
parameter estimates yielded by this process tell us how much the log-odds (that is

the logarithm of the odds) of being a victim vary according to differences in age,
soeio-eeonomic group and so on.

These analyses were undertaken separately for the Dublin, other urban and
rural samples, thus permitting us to allow for such geographical diffei’ences as
might be present in the effects of our independent variables.33

In this case the odds are simply the ratio of the number of households
victimised to the number not victimised: in other words, the odds tell us the
number of households victimised per household not victimised. We have a
measure of the odds for each combination of age, household size and socio-
economic group. Thus, since we have three age categories, four size categories
and four socio-economic groups (three in the urban areas where farmers are
excluded) we have 48 sets ofodds in all for each ofour geographical sub-samples.
The aim of our log-linear modelling is to assess the effects ofour independent
variables on these odds in much the same way that we would use multiple regres-
sion to assess the effects of variables on a continuous dependent variable. In this
ease our dependent variable is not the odds themselves but the logarithim ofthe
odds, thus making the model additive (in logs) and linear.

Risks of Burglary Victimlsatlon
The pai’ameter estimates of the burglary model are shown in Table 5.4. All

these effects are measured as deviations from an omitted category whose value is
given by the intercept. The interpretation of these coefficients is therefore
identical to the interpretation of dummy variable coefficients in normal regres-
sion except that here the effects are logarithmic. In this case the intercept value
gives the log-odds (i.e. the logarithm of the odds) of being victimised among
single person households headed by a non-agricultural self-employed person
aged less than 30. Thus, in Dublin the odds are exp. (-1.924)=.14; or in other
words, for ever3, 100 such households not vietimised there are 14 which are
victimised. The probability (as distinct from the odds) of burglary victimisation

3~In statistical terms the model fitted to each subsample was

log ~)j~ =o +Ax,+A,v,+,8~,v~+lJ, x~x~
where /’~ is the expected odds of victimisatlon in each cell, .Vt is the socio-economic group of the
household head,,,V~ the size of the household and A’3 the age of the household head.
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Table 5.4: Estimated logarithmic Coefficients expressing the log-odds of being a
burglao, victim (* indicates non-significam coefficien0
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Non-Dublin
Dublin Urban Rural

Intercept (non-Agricultural
Self-Employed/Size = 1/
aged less than 30) -1.942 -8.858* -2.378

Socio-Economic Group:
(2) Farmer                           -- -- -1.573
(3) White Collar                    -0.274* -1.229 -0.388*
(4) Manual Worker -0.748 -1.055 -1.317

Age of Head of Household:
(2) 30-65                              0.463* 6.242* -0.988*
(3) >65 0.860 7.002* -0.782*

Size of Household:

(2) 2 0.068* 6.944* -0.376*
(3) 3-5 0.296* 6.871" -0.741"
(4) >5 0.839* 7.969* -6.605*

Size x Age Interactions:
Age (2) x Size (2) -0.490* -6.685* -0.736*
Age (3)xSize (2) -1.352 -8.589* -0.422*
Age (2)xSize (3) -1.237 -6.903* -0.037*
Age (3)xSize (3) -0.916" -6.897* 0.109"
Age (2) xSize (4) -1.360" -7.651" 6.311"
Age (3) xSize (4) -7.885* -14.84" 0.739*

Lz 14.3 25.4 30.21
d.f. 22 22 33

is thus 14 divided by 114 =. 12 or one household in eight.34 Finally coefficients for
the farmer socio-economie group were estimated only in the rural sample.

In Table 5.4 non-statistically significant coefficiems are marked with an
asterisk. It is clear therefore that outside Dublin only the effects associated with

34A probability or rate may be derived from an odds as follows:

¯ oddsprobability= I +odds
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socio-economic group are significant; that is, the risk of victimisation outside

Dublin depends only upon target attractiveness¯ Guardianship, as indicated by

the size of the household and age have no bearing on the likelihood of being

burgled. Although the models fit the data in each area, there is clear evidence of

overfitting (i.e., the inclusion of too many parameters) in the non-Dublin urban

sample, where the standard errors of the effects are particularly large.

In the Dublin sample the effects ofsize and age in addition to socio-economic

group are significant; in other words, our model fits in Dublin but overfits else-

where, thus supporting our first hypothesis that the effects of our independent

variables should be stronger in Dublin than elsewhere¯

The pattern of coefficients of socio-economic group is much as predicted, so

supporting our second hypothesis. In both Dublin and the rural areas the non-

agricultural self-employed and white collar workers are most at risk, with

manual workers having a lesser risk, and in rural areas, farmers baying the

iowest risk ofall. On the other hand, in the non-Dublin nrban areas white collar

workers have a very low level of risk and indeed their likelihood of risk is no

greater than for manual workers (i.e., the two coefficients are not significantly

different). This relationship is shown diagramatically in Figure 5.1 which

illustrates the relative risks of being burgled for each socio-economic group

Figure 5.1: Relative estimated odds of being burgled for each Socio-

Economic Group within each area.3s

DUBLIN

1 2 3

OTHER URBAN RURAL

2 3 1     2    3     4

1 = Non agricultural serf employed

2 = White collar

3 = Blue collar

4 = Farmers

35’ Since the metrics for each of the hree hls ograms arc different, Figure 5. I cannot be used to make

comparisons between socio-economic groups in difl’erent areas.
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within each area, controlling for household size and age of the household head.
Thus, in Dublin, white collar workers are about three-quarters as likely to be
burgled as are the self-employed, and blue collar workers are just undei" half as
likely. In the other urban areas there is, as noted, little difference between white

and blue collar workers: they are roughly one-third as likely to be victimised as
are the non-agricultural self-employed. Finally in the rural areas, blue collar
workers and fammrs, are around a quarter as likely, and white collar workers
two thirds as likely, to be burgled as are the self-emplbyed.

The relationship of age and size to risk is significant only in Dublin and is
complicated by the interaction terms involving them. The effects of these two
variables on burglary risk are shown diagramatically in Figure 5.2. Each line on
that graph corresponds to a particular size ofh0usehold and each point shows
the risk for a particular age group. In this case, the risk is shown in muir iplicat ire

Figure 5.2: Estimated odds of being burgled for each age~size group
(Dublin only)
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rather than logarithmic form, i.e., it measures the odds rather than thelog-odds
of victimisation. So, for single person households the risk increases with
increasing age of the household head, while for the largest households the
youngest age group has the highest risk and the oldest the lowest; that is, the
linear relationship between "age and risk for the largest and smallest households
are exactly the reverse of each other. This reversal occurs because among
households headed by young people those with five or less persons all have a
much lower risk ofvictimisation than those containing six persons or more and in
fact increasing size among this age group leads to increasing risk. The opposite
holds for households headed by old people: increasing size leads to decreasing
risk. For households headed by middle-aged people the same is true, though here
the crucial distinction appears to lie between single person households who are
at a higher risk and all other sized households where the risk is somewhat less.
Overall however, size of household has much less effect on the victimisation risk
among middle-aged headed households than it has among those headed by old
or young people.

The decline in risk associated with larger households among those headed by
old people and the reverse pattern among those headed by young people is again
as anticipated indicating that size of household is related to guardianship for
households headed by old (and probably middle-~.ged) people but not for house-
holds headed by the young.

Risks of 7-heft frorn around the House
The parameter estimates for a modified version of this model are given in

Table 5.5. The modification involves the dropping of all the Age x Size interac-
tion terms, since in no case were these significant and in all cases the associated

standard errors were very large. The result is a model of additive (in logarithms)
effects.

Overall, the attractiveness factor, as indexed by the socio-economic group of
the household head, pla.ys no part in determining the distribution of risk in the
case of this particular offence. This indicates that those households attractive to
burglars (i.e., those of the middle class and the self-employed) are not especially
attractive to potential perpetrators of thefts of objects from around the house.
The exception to this is that, in rural areas, manual workers have a lower risk of
victlmisation than all other socio-econ0mic groups including farmers (though
clearly farmers will own a much greater area of property from which objects may
be stolen than will other types of household).

The major influences on victimisation risk for this offence are household size
and age of the household head. In all three areas, increasing household size is
linked to increasing risk (though this i~ not statistic~/lly significant in the non-

Dublin urban areas), as hypothes!sed. While there is no effect of age on
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Table 5.5: Estimated logarithmic coefficients expressing log-odds of being victim of
theft around the house (4* indicates non-significant coefficient)

Non-Dublin
Dublin Urban Rural

Intercept (non-Agricultural
Self-Employed/Size = 1/
aged less than 30) -3.111 -2.358 -5.077

Socio-Economic Group:
(2) Farmer                             -- -- -0.494*
(3) White. Collar                    0.039* -0.060* 0.062*
(4) Manual Worker -0.138" -0.285* -0.615"

Age of Head of Household:
(2) 30-65                                0.012* 0.236* 0.337*

(3) > 65 -0.895 -1.411 0.378*

Size of Household:
(2) 2                                      0.022* -0.4668* 0.656*

(3) 3-5 0.733 0.060* 1.802
(4) > 5 1.310 0.425* 2.021

L2 35.24 25.97 28.20

d.~ 28 28 39

victimisation risk in the rural areas, elsewhere households headed by older
people appear to enjoy a considerably lower risk than those headed by young or
middle-aged people. Given that we have controlled for the effects of household
size, this can perhaps best be accounted for in terms of the increased
guardianship associated with the greater likelihood of older people being at
home and thus available to act as guardians of their property.

The Context of the Distribution of Victimisation

Our findings on the distribution of victimisation risk, geographically and by
type of household, are in broad accord with What has emerged from North
American, British and Dutch studies. There is a consistent pattern in which
urban dwellers, small households and the young bear the brunt of crime
vietimlsation. Ireland represents a rather pronounced instance ofthat pattern.
For example, the risk of burglary for inner city English households is five times
greater than that of rural residents (Hough, 1983, p. 7). This contrasts with the
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10 tO 1 ratio obtaining in Ireland (using the "inner city" as defined by Bannon et
al., 1981). Indeed, the overriding importance of place of residence in Ireland is
such as to reduce the power of factors such as age and household size to
distinguish among types of households in their exposure to the risk ofvictimisa-
tion. Only socio-eeonomic group is a useful predictor of which non-Dublin
households bear the highest risk. In Holland, though risk is related to the size of
the place of residence, with households in the three major cities evidencing 3.5
times the risk of the rural households (van Dijk and Steinmetz, 1979, p. 27), age

is the more important factor in determining the overall risk of becoming a crime
victim.

Our analysis in the latter part of this chapter, however, demonstrates that
factors such as place of residence and social class bear the most interpretable
relationship to risk when they are combined. It follows that the antecedents to
becoming a crime victim are complex. If we’are to understand why the elderly
have, contrary to popular belief, a low risk ofvictimisation we need to consider
the ways in which their household situation is reflected in their suitability and
vulnerability as "targets". (See also Breen and Rottman, 1983, for a re-analysis

of some American findings on the distribution of victimisation risk).
This leads to the issue of the apparent inverse relationship between fear of

crime and actual victimisation experiences. Surveys,including the one
conducted in Ireland cited in Chapter 1, consistently find that the elderly
manifest the highest levels of fear and concern over crime. In part, this
inconsistency reflects a lifestyle and set of economic circumstances that is
associated with low vietimisation risk. It may also, in part, reflect self-lmposed
restrictions and precautions that stem from fear itself. To the extent that this is
the case, the low risk as experienced by the elderly is not entirely beneficient.
Low victimisation may be associated with crippling levels of fear of crime. It does
appear, however, that the elderly have a lower risk of"street crime" than other
age groups even when the extent of exposure to risk is taken into consideration
(Hough and Mayhew, 1983, p. 25).

On balance, we cannot truly distinguish rational from irrational fear of crime.
Fear of crime can be divided into various components; (1) the actual level of
victimisation experienced by a particular type of person or household, (2) the
implications or cost of becoming a victim (the elderly are more likely to suffer
physical injury from an assaultive crime; tile poor are less likely to have
insurance coverage I see Hough and Mayhew, 1983, pp. 25-26) and (3) the
portrayal of risk as found ifi the media and in folklore. Though a study such as
this can state what type of person or household is most at risk, it cannot make a
judgement as to where the consequences ofa victimisation will be materially or
psychologically most damaging.

If our results have a demystifying role, it is perhaps in highlighting tile
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cxtrerne differences in risk associated with geographical location. Urban
residents woul’d, for the most part, appear to have a quite rational basis for
concern, though’ the burden of the risk ofcrime is by no means evenly distributed
throughout the urban community. Fear of crime in most of the country,
however, would appear to be excessive, as crime is concentrated to an extra-
ordinary degree -- by international standards -- in the major urban centres.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown that in addition to geographical location, the
type of household one lives in is predictive of the likelihood of becoming a crime
victim. Risk was shown to be systematically related to the age of the household
head, household size and socio-economic group¯ Where one fives, whether
urban or rural, remains however, the predominant factor in explaining the
distribution of risk.

The chapter sought to connect these findings by presenting an analysis that
explained victimisation risk by a theory of"predatory criminal victimisation".
tn the case of the two offences we examined in detail -- burglary and theft of an
object from around the house -- we found that propositions derived from this
theory were by and large supported in our analysis.

However, it must be borne in mind that the measures available to us- age of
the household head, size of the bousehold and so on -- cannot be supposed to
reflect all the aspects of our theoretical concepts of guardianship, accessiblity
and target attractiveness. That is, a factor such as the level ofguardians|~ip is not

measured exhaustively by the age of the household head and the size of the
household. Other factors will also be important and some of these may be quite
particularistic. On the other hand, the present analysis does enable us to identify
which groups -- defined in terms of our four varibles -- are most at risk. So, in
the case of burglary we found that socio-economic group, age of the household
head and size of the household, were more likely to influence the risk of burglary
in Dublin than elsewhere, although a national trend was apparent with regard
to socio-economic group. Here we found that the self-employed had the greatest
likelihood of being burgled, while farmers and blue coller (manual) workers, had
the least. These results suggest that target attractiveness is an important variable
in determining who gets burgled. The effects ofguardianship (household size)
and the age ofthe household head were only relevant in Dublin. Among bouse-
holds headed by young (less than 30 years of age) people, increasing size was
linked to increasing risk, whereas for the middle-aged and old, the reverse was
the case.

Turning to thefts around the house, attractiveness was not a relevant
consideration. Rather, in all urban area~, age was important, with the old
enjoying a lower risk than the young or mlddle-aged. In Dublin and the rural
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areas, increased household size was associated with increased risk, suggesting
that the greater attractiveness (for this offence) linked to greater size is of more
importance than the associated increased guardianship.

More generally, investigations into the distribution ofcrime risk promise to be
of benefit to policy makers in determining how best to respond to the problem of
crime. This is an issue to which we now turn in our final chapter.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIOsVS A.ArD RECOMMEJVDA TIONS

Crime and Crime Statistics
Crime in Ireland is nowadays an issue of central concern. This concern springs

not simply from consideration of the effects of crime on its victims and on the
overall quality of life but also from the belief that the level ofcrime is an index of

the moral and social well-being of the nation. In recent years a consensus has
developed among virtually all interested parties -- politicians, Gardai and the
media, for example -- that the level of crime has reached unprecedented
heights. There has been less agreement on why this has occurred and still less on
what can be done to remedy the situation.

However, this consensus has emerged despite the limitations of the data avail-
able concerning the level of crime: its extent, distribution and nature. In
Chapter 1 of this paper we discussed the reasons why the most commonly used
measure of the crime leyel -- the number of indictable offences "reported or
known" -- is neither reliable nor valid for such a purpose. This is because, first,
the total includes a great’many trivial offences yet excludes other serious
offences. Second, the Garda statistics, like those of any police force, are
responsive not alone to the number of c~’imlnal incidents that take place b~at also
to the readiness of the public to report such offences to the police and to the
methods adopted by the police in dealing with and recording reported offences.
Since these factors are prone to change over time, comparisons of the level of
crime using the number of indictable offences can be misleading, particularly in

year to year comparisons.
Unofficial data relating to crime have come from insurance company

estimates which have been widely publicised and which unfailingly claim levels
of incidence for burglary that are far in excess of what the Garda statistics would
indicate are possible. A further source has been the Irish Marketing Survey’s
1983 victimisation survey. Although this also uncovered levels of crime far
higher than the Garda statistics would suggest, we argue that there are two
reasons to treat these results with caution. The sample size on which they are

based is very small, which means that wide confidence intervals must be placed
around the IMS estimates, and the survey apparently failed to screen out double
or triple counting of single incidents (see Chapter 2).

Given the deficiencies in the evidence concerning the level ofc:rime in Ireland,
one of the three central aims of the present paper has been to provide an
independent indication of how much crime there is. The second aim has been to
set Irish crime levels in comparative perspective, and particularly to set Irish
crime levels alongside those of England and Wales and Scotland; and the third

87
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has been to examine the question ofwho is most at risk nfcrime; in other words,

who are the most likely victims of a crime such as burglary.
Our findings regarding these three questions -- which were reported in

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this paper, respectively, are based on data from the
1982/83 ESRI Crime Victimisation Survey in which 8,902 individuals were
asked whether or not they or members of their household had been the victim of

any one or more of six specified crimes during the preceding 12 mnnths.
While victimisation surveys suffer from some inherent limitations -- for

example, they deal only with crimes that have a specific victim -- and although
they should be viewed as an alternative rather than a better measure of crime
levels than police statistics, they are likely to uncover more instances of crime
than are officially recorded. Thus, they are useful in gauging the extent to which
official figures underestimate rates of crime (within the limits set by problems of
comparability between survey and official "nominal" definitions of crimes).
However, since in victimisation surveys information is gathered not only about
crimes but also /~bout characteristics of those sampled (households or
individuals) whether or not they were the victims of crime, such surveys allow us

to examine how the risk of being victimised is distributed across the population
and also to look at, for example, how the probability of reporting an offence to
the police or the seriousness of the loss sustained varies across the population.

The ESRI Victimisation Survey had some specific limitations iargely related
to the budgetary constraints within which the survey was carried out. First, we
only asked about six crimes ofwhich three wece household related -- burglary,
vandalism and theft of an object from around the house -- and two were vehicle
related -- vehicle theft and theft of an object from inside a vehicle. We included
no items relating to people’s perceptions of the crime problem ("fear of crime")
nor were we able to go as deeply as we might have wished into questions such as
the extent of loss, financial or emotional, sustained by victims of those crimes.
Furthermnre since this was the first large-scale Irish crime victimisation survey,
we have no earlier survey to use as a baseline to determine how much greater
than previously are the current levels of crime.

On the other hand, given the size ofthe sample and the detailed instructions
issued to interviewers, we can be reasonably confident that results obtained from
the survey constitute, for our six offences, reliable estimates of both the level of
criminal incidence and the distribution of victimisation risk.

Summary of Findings
The Overall Level of Crime:
In our survey as a whole there was 1,733 households which had been the

victim of one or more of the six crimes dealt with and 2,998 criminal incidents.
Thus, there was an overall victimisation rate of 19 per 100 households and an
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overall offence rate of 34 incidents per 100 households. The Victimisation levels
for each crime are as shown in Table 3.1: these range from 3.6 victims per 100
households for burglary to 6.1 for theft of an object from inside a car. Applying
these estimates, together with our estimates of the number of incidents, to the
population of all households we estimate that the annual number of burglaries
lies between 35,000 and 46,000 and that between 27,000 and 37,000 households
are burgled annually. Theft from the person was the most commonly reported
offence (between 42,000 and 52,000 households were estimated to have been
affected), but the frequency of mult.iple victimisation for vandalism made that
the most prevalent offence in terms of number of incidents (between 56,000 and

70,000). All these estimates should be taken as referring to the year 1982.
For all six crimes the number of offences exceeds the number of victims. The

overall ratio is 1.7 incidents per victim, which points to certain households being
particularly susceptible to multiple victimisation of either the same type of
offence more than once or more than one type of offence.

Rates of reporting of offences to the Gardal vary among our six types of crime,
with burglary and car theft, both of which are likely to involve insurance claims
and substantial loss, being the most likely to be reportedand vandalism and theft
of an object from around the house, which are the most frequently repeated
offences and probably are comprised of a high proportion of trivial incidents,
being the least likely to be brought to the attention of the Gardai. However, even
applying the reporting figures to our victimisation figures suggests that for the
three crimes where such a comparison was .feasible (burglary, vehicle theft and
theft of an object from a vehicle) only between a half and two-thirds ofreported
incidents appear in the Garda statistics.

Here, some of the shortfall is due to the fact that surveys require that we take at
face value respondents’ reports, whereas the Gardai impose more stringent
evidential criteria, and would, on t.hat basis, doubtlessly have excluded some of
the incidents contained in our estimates. The two sets of estimates for each
offence are thus not based on the same "operational definition". There remains,
however, a substantial shortfall that merits further investigation, if only to make
public the precise procedures by which Garda crime statistics are compiled and
published.

Comparisons with Other Countries:
When compared to the estimated victimlsation rates in England and Wales

and Scotland, Irish rates of burglary were found to be 1.7 times higher and
larcenies of vehicles twice as high. Rates were expressed as per 10,000 households
or 10,000 vehicle-owning households, as appropriate. Irish rates for other forms
of property crime -- specificially, thefts from vehicles and vandalism to house-
hold property -- were generally at the same level or lower than those in Great
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Britain. In particular, thefts from vehicles were about half as common in the
Republic as in Scotland and stood at a level roughly three-quarters of that
obtaining in England and Wales.

The comparisons based on victimisation survey estimates were less favourable
to Ireland than those based on police statistics. Police statistics indicate that
burglary, whether measured per capita population, per capita adults or per 10,000
households is fat~ more prevalent in Britain than in Ireland. Victimisation
surveys lead to the opposite conclusion. The discussion in Chapter 4 of these
f’mdlngs stressed the difl~cultles in making international comparisons, alerting
the reader to the major strengths and weaknesses of the specific comparisons we
made.

On balance, we conclude that the findings should be interpreted as high-
lighting particular factors which make burglary and vehicle theft especially
prevalent in Ireland. There is less firm evidence for an overall high rate of

property crime in the Republic, relative to its neighbours, though we cannot
exclude that possibility. For two forms ofcrime at least m larceny of items from
inside vehicles and vandalism -- Ireland has the lower rate of offence incidence.

Members of the Irish public are generally more likely than their British
counterparts to report victimisation incidents to the police. In our interpreta-
tion, it would appear that the Irish public sets a lower threshold as the point
where an incident becomes a "crime" than in other jurisdictions. It is also likely
that people h~:re expect more from their police force than is the case in countries

like England, where high crime rates have been present for a long time.

The Distribution of Victimisation Risk:
The survey results indicate that crime in Ireland is overwhelmingly an urban

phenomenon heavily concentrated in Dublin. Thus, for example, the survey
showed that 73 per cent ofall burglaries take place in Co. Dublin. Rural rates of
vlctimisation arc generally low except in those areas in proximity to Dublin and
to certain other major centres such as Limerick.

In Chapter .~ we looked at how the risk of being a crime victim varied
according to three additional characteristics of households: these were the size of
the household (that is, the number of people residing in the household); the age

of the household head; and the socio-economic group ofthe household head. We
carried out this analysis in the light of a theory of predatory criminal victimisa-

tion which states that the risk of victimisation depends on three things: the
attractiveness and suitability of the target; the level of guardianship of the target;
and its proximity to motivated offenders. We operationalised these three
concepts through the variables size of the household and age of the household
head (guardianship); socioeconomic group of the household head (attractive-
ness); and geographical location ofthe household (proximity to likely offenders).
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We found that for all of our six crimes the risk of victimisation varied
significantly according to each of these factors but that hypotheses derived from

the theory were most strongly s~?pported in the case of burglary. Here it was
found that those households most at risk are those likely to be convergent with
potential offenders (those located in Dublin); those which are most attractive
(where the head of the household is serf-employed or in a non-manual job); and
where guardianship is least; these are primarily single person households headed
by an oldperson or, among larger households, those headed by young people.

lmplicatiom of the Findings

Despite the limitations of a single time-point and a relatively restricted range
of criminal offences, the results of our survey do raise some basic substantive
issues about crlme in Ireland and even about how it has been affected by social

change. The most striking findings in this respect relate to the geographical
distribution of crime. However, the relative incidence of various forms of
property crime, the rate of reporting of vietimisation to .the Gardai, and the
types of households most likely to become victims also have relevance for under-
standing the nature of crime in the Irish Republic.

The analysis of crime tends in the Republic based on official statistics
identified a clear structural change in the mid-1960s, with stable levels before,

and large successive increases after that break. Though the incidence of offences
per 10,000 population was highest in the cities throughout the period of rising
crime levels, the upward trend appeared to be universal The number of
property offences was rising in Dublin, other urban centres and in small urban
and non-urbanised areas (Rottman, 1980, Chapter 4). At the very least, there-
fore, the urban share in the nation’s crime problem should have remained
constant or slightly decreased in recent years.

This expectation is challenged by the findings of our survey. To a marked
degree, certainly compared to other advanced capitalist societies, crime is
concentrated in the major metropolitan centre. And outside oftl~e urban areas,
burglary and similar offences are apparently at a barely perceptible level. Thus,
whatever trends underlie the 1982/83 incidence as estimated by our survey,
Ireland manifests a distribution of crime in which the urban/rural distinction is

paramount.
In part, this may reflect a tendency, clear for burglary, in which Garda

statistics are collated on a somewhat different basis in urban mad non-urban
districts. The smaller workload in less urbanised areas may in itself lead to a
broader definition of what constitutes an incident that merits investigation.
More resources can be dovoted to each reported victimisation, and thus increase
the likelihood that a report will be filed as a result. Also, the standard by which
incidents are evaluated in terms ofseriousne~ may be based on a different metric
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in urban than in rural areas. But though such influences might lead to official
crime statistics from rural areas being the more inclusive, the very low rural
victimlsation rates found in our survey suggests that it is unlikely that those areas
experienced upward crime trends in recent ’years.

Differences in What is defined as "rural" offer a more plausible explanation for
the divergence between official statistcs and vlctimisation survey-based
estimates of crime’s geographic distribution. Non-urban areas in studies using
official statistics (Rottman, 1980; 1984) were necessarily defined so as to treat all
but the five largest urban centres as rural, distinguishing between (a) Dublin,
(b) the next four largest cities and (c) the rest of the country. Chapter 3 of this
report, however, indicated that such a three-fold distinction is unsound. The
victimisation levels found in Cork, Galway, Limerick and Waterford are the
same as those found in smaller towns and cities. Thus, on survey evidence a
different three-fold distinction should be made: Dublin, other centres of more
than 10,000 population and the rest of the country. It is reasonable to
hypotheslse, though the relevant time series evidence is lacking, that upward
trends have been present in all densely populated areas. The results ofour survey,
make it unlikely that similar trends have taken place in other parts of the
country, specifically, in localities of less than 10,000 population. To this extent,
our findings modify the conclusions, summarised in Chapter l, on the pervasive-
ness of the change during the mid-1960s. It appears that such change might have
been more widespread than in other countries, but still did not overspill into
rural areas of Ireland.

The distribution of crime as identified in the early 1980s by our survey and the
post-1964 trends recorded by the Garda crime statistics can be reconciled by a
theory that emphasises the structure of criminal opportunities in a society. In
this approach, a rise in crime is a consequence of shifting opportunities,
primarily in the abundance and symbolic value of property, and the distribution
of crime a consequence of the situation in various areas regarding the risk factors
identified in Chapter 5. Social change in urban Ireland has apparently
heightened the strength of those risk factors; this has not occurred in villages and
the countryside.

Thus, though the results of the survey can be interpreted with the same
theoretical perspective as was previously applied to the official statistics, the
emphasis is different. Economic and social change can be seen to both (a) alter
the level and pattern of crime in a society and (b) distribute the amount of risk
unevenly among social groups. It can be suggested that in Ireland both processes
have been more pronounced than is typical. The rise in crime was more rapid
and concentrated than in most European countries and the degree ofdifferentla-.
tion in risk levels is greater than in, say, England and Wales orThe Netherlands.

Previous anpdyses (Rottman 1978; 1980; 1984) using Garda statistics to mark
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the change in the extent and nature of crime were based on specific major offence
categories, such as burglary, which appeared to offer reliable indices of changes
in specific types of crime. The results of our victimisation survey suggest that the
process of counting and classifying incidents in Ireland is more complex than
had been assumed. Though reporting rates by victims are quite high in Ireland,
the recording rate (in which public reports are sifted and translated into official
statistics) appears to be lower than in Great Britain. In other words, the
discrepancy between survey estimated offence levels and official enumerations’of
"offences known" are more substantial here. This raises a number of important
questions:

1. Have victim reporting rates been stable over recent years?
2. Have Garda recording practices been consistent over recent years?
3. Have victim reporting rates and,Garda recording practices been similar

across regions and across urban and rural areas? And if they differ, have
they differed in a consistent manner over recent years?

One survey cannot provide answers to these questions. However, they are the
crucial questions in assessing conclusions drawn on the basis of trends in the
official statistics. As Quetelet so clearly stated 150 years ago (see footnote 1 in
Chapter 1 ), it is not the "dark figure" of crime per se that is ofconcern, rather, it is
the stability of the ratio between counted and uncounted crime that is a
necessary condition for reliability and validity in our measures.

We stress that our concern is prompted by the use that the mass media and
politicians make of the Annual Report on Crime, and not by the actions of the Garda
authorities who compile it. Police crime statistics are products of a data collec-
tion effort that is designed to serve the objectives of crime control and law
enforcement. To do so, complexities are introduced that make it unwise to use
those statistics (and particularly an index such as the number of indictable
offences "reported or known") as absolute measures of the amount ofcrime that
is occurring. Police statistics are still less informative as a measure of the moral
state of the nation.

In the absence of a second "reading" ofvictimlsation levels, we can only draw
tentative conclusions. First, it does appear that residential burglary and vehicle
thefts are sufficiently diffuse that high levels, by international standards, a/’e
present in all Irish urban centres. The highest incidence levels are clearly in
Dublin, but there is no basis for further differentiating among cities by popula-
tion size. Second, there is a high rate of notification to the police by crime-
victims. British and American studies suggest that it is that rate, rather than the
level of offences, that increased over the 1970s in those countries. In Ireland,
however, it appears that the rate of reporting by the public is less important as a
factor in determining the size of "known offences". This makes it less likely,
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though not impossibie, that recent trends in official statistics are artifacts of

changing reporting rates. The high rate of reporting~lso suggests a substantial
degree of public co-operation with the Gardai. Third, the bulk of property crime
is to be found in the less serious offence categories. Burglary and car theft were
the least common of the six offences about which we inquired. Fotirth, the
findings in Chapter 4 suggest that offficial statistics on both offence levels and
detection rates in Ireland should not be regarded as directly comparable to
statistics in other countries¯ This follows from the "updating" procedures
used in compiling the Garda statistics and the fact that the adherence to the
indictable/non-indlctable distinction renders the totals for many important
offences (such as vehicle theft) not very meaningful. In terms of the detection
rate, given that the denominators used in the Irish statistics are not strictly
comparable to those used, say, in Scotland, international comparisons are of
limited reliability.

These findings raise practical as well as substantive issues. In the next section,
we will outline what modifications in the way Garda crime statistics are
compiled and what research needs are indicated by our findings. Before doing
so, we turn to the most basic substantive issue: to what exent is concern over
crime in Ireland commensurate with the magnitude of the crime problem?

¯ It is clear that the level of burglary and vehicle theft in Dublin has reached

high levels by European standards. Outside of Dublin, the magnitude of the
problem is far less substantial and for much of the country’s population, the risk
of crime is virtually non-existent. Ireland’s national crime rate is therefore
primarily a result of the situation in Dublin. This is little comfort to Dublin
residents, or indeed to visitors to the capital, but presents a different type of
problem than would a uniformly high level of crime incidence. Even within
Dublin, crime would appear to be highly concentrated among a few types of
households. Multiple victimisation within the 12 month period is common,
almost typical: a victim of one incident was highly likely to report a further
instance of the same offence or ofanotber one ofthe six offences. So the burden of

risk is most unevenly distributed, with some households having a very high risk
and others a low level of risk.

The risk of becoming a crime victim is thus not evenly shared by all sections of
the population. Some households and individuals are more at risk than most,

especially in experiencing multiple victimisations. Knowledge about the
distribution of risk shouldassist the Garda Sioch~ina in developing a crime
control strategy and householders in making sensible decisions about protecting
themselves. We will turn to some of the possible measures in the final section of
this chapter.

The final implication we note from our.survey findings is that we can identify
two types of victims of crime. The first consists of those individuals or families
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who have had their home burgle~d, car stolen, or suffered from some Other form of
crime. The resulting loss of property, pesonal trauma and possible physical harm
requires more than our sympathy. Protectionagainst such mlsforturies, and
mitigation of their consequences where they cannot be prevented, is’a
responsibility of Government.

There is a second type of crime victim, which consists both of persons who
have and those who have not directly experienced a crime incident. This group
includes all of those who feel obligated to restrict their movements to avoid
becoming a victim or a repeat victim and ali those who feel insecure even when
in their own homes. Most of us are today victims of crime in this second sense. To

an extent, the results of our survey indicate that some of that fear is excessive.
The risk of crime victimisation in most of Ireland remains very iow indeed, and

even within Dublin, it is concentrated among particular neighbourhoods and
age groups. We do not, however, know the extent to which areas atJd sections’of
the population witil low rates of victimisation achieve that by limiting their
exposure to potential crime. As Lea and Young (1984, p. 37) observe, "... to
lecture vulnerable groups that they have a low risk rate when their justified fear
of crime forces them to take elaborate precautions against it is both illogical and
patronising". Our concern here is to urge that a sense of proportion be retained,
that fear of crime not drive us as individuals into such isolation from 6ur
neighbours that we will end up even more vulnerable to crime and less likely to
receive assistance should we become victims.

Recommendations
Our findings lead to a series of recommendations in three main areas: crime

policy, criminal .justice statistics and criminological research.

I. Crime Policy:
There appears to be a significant imbalance in the geographic distributions of

Garda resources and crime. In 1980, 42 per cent of Garda strength was
concentrated in the Dublin Metropolitan Area (corresponding to most of Co.
Dublin, with adjacent urban sections of Counties Kildare and Wicklow).
Though this represents a significant expansion of the Garda presence from levels
in the 1950s and 1960s (Rottman, 1984, Chapter 4), Dublin’s share of Garda
resources is still far below the capital’s share of the crime problem. Research in
other countries does not offer the promise that reallocation of Gardal to Dublin
or more police patrolling generally will reduce the level of crime (see, for
example, Loftin and McDowell, 1982; Heal, 1982; Pyle, 1983, pp. 190-191)but
it would enhance ~.he level of service available to citizens in need of assistance.
Providing such a service to the public is the basis for the co-operation that makes
detections and prosecutions possible (see the discussion in Rottman, 1984,
Chapter 7).
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The results of our victim01ogical analysis suggests that property crime in the
urban centres is clearly patterned. This offers the prospect that an improved
allocation of personnel and a more imaginative choice among modes of policing
in localities might meet with success. It also suggests that there is scope for
preventive measures that maximlse one of the main predictors of where property

crime occurs: guardianship. Investment in enhanced guardianship, however, is
likely to be more sensible in some targets than in others. The attractiveness of
some targets, especially motor vehicles, might also be susceptible to policy.
"Target hardening" has become fashionable as a response to specific crime
problems: vandalism 0f telepbone kiosl~ and public transport vehicles, the ease
with which many motor vehicles can be stolen, and the vulnerability of houses
left unattended during weekdays. More resilient construction material or
fabrics, steering column locks, and mortice locks and neighbourhood watches all
seek to diminish the opportunity for crime.

The success to date of these efforts in other countries has been sufficient to
make their implementation a viable option in criminal justice policy. It is a
matter for public policy because such a resonse is of little merit if it merely serves
to "displace" crime from one target to another. The apparent success ofthe West
German programme which required that all motor cars be fitted with anti-theft
devices is attributed to the universality of the diminished opportunity (Mayhew

et al., 1976, pp. 15-20). More sporadically implemented attempts at "target
hai’dening" may merely increase the inequality in victimisation risk as measured
in Chapter 5. In other words, those who do receive the additional protection will
benefit, whether households or social groups or neighbourhoods, to the cost of
others who will experience the offences so displaced.

"Target hardening" as a policy also ignores the dimension of symbolic value
that affects the attractiveness of various forms of property. Motor vehicles, for
example, have a symbolic importance to young people in contemporary society
that is continuously reinforced by media presentations. Owning a car is not
merely a utilitarian good, but a statement about lifestyle and status, an indica-
tion of the worthiness of the person who has use of it. The costs of owning and
operating a motor vehicle in Ireland are considerably in excess of those in other
European countries. There is only a limited market in low cost secondhand
vehicles and insurance premiums and taxation are set at comparatively high
levels.

One possible response to the apparent demand for stolen vehicles, whether for
permanent or short-term misappropriation, is to widen the accessibility to
legitimate markets for used vehicles and to insurance premiums for young
people. Some of the attraction of"joy-riding" might be blunted by programmes
of driver education in the schools and such programmes are regular features of
American second-level education. Such policies will not eliminate but might
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diminish the demand for access to vehicles that is now expressed through illegal
markets.

The Garda Sioch~ina needs as its first priority a new and comprehensiye
strategy for urban policing. Victimisation surx, eys can point to where various
problenas for crime control and law enforcement are concentrated, but the
problem is really one of setting priorities and directing resources accordingly.
Basic questions need to be addressed: What size of area is optimal for Garda

districts in various parts of cities? What mix of car patrols, foot patrols and
community police is optimal for a particular type of area? What is the most
effective, mix between resources that permit a rapid response to requests for
assistance and those resources that might deter crime from occurring in the first
place? When these questions are answered it ’will be possible to devise the
appropriate trainlng programme -- for recruits and for serving Gardaf -- and to
allocate personnel among jurisdictions. It will also be possible to specify what
tasks are the responsibility primarily of detective and special investigation units
and which are allocated to either regular Gardai or community Gardai.

A vlctimlsation survey directs out" attention toward the individuals and
families that suffer the costs of crime -- financial, physical and psychological.
For many victims, their experience was not of an isolated incident, but ofseveral
victimisatlons. The need for reassurance through prompt, courteous Garda

response to reports of crime is paramount. Even where there is little prospect of a
"detection" it is the role of the policc to provide manifest evidence of concern by

recording the incident and offering crime prevention advice. Ireland has been
slow to emulate the victim support schemes in other European countries. The
sheer numbers of Irish victims pose a major challenge to any programme
established at this late stage.

Finally, as the Garda Sioch~ina experiment with new modes of policing, such
as neighbourhood watches, community policing, or the "Rural Policing
Scheme", victimisation surveys offer one basis for evaluation. The), provide an
alternative measure of the level of crime in the experimentai area and permit
"before and after ’ measures of public concern over crime and satisfaction with
Garda services.

2. Crirne Statistics:
We noted in Chapters 1 and 2 that victimisation surveys provide an

alternative, rather than a definitive, measure of the level of crime. Tbe discrep-
ancies between our survey estimates and the numbers included in tile Garda
statistics, howeverl suggest a number of reforms that should be made in the
methodology underlying the Annual Report on Crime. Firsl, there is a need for a
revised system for classifying and counting offences. This should be based on
identifiable offence types, such as thefts of motor vehicles, and should provide
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the same type of information on all the relevant specific component offence
categories. Tabulation of tlie number of offences should be made on the same
basis for indictable and non-indictable offence categories. The statistics
provided by individual Garda districts and divisions should be audited on a
regular basis to ensure that the rules for recording, classifying and counting the
number of offences are consistent with the national guidelines.

The Garda Sioch~ina should make public the rules and procedures that are
used to collate the Annual Report on Crime. Whenever those procedures are
modified the change should be noted in the Report in which it is introduced. If
statutes establish new offence categories or modify existing categories, the
manner in which the crime statistics incorporate those changes should be noted.

Since 1947, the Garda Sioch~.na has provided the only comprehensive set of
statistics on court proceedings for this country. Using several formats over that
period, the results ofcases either commenced or concluded in the criminal courts
have been indicated as a part of the main tables in the Annual Report on Crime.
This valuable service, however, has tended to obscure the distinction between
two statistical series: (a) offences known or reported and (b) the flow of cases
through the criminal courts to an eventual outcome. The practice ofrea[Iocation
of incidents in accordance with court proceedings renders the Garda statistics a
mixture of both. It would be preferable to maintain a distinct tally by the offence
category initially used and a separate set of tallies based on the offence category
for which proceedings were entered. This would facilitate international
comparisons. It would also avoid the possibility that the differential rates of
detection for various types of offences render some offences more likely to be
reclassified than others. Generally speaking, the possibility of reclassification is
present only after a detection has been made.

3. Criminological Research:
The results of the 1982/83 ESRI Victimisation Survey were sufficiently

promising to make a replication the first research priority. Such a survey should
both repeat the questions from our survey, allowing for comparison, and
considerably expand the range of questions included. This would include: (a)
other types of’aictimisation, (b) details of the incident itself, such as the amount
of loss, the time of day, etc. (c) the composition of the household, by age,
employment status, etc., and (d) descriptive information on the block or neigh-
bourhood in which the household was located. If possible, the survey should be
collected to facilitate the merging of its results by area, allowing analyses by type
of neighbourhood (using Census data) and comparisons with the Garda statistics
(by station or district). Comparability to the ongoing British, American and
Continental European victimisation survey programmes is also obviously
desirable.
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A programme of victimisatlon surveys also offers a more satisfactory basis for
measuring changes over time in the extent and nature of crime in Ireland. As
time-series, officially recorded crime statistics tend to "(1 ) either exagerate the
amount of changes in victimisalions or, (2) tend to misrepresent the direction of
change in victirnsation" (Eck and Riccio, 1979, p. 292). The analysis of
American data suggests that unreliability may have been a more substantial
factor in year-to-year changes in official crime statistics than any real change in
the level of crime. Offical statistics, in the absence of a complementary set of
victimisation studies, would appear to be a guide only to long-term trends in the
level of crimes and they, car/not capture short-term fluctuations in the amount of
crime. We need both sets of data. The costs ofvictimisation surveys alone makes
it impossible for t hem to replace official statistics as our main basis for measuring
the amount 0f crime.

Victimisation surx, eys are typically, but not necessarily,, limited to either
adults or to private households. They, thus provide no information on crimes of
which the victims were institutions, such as commercial firms, schools, or the
general public (parks, sporting facilities, etc.). The methodology ofvictimisation
surveys can be extended to cover such categories of victims, either as part of a
general survey, or through a separate survey, or series of surveys. Victimisation
survey data will be deficient as an index of the amount of"white collar" crime
such as embezzlement, forgery, and fraud unless institutional victims are
included. Such surveys might help to focus attention on the extent and cost to
society of such crimes.

Victimisation surveys, like the official crime statistics or insurance company
records, are informative primarily about the geographic and social distribution
of crime. They, also provide indicators of the nature of crime through questions
about the extent of loss suffered and mode of execution of the ofl’ence. But such
aggregate studies cannot provide much insight into the organisation of crime
and the variety of forms it takes within a particular society. Nor c~an surveys and
official statistics adequately [ink crime to the social and cultural milieu in which
it takes place. This is the task of a different research tradition, one that focuses on
localities, groups or practitioners of highly specialised types of crime.

Such research is needed in Ireland to provide the grounding within which we
can make sense of answers to the two basic qt~estions posed at the start of this
paper: how much crime is there at present in h’eland and which families and
social groups are most at risk from crime vietimisation? We have provided
quantitative answers to those questions. Ifwe wish to probe deeper, and ask what
the links are between levels of crime and (a) factors such as early school leaving
long-term tlnemployment and drug abuse, or (b) factors such as the probability
of detection, prosecution and punishment, we will need to know more about tile
social organisation of crime. Surveys and analyses of official crime statistics can
hint at, but not definitively indicate, the nature of those linkages.
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In addition to the differences cited in the text of Chapter 4, the following
differences between the BCS and ESRI Survey should be noted:

1. Data collection in the BCS was carried out in March 1982, with
respondents asked to provide information on all victimisations experienced
since 1 January 1981. The result is a single 14-month recall period;
estimates for 1981 were made by excluding reports from January and
February, 1982. The ESRI Survey was carried out in five quarterly EEC
Consumer Surveys, each inquiring about victimisations experienced in the
preceding 12 months. Thus, respondents were faced with a variety of recall
periods. This does not appear to have had an effect on the ability of
respondents to recall incidents from thoughout the 12 months about which
they were asked, at least for burglary and vehicle theft (see Chapter 2,
footnote 17). Our procedure for data collection does, however, lead us to
merge victimisat ions experienced as early as October, 1981 wit h those from
September 1983. So our estimates reflect, in part, the change in risk over
time; this effect is not present in the BCS estimates.

2. The BCS household-specific questions included all a respondent family’s
residences; the ESRI Survey refers only to incidents affecting the family’s
primary place of residence.

3. The BCS questions on vehicle offences specifically mentioned motor
scooters; the ESRI Survey only specified "car, truck or motorbike",
though interviewers were instructed to include "other forms of motorised
vehicles".

4. Both surveys were carried out in such a manner that any adult member of
the household ( 16 or over in the BCS; 18 or over in the ESRI Survey) could
serve as the interviewee. The EEC Consumer Survey field procedures
make it somewhat more likely that either the head of household or the
spouse oftbe head of the household was the interviewee than would be the
case for the BCS. To the extent this difference is present, the BCS estimates

should be regarded as underestimated relative to those for Ireland on tile
assumption that the household head or spouse would be more knowledge-
able about victimisations than would younger household members.
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1. Interviewers’ Manual

2. Questionnaire and Relevant Consumer Survey Questions
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1. Interviewers’ Manual." Crime Section, July 1983

General Instructions

It is possible that a single incident ofcrime victimisation may involve several
distinct types of criminal act that are included in this survey. To make the results
of the survey meaningful, it is essential that each incident only be recorded under
one of the questions on victimisation. A few simple rules can help in deciding
what to do when a respondent reports an incident that involved several types of
victimisation. In general an incident should be recorded only once, i.e., in the
most serious category that applies. The order of seriousness to be used is:
(1) illegal entry to a house or flat, (2) theft of a motorised vehicle, (3) theft of
property from within a motor vehicle and (4) any act of vandalism or damage to

a motor vehicle or other form of property. This ordering of seriousness
corresponds exactly to the order of the questions; so, once an incident has been
recorded in reply to a question, it should not be recorded again in reply to a
subsequent question. For example, let us say a house is entered illegally, money
taken, and while leaving the burglers damage some hedges in the garden and
steal the family car, which, when recovered, is missing the car radio. The entire
incident would result only in an entry in Question 1. A theft of a car would only
be entered in Question 2 if the theft had occurred independently of the illegal
house entry, i.e., at a different time. Similarly, ifa car is stolen and while missing
is vandalised or property is taken from inside the car, the entire incident would
be recorded in Question 2.

The definition of a household used in these crime questions is the same as in
the rest of the survey i that is, it excludes people such as boarders, servants and
visitors. So, if the respondent runs a guesthouse, for example, and one of her
guests had his car stolen while he was staying there, this incident should not be
reported.

Please read the first four lines of introduction to this section to the
respondent.lt is important to be clear th.at we are interested only in those crimes
that have occurred in the 26 counties of the Republic of Ireland. So if, for
example, someone reports a car stolen while they were in the North of Ireland or
on holidays in England or the Continent, such incidents should be excluded.
Also, the questions refer to the last 12 months. Please take I st of July 1982 as the
starting date of the period about which you are enquiring.

Question 1
This question refers to the house or flat in which the interview is taking place.

We.do not want to know about break-ins that occurred at a previous place of
residence or at another residence (such as a holiday home), lfthe respondent’s
residence is also a business premises, (such as a fiat over a pub or shop) that area
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used for business is not regarded as part of the house, so ifsomeone illegally enters
the pub but does not enter the attached dwelling area, this incident should not be
recorded. In some cases the business area ofthe house is not distinguisable from
the dwelling area (e.g, a guest house); in this case it all counts as the household.

This question covers all incidents where someone not invited or entitled to be
there got into the house or flat. This means, for example, that nothingneed have
been stolen -- a break-in can occur without theft or larceny or vandalism~ Also,
it need not necessarily have been a forced entry. If someone gained entry
through an unlocked door or an unsecured window, it should be recorded.

Note, however, that a theft or act of vandalism by someone invited into the

house or flat (even if the person proves to have been a confidence trickster) is not
relevant to the question.

Should a respondent report more than four incidents of illegal entry during
the 12 months, only record the details of the first four. But please note the total
number which took place in part (b) of the question.

Question 2
Part (a) of this question serves as a filter, identifying those households in which

a person had the use of a car, truck, motorbike or other form ofmotorised vehicle
during the last 12 months. The answer ’~ould be "YES" if anyone living in the
household had had the use of such a vehicle at any time during the last 12
months. The remainder of Question 2 and all ofQuestion 3 would be asked ira
"YES" response is given; if the answer 2(a) is "NO", please skip to Question 4.

This question refers to any form of motorised vehicle that belongs to the
respondent or someone living in the respondent’s household. It does not make
any difference whether or not the vehicle was subsequently recovered. It can
have been stolen from anywhere in the 26 counties. A car borrowed without
permission (e.g., by a member of the family) as distinct from stolen is to be
omitted.

A company car available to a household resident for personal use or a rented

car should be included; a delivery van or a lorry being used by an employee only
for work should be excluded.

Question 3
Question 3 refers only to thefts of the contents of a car, truck, van or caravan;

this includes boot compartments. If something was stolen from the locked carrier
of a motorcycle or motorbike, the loss should be reported here. Theft of an item
attached to the exterior of a vehicle would not be considered relevant to this inter-
view (including a trailer Or an item attached to a roof-rack). Note carefully that
property taken from a car or truck reported as stolen in Question 2 would not be
included in this question.
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Question 4
This question refers to theft from outside the house but within the area attached to and

controlled by the residents of the house or JTat. For a house the relevant area can be
gardens, driveways, and farmland that is owned, leased or rented by the head of
the household. In the case of a flat, the relevant area includes entrance balls, car-
parks, and that land which belongs to the block of flats or the buildil~g within
which the flat is located.

"Kept Outside" means items that were outside of the house or flat at the time
they were stolen. For example, ira tennis racket were left outside in the garden
and it was stolen, then the loss of the racket should be recorded even though it is
not typically kept outside of the house.

Question 5
This question refers to acts ofvandalism or deliberate damage to the outside of

the house or flat or to property which belongs to a member of the respondent’s
household (e.g., farm machinery, crops, sports equipment and lawn fur!liture).
It is limited to the area attached to and controlled by the residents of the house or flat. A car
parked in a driveway would be included if it were the driveway of the
respondent’s house or flat and if the car belonged to a member of the respondent’s
household. Vandalism to a business premises owned by a household member but
not attached to the residence would not be included.

So for a house, the relevant area can be gardens, driveways and farmland that
is owned, leased or rented by the head of the household. In the case of a flat, the

relevant area includes entrance halls, carparks, and that land which belongs to
the block of flats or the building within which the flat is located. A car parked
immediately outside a house but on a public road would not be included in
answering this question.

Question 6
Incidents included in answering this question should be limited to ones in

which valuables were taken from the person of the respondent or someone who
lives in the respondent’s household. "From the person" would include items in
the immediate vicinity ofthe person, e.g., wallet in the pocket of a coat hanging
nearby; handbag from the floor of a pub, etc.

Question 7
(a) This refers only to an operating alarm. Ifa house or flat has no alarm but

does have an imitation alarm or a sign warning that the house is protected by an
alarm, the answer to Question 7(a) is NO.

Questions 7(a) and 8(a)
These questions refer only to the household of the respondent. The alarm or

dog must be from the flat or house in which the respondent lives.
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2. Questionnaire (Crime Survey and Relevant Consumer Survey Questions)

ESRI

1, W-4o ts "n~ ~

Is ITT~ H~ Yes (I). No (2)

YOU k~ XS~

(O) SEX O~ THE H[]~ ~le (I), female (2)

(C) IS IT .......... (]) SPOuse, (3) Other relation,

(Z) ¢hf|d. (4) NO relation

(D) ~xoe ~ ~ale 0), Feaale (Z)

8

D
g

[]
l0

I’d now like to ask you a few general questions about people In the household,

CouTd you tell me the ........

(1) Under 18, (4) 40-49, (7) 65-67,
30

(2) 18-29, (5) 50-59. (8) Over 67.

(3) 30-39. (6) 60-65, (9) Don’t know or not available I I

31 32
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20, ~JtF!.O’t’7’Eh~ STA’nJS OF

IS ~n~ ~L’IH .................

(1) Ful]-ttme employed, (4) Living on pension or Investment Income,

(2) Part-tim4 employed. (5) In full-tlJ~ trl~n~ng or education,
{3) Un~loyt~d p~$ently, (6) Other (hous~lf~ R.t¢)

21, CCCUOATIO. OF H~?
St~t.# ~JeZ¥ the ~nl oo~t.~ of BOll. If ~er~md, #$:a~.e

of d,~l epouae.

OCCUPATION ...........................................................
nma dat~iam k,h~h of ~h# ~em beZma w, oet; (QriTeoI~eZV
oont~:na ~ ooov~t~4m, T~h off �I~ re~.~r L~ front; of ~he
o~ ~d ood~,

(1) Self-employed (other than farming), (4) Other non-manual workers,

(Z) Farmtn9 (self-employed), (5) Skilled manual workers,
(3) P~ofessionol 4rid/or managerial. (6) Other manual workers,

(9) ~n*t know or not applicable

7). ~ CF ~Lr..ATIOf40~

~T TYPE OF ~ OR COLLE~ DID H~H LAST ATIlt?

(I) Primary Level. (5) Other Second Level, - ~m~ei~, ~t~I

(3) Intermediate Cert., (6) Third Level, - u~i~e£~, ooZZeg~ of ~vh-

(4) Leavtng Cert.. ~,:~lt~ me~, ~t~.

(9) Don’t know

34

35
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AI

ESRI CRII’~ QUEST|ONS - CONSUMER SURVEY     JULY    1983

REPEAT

Fimllly. I’d ]eke tO elk you a few queltJons abou~ law and order.
Hany people are very concerned about the level of cries at the
mo=enc ind we would like to find ou~ whic is happenin8 at s he�ions1
level. Plemse only tell un about c~[mes thec occurred in Ire|and.

Break-in

t(m) Over the I~t 12 months, has anyone~ill ally entered this house or fiat -- 7that is, by breaking in or gaining entr~permlssion?

Yes (1), No (2), d/k (9)

If YES a=k (b) and (c): 8

B(b) you many clml dld the= happQn Ln the las� 12 month=? d/k = 9

(c) Could you tell me t~hen each of these Incidents happened, If anything
yes stolen and if the incident yes reported ~o the Garden?

Afiyth~ng Was ~t
~on t____hh Year Stolen~ ~eported?

Jan - OI 8~/63 Ye~ (I1 Yes (f)

Dec - ~2D/[(t3) D/K (9) No (2) D/K (9)     No (Z) D/K (9)

No. I

No. 2

No. 3

No, &

9    10 11 12 13 l&

15 16 17    IB     19 2C
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A2

(a) Did you or anyone in this household o’~ or have uge of
a c~r, truck ~r ~torblke in the last 12 months?’(tlck)

Yes ~ NoL~ GO to Q.~

(b) Over zhe last 12 ~nonth% did anyone item or 0’,4: wilhout your pclmlssion) a car,
ltuek, or nlOlC, rbi~:e belonRin| IO you~Ko someone i,’l the hou~¢hold~ ~-~

Yes U), NO (2). elk (9) L.__.J                                  33

If YES, *sk 10) ane Id):

(t:) How’ many limes did this happen? d/k (9)
L~)4

(d) Fc.t each c,se Off theft COuld you tell me when it happened and if it was teporled

10 �he Garda~

CASE MONTH Y~AR WAS IT REPORTED

0l. 02.... 12 dlk (13) 82/83,d/k (9) Yes (I) t~o (21 dlk (9)

, D-
, ED.. [ZE]., I-].,

tO yOU Or to someone in this ~us~hold,~

Yes [I), NO (2). elk (9)

If YES_.~, ask [b) and (e):

HOw rr~ny times did this happen~ d/k 19)

How m~,~y o( these incidents wcrr* reporled to the Garda~?

3. (aI Over the last 12 months, did anyone steal anythin~_from inside a car or [tuck that belonp

[--].

(b) [] ~

(~I uP, (91
[] s~

4. {a) Was any item thai is ~ -- like a bicycle. [Jrden fueniture, tools, farm
machinery or equipment tic.. - Sl~©n over the |as1 1"2 mon~hs~ I~’.xctu6¢

molo¢;std vehicles, whi¢h s2sould be ~ntetcd ii~ Question 2.)

Y. (1), NO (2), d/k (91 [’-’~$8

If YES, ~sk (b) and (e):

[~) How many ~ir~’s ~1� cbis ~pp~n! dtk (9) ~_~ $9

(c) HOw many of Ihe~ ;ncJdenlt were reporzed Io the Garda~? d/k (9)
60L____J
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A3

S. (.s) Over Ihu hP.I I 2 monlhs was the oulside of your house or flat damaged (~r
v.mdaliscd c~ has ;.n’� properly altached to Ihe house, such as t~
ot ,lny I~ulbuilding ox a car parked oul’*ide Ihe boost, been damaged ot
vandalized ?

Yes" (I), No (21, d/k (9) J 161

If YES, ask (b) and (c}:

(b) Plow many limes did IhiS happen in the last 12 months? d/k (9)
62

(c) Nnw many of these incidents were reported to the Gardai~ d/k C9)
63L__J

6. Ca) Can you tell me if there were any other occa}i?ns in the past 12 months when
a valuable item was stolen from someone who llves in your household - in
the street, a shop, on holidays in 1roland, etc., (handbag ~natch©d, hold--up,
pocket picked, etc.)

Yes (I), No C2), d/k (9) 1 J~s

If YES, ask (b) and (c):

(b) How many times did this happen? d/k (9) J J
65

(c) How many incidents were reported to the Gardai? d/k (9) 66I I

7. (a) Does this house (or flat) have a burglar alarm?

Yes (1), NO (2), Non--response (8),

If YES, ask t"O) :

Cb} How long have you had (he burglar alarm?

{Specify number of months O/ ... /2; for longer
then 12 months code 13.)     d/k (14)

d/k (9)

8. (a)    Finally, have you a dog in the household?

Yes (1), No (2), Non--response (8}, d/k (9)

If YES, ask Co) :

(b) HOW long have you had a dog?

{Specify number of months O1 .,. 12; for Ion~/er
then 12months code 13.) d/k CI4)

68 69

8O
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